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Design for life

QUITE APART from the tragedy of being counted among the Unibomber’s victims, there is an irony that David Gelernter should have been one. Single out for his high profile in computer and software development, Gelernter is critical of much of modern technology—if in a more moderate and dramatically more constructive way than his antagonist. Where Theodore Kaczynski lived simply and acted criminally, author and Yale scientist Gelernter worked his way through an education in art, literature and computer science and has turned his skills on what he calls ‘featureitis’. The explosive parcel received by Gelernter left him with a damaged hand and eye, but has not halted his work on a completely new concept for the computer desktop. Nor has it tamed his campaign to reassess the predominant design ethic that sees manufacturers from various disciplines and nations adding ever more features to static design concepts. Called Lifestreams, the new desktop dispenses with the rigours of file naming and organisation necessary to operate today’s computers—just one example of featureitis. Gelernter regards other developers’ efforts as lazy, using advances in technology and the falling cost of memory as an excuse to turn out increasingly feature-packed, but less efficient systems in lieu of anything genuinely innovative. Perhaps it is his artistic insights that enable him to see what other software authors cannot—certainly, the title of his new book The Aesthetics of Computing (Machine Beauty: Elegance and the Heart of Technology in the US) suggests that this is the case.

But where Gelernter regards the computer industry generally to have betrayed the higher ideals of R&D, I suspect he would find much of what goes on in pro-audio development reassuring. His icons of classic design, such as the Hoover Dam and Henry Dreyfuss’ 1930 steam locomotive, demonstrate many of the same qualities found in classic and modern studio equipment. Economy of design has endured in much of our kit; it enables not only efficient signal paths, but simple and speedy operation—all qualities that benefit its users. Obviously, the resurgence of interest in older equipment has played its part here. What Gelernter can directly offer us is a word of warning: that as we move progressively into software, the failings that afflict mainstream software authors will increasingly tempt our own.

Tim Goodyer, editor
Made for Mixing
A digital multi-track console so straightforward, it could be analogue!

Solid State Logic's new Axiom-MT provides up to 96 fully configured channels with standard SSL in-line ergonomics. Every control is dynamically automated - including surround panning on the small fader!

Axiom-MT supports all mixing formats via 48 multi-track buses and 12 main mix buses, and SSL’s innovative EFX matrix provides access to 60 effects sends from each of the 192 automated inputs in mixdown.

Combining a familiar control surface layout with outstanding digital processing, Axiom-MT offers the many thousands of highly experienced SSL mixing engineers worldwide a seamless transition to the digital domain.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
Begbroke Oxford OX5 1RU England
Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300
Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118
Email: sales@solid-state-logic.com
http://www.solid-state-logic.com
Show-time in Amsterdam...

The Netherlands: Attracting some 8,600 visitors to its almost 300 exhibitors, this year's European AES Convention took place in Amsterdam's RAI Centre — as did four years ago. The venue remains popular with all and may catch the 'floating vote' of those unlikely to attend the Convention in a less entertaining location.

Commanding the first manufacturers' press call of the show — and consistent attention following it — was the launch of SSL's Axion-MT digital console (see Studio Sound, May 1998). Representing a full 360° turn in thinking on operation, the desk employs a thoroughly analogue style surface in the belief that it is not only tried, tested and understood, but eliminates clients' potential uncertainty over book- ing a digital studio room. Elsewhere on the show floor, the hot topics of wide-and-fast digital audio standards and multichannel delivery ensured a high profile for manufacturers of digital systems and loudspeakers alike.

When compared to the likes of the IBC, which also favours the RAI with its presence each year, the AES was undeniably small, but this offers more of a comment on the current fortunes of professional audio than support for the show. And once there, it made the AES a far more enjoyable experience than larger events. Predictable talk of 'quiet' periods from exhibitors was comfortably balanced by their satisfaction with the overall level of attendance and the quality of attendance — certainly, the presence of shows just a couple of years ago was absent.

The first evening of this year's Convention also saw the presentation of the inaugural SSAIRAs — the Studio Sound Audio Industry Recognition Awards. Informally given and graciously received, the event bodes well for future year's SSAIRAs, to which all Studio Sound readers will be invited to contribute in due course. It's all on page 12.

Tim Goodyer

More awards

UK: Awards fever continues to spread through the pro-audio industry with the announcement of the CEDAR Awards for sound restoration, and the recent Welsh Radio Awards. Devised to acknowledge the achievements of those active in sound restoration, the CEDAR Awards comprise categories for CD Remastering from a Modern Recording (post 1949); CD Remastering from a Vintage Recording (pre 1950); Remastering from a Film Soundtrack; Audio Restoration for Broadcast Use; Audio Restoration for Feature Film; and a CEDAR dealer award. Nominations for the five main categories are invited from all 'interested parties' including prospective candidates to CEDAR (Tel: +44 1223 414177 or www.cedar-audio.com). The awards were presented at the annual CEDAR Gala Dinner at the Royal Institution in London on 2 October 1998.

US: Top-rated talk programme The Tonight Show with Jay Leno is now using a Euphonix 104 fader CS3000B for live-to-tape and on-air broadcast studio operations. The Euphonix digital control broadcast system replaces a 10-year-old large-format analogue console and includes 56 channels of dynamic and features HyperSurround for S.1 surround sound mixing. For the inaugural show on 20th April, the show was operated by NBC's chief engineer Bob Whitley.

SPARS changes

US: American industry body the Society of Professional Recording Studios has announced that Lee Murphy is to relinquish the presidency for personal reasons for his move, the owner of New York's Briggs Bakery studio is to be succeeded by present vice president and owner of Dallas' Omega Productions, Paul Christensen, for the remainder of his office term. New to the SPARS board are Avatar Studios' Zoe Thrall and Sound on Sound studios' David Amlen. SPARS, tel: +1 361 641 6648.

Worldwide: The current Spice Girls tour, readying to leave Europe bound for the US, and set to take in all corners of the planet, is to do it with desks from Amek and Yamaha. The FOH console is a 74-input Amek Recall console featuring RN I/O modules — the first to do so — running with two Yamaha 03D digital desks. The RN modules' mic amps and EQ are, as their names suggest, the work of Rupert Neve and have been chosen by FOH engineer Mike Dolling (below) following his experiences with the outboard 9098 series. The 03Ds, meanwhile, handle submixes for percussion and keyboards and are controlled by MIDI scene change commands originated by the Recall. The Amek also sends MIDI control information to a bank of Yamaha SPX1000 outboard processors. Further Yamaha digital desks, 02Rs this time, are assigned to monitoring and recording duties, in the latter case working as part of a 32-channel setup with ProMix 01s and DMP7s.

A UK: Renowned composer David Dundas has re-equipped his London studio with a 16-input Otari Status console some 10 years after its original construction. Common to both events is the involvement of Stirling Audio who handled the first installation, and the refit. Quoted as valuing the recyclability of the Status as a major factor in its selection, and pictured with engineer Pete Dennis, Stirling's Gary Robson and his wife, Dundas has achieved success with his advertising work as well as scores for films such as Withnail and I, Sleepers and How to Get Ahead in the World.

A UK: London's Metropolis is gearing up for the anticipated demand for DVD and Super Audio CD mastering with new rooms for mixing and mastering to wide-and-fast, and surround formats. The recently completed 5.1 mixing room contains an SSL J-series console, Genex MO recorder and PMC monitoring. The Genex GX8000 is one of six to go into the new studio complex, offering a wide variety of services from music scoring to surround mastering.
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... and in Shanghai

China: The First Light & Sound Shanghai convention put on by PLASA and P&O Events is being hailed as a success by participating companies. Taking place from 14th to 16th April against a backdrop of economic uncertainty, the exhibition was something of an exercise in trying the waters of this market which, despite current difficulties affecting the rest of Asia, has become increasingly important to sound and lighting contractors.

However the show, which was supported by 48 international manufacturers-distributors and 37 local companies, exceeded the organisers' expectations by attracting almost 5,000 visitors over the three days.

Among international sound companies exhibiting were ISS Audio, Martin Audio, Tannoy, Technics and JBL Audio, Denso Leisure and BOSE. All let the show convinced of its importance in the burgeoning Chinese market. Derek West, marketing director at Tannoy, summed up the feelings of many by saying: 'We honestly didn't know what to expect, but it's been a really good experience for us. The visitors have been really serious and we've made some good contacts.'

Martin Audio MD David Bissett said: 'We have been exhibiting in China for 20 years, prised the show for its professionalism. The actual appearance of the show is far more conducive to selling quality product and a better representation of our industry than we've had in other Chinese shows,' he says. 'All other shows in China need to be looking at this as the standard to aim for.'

Sponsored by the DTI, the show was one of the largest trade missions of UK companies to Shanghai. British Consul-General Alan Townsend comments: 'I am delighted that so many UK firms exhibited at the show with support from the British Department of Trade and Industry. Without exception, all those I spoke to were enthusiastic about the exhibition. The DTI also sponsored the nine sessions of seminars which attracted 810 visitors. DTI sponsorship continues for two more years, and PLASA and P&O Events are confident that the success of the inaugural Light & Sound Shanghai will lead to a doubling in size in 1999.'

Caroline Moss

U.S: British rock icon Peter Frampton has recently completed work on his Nashville-based Nuages Recording studio project. Built around a 56-channel SSL 480 console, the Nuages demonstrates Frampton's commitment to his emergent career as a producer, and his faith in analogue equipment and practices. Citing the experience of all his own albums, the guitarist is using Quadratec tape throughout and is currently working with guitarist Eric Stuart.

Sharcs sighting

The Netherlands: During the recent European AES Convention, talks were concluded between the Harman Professional Group and Analog Devices making the two companies partners in developing Harman's 'high performance products portfolio'.

The arrangement allows Harman's Pro Group to make the most of a range of AD's 32-bit Sharcs DSP's in its digital equipment. The arrangement is a partic-

ularly enabling to the Harman Group as its range of activities make diverse demands on DSP processors: Analog Devices delivered on all counts, commented Harman Technical Director John Oakley, offering us the greatest variety of price structure and technological integration without compromising efficiencies, flexibility or functionality. Sharp processing is currently used in the Group's Studer 3950 digital console.

Russia's uptake of Orban's Audicity workstation has been noted recently with sales to broadcasters including Tenna TV and Radio Asos Radio Stalitsa Radio Donskaya Volna Zodi- ac TV and Radio Pobet Radio and Radio. Russian opera theatre, Novaya Opera, meanwhile, is to install an APM Neve-VX recording console in its studio in Moscow. Although the youngest of the city's opera companies. Novaya is noted for its varied work which includes a variety of concert series and theatre productions. The VX will see heavy use in classical recording.

France, Russia, Tel: +37 095 974 1278. Orban, US, Tel: +1 510 351 3500. AMS Neve, UK, Tel: +44 1222 457011.

A Florida dealer Sales Force & Associates appointment as a Summit dealer has resulted in a recording studio.-recording facility. 'Who brought the Dig Studio, being the first customer for its new line,' Co-owner Wolf is also using Summit's TLA-100A with Magda Hilker at north London's Tannoy Sound, UK. Tel: +44 181 761 2448.

Television New Zealand has taken six Micron 500-series radio micro- phone systems for use on air and 'to fulfill the many and varied needs of a highly professional broadcaster'.

Audio Engineer, UK, Tel: +44 171 254 5475.

London has a new post house, as Silvergate Associates has opened a Avic Audio/Vision-based 'one-stop editing facility'. The studio also features a Yamaha QZ1 desk and DA-98 MD8, a targeting TV programming and has been designed by Doug Robinson. Elsewhere in London Videolondon has placed a 64-channel SSL Avant digital film console at the centre of a major refurbishment. Overseen by Munro Associates, the rework of Studo Four is intended to target surround orientated projects for TV and cinema. Recent work includes the drama series, Sharpe and Soldier, and documentary and foreign language dubbing. SSL itself has installed a pair of DynaudioAcoustics; B36 active monitors in its new demonstration room.

Silverlake, UK, Tel: +44 171 827 9510. Videolondon, UK, Tel: +44 181 734 4811.

SSL, UK, Tel: +44 181 865 842300.

LA-based King Sound & Pictures has added a Flying Faders automation system to its vintage API Model 3208 console. Providing music recording and remix facilities to the LA scene and offer a Studer A827 analogue multitrack custom, 3M 769 1/2-inch mastering machine and a selection of classi- cai outboard. The console served the likes of Sky & The Family Stone and Frank Zappa, and subsequently be- longed to Randy Jackson in 2-channel form before receiving 8 further channels and additional aux pairs. Chicago's Gravity Studios, meanwhile, has opted to install 33 channels of Flying Faders on its new Custom Studi- King Sound & Pictures, US, Tel: +1 213 931 3099.

Gravity Studios, US, Tel: +1 322 733 9760.

Uptown Automation, US, Tel: +1 410 381 7970.

A Nashville-based VRT Radio has placed an order for its fifth Ampex D6S digital console, making it the world's leading DMS user. Although consistent in its choice of console, the consoles have been designed different areas of VRT's operation including air transmission and postproduction work. The latest order is for a 64-input desk designed for on-air use.

VRT, Belgium, Tel: +32 2 741 5061.

Amek, UK, Tel: +44 161 834 6747.

Opar's Audicy has added a Soundfield SP512 microphone to its cupboard.

RealWorld, UK, Tel: +44 1225 743188.

Soundfield, UK, Tel: +44 1924 210809.

The first recent effort of Sony's PCM-3384HR 24-bit digital multitracks has come from UK-based FX Rentals. Two new HR machines bring FX's commitment to DASH to a total of five. Underground Sound, working out of Nashville, is now offering Hare Faders for SPA, ADAT4I tape recorders and Orban's UPC24 Universal For- mat Converter as part of its expan- sion into south-east French rental operation. Dispatch is the first European hire company to offer Soundcraft's Series 5 FOH console as well as the Series five monitor desk. First use of the 48-channel FOH desk is a European cut- ing Jean-Luc Goldman, while the monitor desk is being steered on a vari- ety of TV shows.

FX Rentals, UK, Tel: +44 181 746 2121.

Underground Sound, US, Tel: +61 2 242 2242.

Dispatch, France, Tel: +33 148 632202.

Brazilian interest in DAR's work- ers has become more evident in their first time following contracts with Record TV in Sao Paulo and Studio 43. The two SoundStation Gold systems and two OTRR recorders for Record TV, and the Sigma and Sabre Plus systems for Studio 43 give DAR its first presence in Latin America and dubbing facili- ties with Studio 43's music recording work adding further to the profile.

DAR, UK, Tel: +44 171 742848.

UK-based Sega Europe has set up a new music studio. Demonstrating the increasing value placed on audio by the computer games companies, the new installation comprises an 8-channel Mackie desk, 48-channel Pro Tools 24 using the two DynaudioAcoustics M2 cabinets for LCR monitoring, with exiting M1.5s for the surround sound all powered by DCA650 amplifiers.

Sega, Europe, Tel: +44 181 995 3399.

LA-based Berne Grundman Master- ing now boasts a number of facilities recently to install Pacific Microcosmos HCCD processors. Others include LA's Future Disc, San Francisco's Redwood Digital, NYS's DB Plus Nashville's MasterMix, Tokyo's Toy Factory Studi- o, and the UK's Sound Record Technology, and Linn Records, Pacific Microcosmos, US.

Net: www.hdcd.com

London's Whitfield Street studios has completed refurbishment of its rooftop mixing suite under the guidance of James Grant. The studio now boasts a 72-input SSL 9000 channel and Boxer T5 monitors and makes much of the conclusion of a new diffractic rear wall. The involvement of HGA's Neil Grant sustains a history begun over twenty years ago and continued through the facility's ownership by Sony.

Whitfield Street, UK, Tel: +44 171 636 3434.

HGA, UK, Tel: +44 1753 631022.
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2-5
CommunicAsia 98
Singapore Suntec Centre, Singapore,
Contact: Singapore Exhibition Services
Tel: +65 338 4747
Fax: +65 339 5651
Email: info@sesmontnet.com
Net: www.montnet.com/ses/

2-4
Replitech North America
The Moscone Centre, San Francisco, California, US,
Contact: Knowledge Industry Publications
Tel: +1 415 981 9157
Fax: +1 415 981 8200
Email: kpi.event@kpi.com
Net: www.kpinet.com/rep

5th Broadcast Asia 98 and others
World Trade Centre, Singapore,
Contact: Overseas Exhibition Services
Tel: +65 471 146 1913
Fax: +65 471 143 8211
Email: singex@montnet.com
Net: www.montnet.com

10-13
IRS: International Radio Symposium and Technical Exhibition
Montreux, Switzerland,
Contact: Ms Patricia Savioz,
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51
Email: message@symposia.ch
Net: www.montreux.ch/symposia

International Electronic Cinema Festival 1998
Chiba city, Japan,
Tel: +81 48 221 9165
Fax: +81 48 221 9165 160
Email: mecon@musikkomm.de
Net: www.mecon.de

25-26
1st Musicom Europe
The Mount Royal Hotel, London, UK,
Contact: World Research Group
Tel: +44 207 231 9731
Fax: +44 207 231 9431
Email: info@worldrg.com
Net: www.worldrg.com

July

9
Biz Tech 98

Lowe's Vanderbilt Hotel,
Nashville, Tennessee, US,
Contact: SPARS National Office
Tel: +1 800 771 7727
Online: spars@spars.com

October

20-24
Tele-, Kino-, Radio Technologies
Exhibition Centre, Moscow, Russia,
Contact: Ekaterina Zolotov
Email: main@adm.ru

October

8-17
Telecom 99
Palaeo, Geneva, Switzerland,
Tel: +41 22 730 5969

November

4-5
22nd Sound Broadcasting Equipment Show (SBES)
Hall 7 National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, UK,
Tel: +44 1491 838575
Fax: +44 1491 833257
Email: dmc@tTproms.co.uk
Net: www.i-way.co.uk/~dmc/sbes.htm

9-11
Trade Fair for Motion Picture Technology and Postproduction
Munich, Germany,
Contact: MesseMünchen GmbH
Tel: +49 89 59 09
Fax: +49 89 59 09 09
Email: info@messe-muenchen.de
Net: www.cinec.de

10-13
10th AES Convention
Moscone Convention Centre, San Francisco, California, US,
Tel: +1 415 558 0200
Fax: +1 415 558 0144
Email: 10th-chairman@aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

10-15
21st Montroux
International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition
Montroux, Switzerland,
Contact: Ms Patricia Savioz,
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51
Email: message@symposia.ch
Net: www.montreux.ch/symposia

9-14
5th Broadcast Cable & Satellite India 98
6th Comms India 98
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India,
Contact: The Federation of the Electronics Industry,
Tel: +91 11 231 2000
Fax: +91 11 231 2040
Email: feedback@fei.org.uk
Net: www.exhibitionsindia.com

December

9-14
International Radio Symposium and Technical Exhibition
Montreux, Switzerland,
Contact: Ms Patricia Savioz,
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51
Email: message@symposia.ch
Net: www.montreux.ch/symposia

14-15
60th AES Convention
Moscone Convention Centre, San Francisco, California, US,
Tel: +1 415 558 0200
Fax: +1 415 558 0144
Email: 60th-chairman@aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

January

9-14
1st Musicom Europe
The Mount Royal Hotel, London, UK,
Contact: World Research Group
Tel: +44 207 231 9731
Fax: +44 207 231 9431
Email: info@worldrg.com
Net: www.worldrg.com

January

10-14
ITU Plenipotentiary Conference
Minneapolis, Minnesota, US,
Tel: +1 612 730 5969

January

24-28
21st Montroux
International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition
Montroux, Switzerland,
Contact: Ms Patricia Savioz,
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51
Email: message@symposia.ch
Net: www.montreux.ch/symposia

February

10-15
60th AES Convention
Moscone Convention Centre, San Francisco, California, US,
Tel: +1 415 558 0200
Fax: +1 415 558 0144
Email: 60th-chairman@aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

February

10-15
ITU Plenipotentiary Conference
Minneapolis, Minnesota, US,
Tel: +1 612 730 5969
THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO DIRECT-TO-DIGITAL RECORDING

INPUT
- Stereo/Dual Mono Mic Preamp
- True 48V Phantom power
- 24 bit AD Converters
- Lo Cut Filter
- Soft Limiter
- AES/EBU
- S/PDIF
- ADAT™

PROCESSING
- 48/96 kHz Internal Dynamics Processing
- Expander/Gate
- Compressors
- EQs
- De-Esser/Dynamic EQ
- DRG™ Digital Radiance Generator
- Microphone Time Alignment Delay
- M/S Encoding/Decoding

OUTPUT
- 24 bit DA Converters
- AES/EBU
- S/PDIF
- ADAT
- Analog XLR
- Simultaneous Analog and Digital Outputs

RECALL THE MAGIC: Versatile factory presets and custom user banks enable you to save the exact settings from your favorite recordings and recall them at will, saving you hours of work in the studio.

TC ELECTRONIC A/S, SINDALSVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK PHONE: + 45 8621 7599 FAX: + 45 8621 7598
EMAIL: INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM HTTP://WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM
TC ELECTRONIC GMBH, FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B, 22335 HAMBURG, TEL: (040) 5310 8399 FAX: (040) 5310 8398

www.americanradiohistory.com
Call waiting

Thank you for John Watkinson's very fine technical article on the telephone, in the February 1998 issue of Studio Sound. One correction your readers should know. It is well documented that the Italian inventor, Antonio Meucci, invented the telephone before Alexander Graham Bell was born. The series of events that led to Mr Bell's patent award is as follows.

Each year for over ten years Mr Meucci renewed a 'prepatent' registration with the US Patent Office. The fee was $10 per year. And the documents precisely describing the telephone were registered in the prepatent documents. While in the hospital, suffering grave injuries from an accident, Mr Meucci was not able to renew the prepatent registration. Alexander Graham Bell's father-in-law (who was working in the US Patent Office at the time) knew Meucci's registration had lapsed and gave Meucci's documentation for the telephone to his son-in-law, Bell claimed the invention as his own and immediately patented Meucci's invention.

Antonio Meucci invented the telephone. Alexander Bell was awarded the patent for the telephone. Meucci died a pauper.

Robert Marino, Athena Records, Staten Island, NY 10314

Relocation recording

Neil Hillman's interesting article in your March 1998 issue on how MiniDisc is the latest format to be adapted for field recording reminded me of my letter on the same subject which also appeared in the March issue in 1993.

This month's article was accompanied by an anachronistic illustration (among others) of the first Sony portable MD recorder, which was extolled in my letter five years back. As a brief update to my comments at that time, I can report that I have continued to use MiniDisc as a mainstay of my classical music location recording business, and the quality and reliability of the machines I have used has improved enormously, with the format more than living up to its early promise. Echoing the comments made in my review of the Tascam MD 501, I have found domestic machines to be perfectly adequate, for my purposes at least; this includes a Sony mid-sized machine which travels several times a week unprotected in one end of a soft holdall without complaint.

My chief criticism of the first Sony portable concerned its subjectively poor signal-to-noise ratio. Times have changed. Yesterday I recorded a major recital in the sublime acoustics of London's Wigmore Hall using as backup a microscopic £299 Sharp MiniDisc machine (which is scarcely larger than the disc itself), fed from a £2,000 Sennheiser microphone system. The tiny machine seems quite unembarrassed in such company. Indeed, before the rehearsal I gave it the ultimate accolade of thinking that it was not recording properly, until after much unplugging and reconnecting of leads. I realised the lack of sound was indeed a faithful reproduction of the lack of sound in the empty hall.

And what was the main machine? A DV format camcorder—why just record 16-bit, 48kHz to DAT when DV gives you the same plus pictures? We live in changing times.

Peter Nicholls, Acoustic Music Recording, London

Chris 'n' tell

Cheers, kudos and thumbs way up to Chris Kinsey for devoting the majority of his interview space to exposure of the common, nowadays practice of hijacking finished record productions from their creators. I found him to be brave and not 'politically correct' in discussing the bane of modern recording engineers-producers who are left to suffer this indignity in a mostly powerless position. Besides being anti-creative and disrespectful, it all reminds me of an old entertainment adage: 'There is never enough money to do it right the first time, but there is always enough money to do it over again'.

Thanks a lot Chris and if you are ever in LA, let me buy you a beer.

Barry Rudolph, http://home.att.net/~brudolph

Perfunctory Pearl

Year microphone review is perfunctory. Mr. Foister states ...the paper performance is borne out by the use of the microphone.' Use how? Did he stick it in front of a female vocalist? Did he perform (one could only wish) use a pair to record a classical orchestra or ensemble? We produce live radio broadcasts of classical music, once per week. Send us an occasional mic, we'll put it through its paces!

Bill Vestal, Executive Producer, Sundays at Four, City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Dept. 433 S Spring Street Los Angeles, CA 90013

I am sorry Mr Vestal found my CC 22 review (Studio Sound, February 1998) less than helpful. I try to avoid the kind of review that turns into a list of things I tried it on, for two reasons: first that they are rather dull, and second that they encourage the kind of blinkered thinking that links certain microphones irrevocably with certain instruments. I would have thought it far more useful to attempt to put across the flavour of a particular microphone, so that people can make their own minds up as to where and when its use might be appropriate.

For Mr Vestal's information, according to my notes I used the CC 22 on female voice (classical and jazz), trumpet, sax, cello, snare drum and bass clarinet, to name but a few, in the course of a typical week of half a dozen concerts and recitals and half a dozen sessions. My description of its character is distilled from all this experience with it, all of which showed it to be a competent and likeable performer. Much as I would have liked to put up a stereo pair it was only provided with one microphone—it is strange how few manufacturers appreciate the added value of trying a stereo array, particularly when, as in this case, the microphone is so physically suited to it.

Dave Foister
New delivery channels, including DVD, satellite, cable, digital TV and the internet, are providing an explosive increase in the number of routes available to deliver material to an ever-more enlightened audience: demanding complex levels of audio format.

This in turn has created a requirement for powerful audio tools capable of generating and controlling these significantly more complex formats, effortlessly combining and distributing the increase in the number of audio channels.

Manual operation is no longer an option

Are you ready for this?

People who work with Soundtracs DPC-II Digital Production Consoles are

They're assured of 160 automated channels with comprehensive digital audio processing, controlled by an intuitive worksurface

They're also dubbing in all current and known future mix formats in 24 bit and feeling secure with the knowledge that future proof 96kHz resolution and 7.1 operation is built in.

And they're saving time by opening up creative possibilities with each new project they produce.

For a full colour prospectus or better still book a personal demonstration simply call Soundtracs.

---

**The New DPC-II**

- 160 Digital Channels
- Worksurfaces from 16 to 36 motorised faders
- 24 bit Conversion
- 96kHz operation
- Stereo, LCRS, 5.1, 7.1
The first SSAIRAs produced some surprises and some predictable placings courtesy of the readership of Studio Sound.

The 104th AES Convention in Amsterdam saw the introduction of the results from Studio Sound’s Audio Industry Recognition Awards—the SSAIRAs—at an exclusive presentation dinner held at The Grand Hotel. The SSAIRAs were instigated after numerous requests for Studio Sound to place its weight and integrity behind an independent awards scheme that would be judged by the magazine’s qualified readership.

The SSAIRAs are a celebration of the unique relationship between Studio Sound and its readership—a relationship that now spans 40 years. To recap on the selection process, nominations were invited at the beginning of the year for 13 categories and everyone was free to nominate a product providing it shipped for the first time after the European AES in Munich last year and before the Amsterdam AES this year. Products that failed to ship within the allotted timescale may be renominated for next year’s SSAIRAs.

Following the nominations, we progressed to the voting stage of the exercise with only readers, not manufacturer-associated personnel, qualifying to cast actual votes. To vote, readers had to quote their unique reader identification number from the label on their personal copy of the magazine.

Because Studio Sound has a fully audited circulation, it was possible to weed out manufacturer-base infiltrators attempting to influence the results. Nonqualifying votes, votes without unique reader registration numbers and duplicates were binned. Readers voted by fax, mail, or via an interactive form on the Studio Sound web site at prostudio.com.

In each of the 13 categories, we have announced a winner and commended product—both judged by the Studio Sound readership, its editorial team and its contributors to be worthy of special recognition. Only winners received official SSAIRAs certificates, but commended and winning manufacturers will receive SSAIRAs logo artwork that they will be free to use on their letterheads and promotional material. There will be no official recognition of products that have been nominated because of the nature of the nomination process. These are exclusive awards that aim to give praise only where praise is due.

The SSAIRAs logo represents official recognition by the world’s leading audio title. By definition this readership is sophisticated and knowledgeable and judged purely as a market research exercise, the results of the SSAIRAs are as strong an indication as you can get of the type of products that end users want. Winners and commendeds are all judged to be doing something right.

The annual SSAIRAs presentation dinner is to be held each year during the European AES.
Combined outboard device

**Winner** Jünger Vamp 1

**Commended** Cedar CRX

### Monitors

- **Winner** JBL LSR32
- **Commended** Meyer HM15

### Convertors

- **Winner** Apogee
- **Commended** DCS

### Audio recorder

- **Winner** Otari DX5050

### Audio editor

- **Winner** Creamware
- **Commended** Pro Tool

### Microphones

- **Winner** Bräuner VM1
- **Commended** AKG Solid tube

### Special category

- **Winner** Dolby Surround Tools
- **Commended** Microtech Gefell

**Tascam's** M Takahashi
**JBL's** David Kim
**Dirk Brauner**
**Dolby's** Bill Jasper
**Soundtrac's** Todd Wells
**Apogee's** Paul Rice
**Amek's** Rupert Neve
**Otari's** Harald Viering
**tc electronic's** Mads Lubeck and Studio Sound publisher Steve Haysom
**Jünger's** Peter Pörs
**Creamware's** Wolf Roth
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Otari PD-20-A

Extending its family of digital recorders, Otari has delivered a speedy MO-based 4-track machine, that is big on compatibility. Rob James meets a family friend

Otari's PD-20-A digital recorder is the third member of a triumvirate of digital recorders, alongside the PD-80, and DX-5050. Of these, the PD-20-A most closely resembles the PD-80, but all have a great deal in common both in physical appearance and human interface, not to mention build quality that is so solid and reassuring.

The recorder comes in two sections, a 2U rackmounting unit, the PD-20-A, and a neat little controller, the CB-170, which is supplied as standard. A VGA monitor (not supplied) is used for display. The PD-20-A may be used without remote or VGA where basic recording, replay and editing are all that is required. Like its siblings, the PD-20-A uses an 'overwrite' 5.25-inch magneto-optical drive as the primary storage medium using the same disc format as the PD-80. Projects can be moved and edited from a PD-80 provided only Tracks 1-4 are used. The PD-80 can also use PD-20-A projects. Capacity is 640MB per single-sided disc giving a total of around 120 track-minutes at a sampling rate of 44.1kHz. Recording is to 16-bit resolution with sampling rates of 32kHz, +0.056kHz, +4.1kHz, +7.952kHz or 38kHz.

The PD-20-A front panel is neat and uncluttered offering just a mains switch, a headphone socket with its volume pot, a slot for the MO disc and the analogue input gain pot for calibrated operation at SRL (Standard Recording Level), with +1dBu corresponding to -15dBFS. Pressing the knobs activates the manual analogue gain controls and the knobs emerge from their usual position almost flush with the panel to allow adjustment. The rest of the front panel is occupied by an I/O and horizontal level meters at the top with a row of transport and Menu-edit CANCEL and ENTER locate keys at the bottom.

The rear panel has XLRs for the two channels of analogue L/O, AES/EBU L/O and time code I/O. Word clock and video sync I/O are on BNCs. The SCSI connector is Centronics.

The onboard converters are 20-bit 6x approximations to 20-bit 8x oversampling A-D and 20-bit 8x oversampling D-A devices. D-connectors take care of GPI-O, serial and the connections to the controller and VGA monitor, while GPI-O enables external equipment to control transport functions and provides tally outputs for indicator lamps and a 'message' output when using Project Program Play.

Controller connections are via a 15-pin D-connector to the mainframe, a standard IBM PS-2 mini DIN for connection of a computer keyboard and a phones jack and pot. The controller lastly a Handle that contains information such as the number of Sound Handles, fades, and so on.

To use the PD-20-A at its most basic level requires only the mainframe. Turning on the power gets you to a startup screen where discs may be formatted, sync reference and input set and a new Project created or an existing one opened. This takes a mere 10s, very fast for this type of machine. Once a recordable Project is open, pressing src arms the machine for recording and, as I found out the hard way, switches the monitoring e-to-e. Ouch. Pressing the play button commences recording, stop ends recording and positions the Cue ready for immediate playback, if required. The Cue is auto-numbered. Subsequent recordings are simply a repeat of the above and the resultant Cues are sequentially numbered. Front panel editing is limited to deleting, renumbering and splitting or merging events all with a single level of undo. It is also possible to Flush deleted events from the disc to regain space. That is about it. Otari has kept local operations as simple as it is possible to get. Projects created and edited in remote mode, or, on a PAD-80, are playable in local mode, but cannot be edited or added to. I think this is a useful safety feature.

Using the CB-170 remote the menu system is virtually identical to the PD-80 (Studio Sound, July 1997), so I will keep the description brief. The most obvious difference is the PD-80 is an 8-track machine and the PD-20-A is principally a stereo machine; although there are actually four tracks to play with. The common interface is a considerable advantage in installations where both machines are in use. On power up the opening screen menus are accessed using the function and or yellow cursor.
keys to select an item and the green ENTER/PLAY key to confirm the choice. The housekeeping covers the likes of physical and logical formatting of discs, verifying, and copying. Backup RAM defaults are altered under the General menu, while Project and Library menus deal with creation, opening, and management of projects and libraries. As on the PD-80 the Project Program Play and Cue Quick Play modes are selected under the Utility menu, for some reason I never did understand. The Power menu enables the screen saver.

The main working area is the Project window. This is fairly busy, all the information you need is displayed and there is intelligent use of colour to convey status. Above this is either the Library list associated with the project or the Event list. There are several pages of function key assignments, accessed using the Function key. The 2nd and 3rd keys act like shift keys to modify the action of other controls. The zoom-in and out buttons change display resolution from less than 2s to over 27 minutes in 11 stages. The minimum step size changes in proportion from 0.1 frames to 1s. Waveform display is toggled by the wave button. The usual edit functions are complemented by a plethora of audition modes. Most editing is done by marking a Region with the large yellow A and B buttons. There are up to 16 levels of undo. The very useful Gate function chops up an event into separate events by cutting out silence. The Gate operates at thresholds of -60dB, -52dB, -45dB or -38dB. Punch-in and punch-out recording can be either manual or automatic. The auto in-out times can be programmed with the AB markers or numerically. The locator allows location of the start and end of a project, individual Events or Sync points. There are five numbered locator memories on keys and a total of 100 memories. The first five locations can be locked.

DSP gives functions for time compression and expansion, pitch shift and reverse. These are off-line; although sections can be auditioned in real time before committing. Vari-speed in play or record covers ±12.5% range. Machine control is racked with a good selection of frame rates and modes for timecode master and slave operation.

In addition to the normal mode of operation there are two others, Cue Quick Play and Project Program Play. Cue Quick Play lets you "load" the numeric pad buttons with Cue's selected from any library for instant playout when the relevant key is pressed. Four pages of assignments can be saved and recalled for a total of 48 sounds. The maximum number of simultaneous playback tracks is limited to two. Project Program Play enables a completed Project(s) to be replayed at predetermined times of day triggered from the internal clock) or external time code. The playback can also be started manually. You can have up to 18 Projects per page and there are four pages for a total of 72 possible Projects. Each Project can contain five locked locutor points each of which will send a GPI-O trigger to operate external devices.

This is a well thought-out and versatile machine. The noise and dynamic range figures are better than usual for a 16-bit system. A stereo editor it has plenty of power with a chunky hardware interface. But it is as a stand-alone stereo recorder, used without the remote, that the PD-20A really shines. It is possibly the simplest disc-based acquisition tool I have yet to encounter. This simplicity also makes the unit ideal for use as a playback machine by unskilled personnel.

The Project Programme Play mode, would allow it to be used as an automated playback unit for radio commercials or any application that requires playout of various sequences at specific times. The GPI triggers make it a good bet for AV use. Another obvious application is in a multiple machine environment. PD-80s where multitrack is required, and PD-20-As to acquire material with no headaches about file compatibility and only one interface to learn. Otari should be pleased with itself.

---

**Classic Performer**

The classic 4006 omnidirectional microphone from DPA Microphones (formerly known as Danish Pro Audio) is a proven, no-nonsense cost effective workhorse with an enviable pedigree. The audio professionals' choice, the 4006 embodies the finest available materials. Utilising advanced production and quality assurance techniques, the 4006 is an indispensable tool for the professional studio or broadcast environment. Outstanding performance is characterised by an extremely linear frequency response and a very low noise floor.

The 4006 is just one of the high quality products from the renowned 4000 series, evolved from over 50 years of innovation and customer service - available now from DPA Microphones.

---

**Series 4000 Microphones from DPA**

Hejeregade 11, 3450 Allerød, Denmark
Tel: +45 48142828 F: +45 48148700
www.dpa-microphones.com

---
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Apogee AD-8000

Taking a popular A–D convertor, a proprietary digital optimisation process and a 8-channel package gave Apogee the AD-8000. Dave Foister joins the converted

EVER SINCE it became apparent that not all digital equipment sounded the same, attention has centred on the processes of conversion between the analogue and digital domains. Not many would contest the view that numbers are numbers, and unless the numbers change then what they represent does not change either. The only factors affecting the sound of a digital recorder are the accuracy with which the analogue waveform is translated into numbers, and the accuracy with which the numbers are translated back into the analogue waveform. This makes the convertor as important as tape was to an analogue recorder, and about the same number of companies have made their name with the quality of what they produce.

One of the earliest successes was Apogee, whose digital filters became the standard upgrade for serious digital recordists, and whose digital expertise now includes both types of convertors, the UV22 system for increasing the perceived resolution of a 16-bit medium, and digital recording media of various kinds.

Never ones to hide behind an elitist laboratory facade, Apogee's designers have responded to the current direction of digital recording with the AD-8000. Eight channels of 24-bit analogue to digital conversion with a wealth of options enabling it to interface with virtually any digital format around.

Switching the unit on reveals one of the most outrageous power-up displays I've ever seen, before settling into an operating state that reveals the presence of a vast number of LEDS and illuminating labels. At once it becomes apparent that this is more than just a rack of convertors, but just how much more is something of a surprise.

In its basic state the 2U-high box, finished in subtle Apogee mauve, delivers four pairs of AES-EBU signals via rear panel XLRs, derived from eight balanced line-level (+4 or -10) analogue inputs. The input circuitry incorporates screwdriver gain adjustment and Apogee's proprietary Soft Limit feature, also user adjustable, but hidden under the top cover. A special calibration mode on the meters allows precise setting of nominal levels to a chosen reference point, and an onboard oscillator can deliver tone at all digital outputs at this level. The meters have a wide dynamic range and several combinations of peak and average metering and peak holds, and are accompanied by user-definable 'Over' indicators. To help avoid exercising them the Soft Limit function adds unobtrusive limiting, making it very difficult indeed to overdrive the convertors. The limiters can be used as a simple safety precaution or can be driven harder to produce an analogue-like density, but without distortion.

Individual or global muting is also provided. These functions can be applied to individual channels by selecting the relevant function button and then pressing the button at the bot-
tom of the required channel; the function can be applied to the whole lot by holding its button in for a second or two. This makes the basics of setting the unit up very straightforward, even if the complexities to come demand a few moments perusal of the manual.

Conversion to digits generates 24-bit words, and Apogee's proprietary UV22 processing is selectable on individual channels to reduce the word length in a civilised manner to 20 or 16 bits. Two levels of processing (normal and low) are provided, to be chosen according to whether UV22 is to be used again on the signal in the future, and this is one of several options set on rear-panel DIP switches.

The quality of these convertors is everything one would hope for from the Apogee badge: quiet, smooth and musical, benefiting greatly from UV22 when going to DAT, which trades a trace of broad hiss for the granular effects of truncation and does it with class. The AD-8000 would be highly desirable if that were all there was to it; as it is, this is only the beginning of what is a phenomenally versatile piece of equipment.

The clue is in the number of channels, eight tracks being the standard unit of multitrack recording in a wide variety of formats. The AD-8000 has in its back-panel space for four plug-in cards, known as AMBus interface cards. These fit much like a card in a PC slot, and can produce a choice of 8-channel digital outputs. Current options cover ADAT, TDIF and Digidesign's proprietary Digi8 format, all with the appropriate connectors and ready to plug in. There is also a Fiber DX option, using a format similar to ADAT, but using real glass fibre to give a range of 5 kilometres, and...

The quality of these convertors is everything one would hope for from the Apogee badge: quiet, smooth and musical, benefiting greatly from UV22 when going to DAT, which trades a trace of broad hiss for the granular effects of truncation.

ADAC 9624

www.mytekdigital.com

mytek, inc. po box 1023, new york, ny 10276, usa. tel. (212)274 9191 fax (212)686 4948
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< a card offering eight channels of AES-EBU input to complement the eight output channels. Herein lies the second clue; all the AMBus cards carry digital inputs in the relevant format as well as the outputs. This means that an AD-8000 fitted with one or more of the cards can carry out format conversion as well as feeding more than one format of machine at a time.

This is achieved simply from the front panel by selecting digital inputs for the required channels. Flexibility is maintained by the facility to select adjacent pairs of channels to be fed from the chosen digital source while others still carry the signal converted from the analogue inputs. The current setup is shown on a matrix of orange I/Os on the front panel, that shows the sources feeding each output channel. At the moment only one digital input source can be used at a time, but apparently future versions will allow some channels to carry signals from an ADAT input while others have a TDIF source on them, others still converting from analogue. The source is chosen with a stepping push-button near the matrix, and choosing the channels to use is done in the same way as selecting Mute, Soft Limit and UV22.

A major hidden bonus is the built-in Apogee Bitsplitting facility (ABS), allowing high-bit recordings to be made on 16-bit ADAT and TDIF machines by splitting the words across tracks. The format used is compatible with the Rane PaqRat system.

The only exception is the sensible precaution of not allowing a card's inputs to be fed straight back to its outputs, which could cause a nasty surprise if the connected machine was in input monitor mode. There are 1680 to show the bit-rate of the incoming digital signal, although curiously this remained stubbornly at 16 even when fed from the Alias XT20 playing a 20-bit tape.

A major hidden bonus is the built-in Apogee Bitsplitting facility (ABS), allowing high-bit recordings to be made on 16-bit ADAT and TDIF machines by splitting the words across tracks. The format used is compatible with the Rane PaqRat system and comes in two flavours; 6/21 records six channels at 21-bit resolution while 4/21 goes all the way to 24 bits with just four channels on an 8-track machine. Selection of these modes is carried out on the AMBus cards themselves, and the AD-8000 can obviously replay the ABS tapes and con-
vent them back to straightforward high-bit AES-EBU outputs.

Synchronisation facilities are extensive, allowing the unit to slave to any of its active inputs or to a separate word clock. An optional video card will pull the sync up or down as appropriate by 0.1%, and the system is able to distinguish between, say, 18kHz and 47.952kHz. The system attempts to be clever when deciding what to synchronise to, but can always be over-ridden if it gets it wrong. An optional sample-rate converter puts the finishing touches to a powerful and comprehensive interface capability.

Stereo monitoring is possible via headphones in a front-panel socket, fed by a high-quality converter and a more than adequate amplifier. The source to be monitored is selectable independently of any other routing and can include any pair of tracks from a connected machine as well as the AD-8000's internal signals. The volume control, sometimes the only rotary control in a sea of push-buttons, is in this case a centre-biased nonlatching toggle switch with a digital read-out and a resolution of 255 steps.

As standard this headphone socket is the only analogue output on the unit, but another option slot on the back can accept one of two analogue output cards. One provides a stereo 24-bit converter fed from the source selected with the headphone monitor controls, while the other gives a full eight channels of 24-bit conversion with balanced analogue outputs presented on a 25-pin D-connector with a driver output level adjustments. These eight channels carry the same signals as those on the main AES-EBU outputs.

One of the 9-pins and some hidden front-panel labels indicate the planned addition of remote controlled microphone preamps to go with the AD-8000, with full adjustment of gain, phantom, phase and high-pass filtering controlled from the existing front panel. This would constitute a formidable front end for any recorder.

It is, frankly, hard to think of anything you would want to do in the way of routing and managing digital signals that the AD-8000 cannot do. There is a lot to get to grips with, but in fact the extensive facilities are presented very well on what is a tightly-packed front panel. A set of eight 24-bit Apogee converters would grace most facilities, but the potential for problem solving and easy transfers makes this a complete digital toolkit which could quickly find itself the hub of a digital system for high-quality recording, flexible dubbing and multi-format transfers.
We proudly present to you our new series of purely analogue audio processors. Taking account of many of your suggestions in terms of expansion and functionality, the BEHRINGER PRO SERIES features advanced versions of our Standard Audio Devices which have proven their reliability in applications throughout the world.

The tube stage in our discrete ULTRAGAIN PRO microphone preamp, the side-chain filter and the balanced ins and outs of the AUTOCOM PRO, the expanded level meters, the COMPOSER PRO's expander/gate with adjustable threshold and ratio as well as many other details are living proof of both your and our good ideas. These improvements have only been made possible through the use of state-of-the-art SMD technology and the resulting higher packing densities. Moreover, optimized circuit design and extremely short signal paths allow for improved S/N ratios and greater reliability.

The BEHRINGER PRO SERIES - the first choice for creative and efficient sound design.

Get more information about our products and the complete BEHRINGER line at: www.behringer.com
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Akai DPS12

The revolution begun by Tascam's Portastudio has since assumed the significance of those of the Hoover, the Biro and the Tannoy ADAT. Rob James does not adjust his mind-set.

AKAI IS ENJOYING a busy time of late. Not only is it installing DDS-8 digital dubbers by the van load, but alongside a new range of samplers, it has recently unveiled the DPS-12 Digital Personal Studio.

The DPS-12 follows in the ubiquitous portable personal multitracker mould set by Tascam donkey years ago. As such it combines a digital recorder-editor with a mixer and, with an optional board, digital effects.

The first thing that marks it out from the competition is the adoption of an Lomag 1GB Jazz drive as the primary audio storage medium. This has the immediate advantage that the storage capacity is only limited by the depth of your wallet to buy the disks which are, of course, somewhat cheaper than fixed disks. The next thing to catch the attention is that this is a 16-bit, 12-track machine with no data compression whatsoever. Aesthetically, the DPS-12 is a little anaemic in appearance—or perhaps I should say, restful on the eyes. There are no bright colours and it is predominantly furnished in shades of grey. Considering the feature count the number of physical controls is kept well within bounds resulting in a clean and open feel.

The six analogue mic-line inputs are on balanced 1/4-inch jacks at top left of the front panel. Unbalanced or balanced sources may be used. Each socket has an associated gain pot that varies the input sensitivity from -40dBu to +4dBu. I would have liked a little more gain for low-level mics. The converters are 18-bit, 64x oversampling sigma-delta types. An adjacent red LED warns of clipping. Each of the 12 identical channel strips has a light blue RECORD SELECT key at the top with an associated red LED. These keys double as solo select when the solo key is pressed and also as edit select when in Edit mode. This is very similar to the big brother DL-1500 way of doing things. Below these are white CHANNEL SELECT keys, pan pots and the faders. Between these and the transport controls is the master output fader. Above the transport buttons is a block of 12 keys used when editing and to select modes and system functions. In prominent position above are the four CURSOR keys used to navigate the menu displays. This is up to the usual Akai standard, black and blue with six soft function keys. It also does a remarkable job of conveying information including a moving track, fixed cursor, display. The bottom row of the display indicates the current function key assignments. The dual-concentric jog-shuttle wheel looks flimsy, but the feel is excellent and would not disgrace vastly more expensive equipment. A button and green indicator LED allow selection of jog and shuttle with audio playout. When this mode is selected, the display changes to a waveform of the selected track. Very neat. The waveform takes a little while to rewrite when you move beyond the area in the display. The waveform and track displays can be zoomed in the display - in both vertical and horizontal planes for the waveform and horizontally for the track display. The final two keys are SOLO and NUMBER NAME, both with green LED indicators. When the NUMBER NAME key is pressed alphanumeric characters can be entered using the small keys on the console. The characters associated with the keys are marked in green.

The jog drive slot is in the vertical front panel with the headphone socket and volume control; I would have welcomed more level from this. A 1GB disk gives over three track-hours of recording at either 48kHz or 44.1kHz sampling rates or four at half hours at 32kHz. The rear panel carries the analogue master output and Akai Aux sends on phonos at -10dBu. The Auxes are software selectable as a stereo pair or two mono sends. Digital I-O is optical SPDIF so a converter will be needed if you only have co-ax. Two DIN sockets enable MIDI In and Out-Thru connections to be made, while a 50-pin mini D-connector allows external SGL storage to be added. A footswitch jack and mains connector and switch complete the picture. There is no separate audio monitor output so you must either use the headphone jack or make other arrangements to externally monitor.

I inadvertently tested the ruggedness of the machine by dropping it from a height of about two feet onto its faders. It is not a test I usually employ and it was onto thick carpet, but I really don't recommend trying this at home! The DPS-12, however, emerged unsullied and working perfectly.

The DPS-12 uses the project model to handle data. All the audio, mixer data and locator information are held under the Project Title. In Record mode, 8 simultaneous tracks are allowed. To take advantage of this you will need some means of using the optical input, otherwise the limit is defined by the six analogue inputs. Recording is simplicity itself. Arm the track or tracks and hit record. Manual and automatic punch-ins are possible; although I did get the occasional click. A onepitch function can be used when recording or replaying. Projects may be backed up to DAT and later reloaded with all their parameters for further work; this is a simple and cost effective method.

Editing is also quite simple. Wordprocessor-style Copy or Cut and Paste. Insert or move are supplemented by...
< Insert Silence: Most edit operations require selection of in and out points for source and destination and choosing the type of editing operation to be undertaken. Some edit functions simply require definition of source in and out. The Paste operation will occur at the current cursor position. Hitting the soft function key marked No-in-this point completes the edit. Editing can be performed on any or all of the 12 tracks together.

Up to 100 locator points can be set, and if you are wondering how on earth to keep track of that many points the DPS-12 has a neat new trick—you can name them. Up to 12 points can be assigned to the 'quick locator' keys—the channel select keys in alternative mode. Any of the 250 virtual tracks may be freely swapped back and forth to physical tracks that will help to build up complete tracks using various bits from different takes.

The mixer looks deceptively sparse. In fact at mixdown it is possible to control all 12 internal tracks plus an additional 8 thru mix channels from the physical inputs. This is ideal for use with sequenced keyboards or samplers and will make quite complex mixes feasible.

EQ is, in effect, a pool of assignable processing. At 44.1kHz you can have a maximum of 122 2-band EQs or 83 3-band EQs. At 48kHz this is reduced to 10 and 6. These may be assigned to track or thru channels. The EQ parameters are altered using the jog wheel and cursor keys in much the same way as a Yamaha 03D mixer, slightly more complex here at first, but second nature and fast after a while. The EQ sounds good with well-chosen curves and adjustable Q on the mid hand.

The optional EBM effect board brings two effects processors to the party. The effects are divided into two categories, Global and Insert. Global effects are various reverb delays, choppers, flangers and phasers. Insert effects include, phasers, dynamics, phasers, rotary speaker and wah-wah. The effects outputs may either be routed internally to appear instead of analogue inputs 3-6 or on thru mix channels if you need the external inputs. The global effects are used to affect several or all tracks and the inserts for individual tracks. The effects are good, and all the effects have a useful number of adjustable parameters.

The mix parameter settings are saved as a scene memory snapshot. Amazingly, scene memories can only be recalled when the transport is stationary. Dynamic automation is achieved by the use of an external MIDI sequencer recording control change messages. So far as I could tell this is limited to controlling track and thru channel levels, aux send levels and panning. It is also possible to output a scene change to set things up before the mix starts. MIDI Time Code (MTC) is supported.

Akai is aiming fairly and squarely at the 'home multitrack' market with this one. Notwithstanding this some pro facilities are taking more than a second glance. At a recent show I overheard one film facility person saying, 'But I have six and I'll save myself a few grand.' This should not be taken too seriously, but it is an indication of how closely semi-pro kit is snapping at the heels of the heavyweights.

The bottom line is that the DPS-12 offers a hell of a lot for the money. Twelve full tracks of 16-bit linear recording plus 18 channels at mixdown and decent effects. There is, of course, a price to pay. In this case it is the trade-off of power and features against a fairly steep learning curve. To get the best from the machine you need to use ingenuity. This is in the best traditions of multitrackers and will reward the effort.
The all new Alesis M20™ ADAT Type II 20 Bit High Performance Digital Audio Recorder was designed from the ground up for round-the-clock use in commercial recording and post-production facilities.

The M20 implements ADAT Type II, the only MDM recording format that supports 20 bits to tape - that's true 20 bit, no compression, no noise shaping. Its state-of-the-art 24-bit A/D converters yield an astonishing 117dB of dynamic range. So every time you hit Record, you'll be amazed by the M20's awesome sonic detail. Sixteen times more detail than the 16-bit format you might now be using.

And while the clock on the wall is ticking away, the M20's direct-drive, full-servo, industrial-grade tape transport will deliver the fastest chase and lock-up times of any MDM. Result: those ridiculous deadlines become a little more manageable. Plus, its robust ADAT Type II recording format offers the reliability that lets your tapes play as perfectly across town as they do in your studio.

We didn't leave anything out of the M20's incredible feature set. Built-in SMPTE/EBU synchronisation with a separate time code track. A 9-pin input for edit control. A jog/shuttle wheel that works with a dedicated analogue aux track for scrubbing and cueing. All +4dBu balanced audio connections, plus MIDI Machine Control, video reference and word clock. Options including a built-in eight-channel AES/EBU interface card, the CADI™ remote/autolocator that can be used hundreds of yards away from the recorder and the RMD™ digital remote meter display.

And if that isn't enough, the M20 is compatible with over 110,000 ADATs in use today. In other words, you'll have a direct link between your facility and thousands of project studios around the world.

As an audio professional, you can't gamble on unproven technology or intense learning curves while you're up-and-running 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Instead, look toward the format that gives you tracking, archiving and transferring...all in one incredibly affordable tape format.

- Direct Drive Transport
- Full On-Board Synchronisation
- True 20 Bit to Tape
- 24 bit A/D giving 117dB dynamic range
- A feature set and operation matched precisely to the demands of pro users

For a free colour brochure please call

Sound Technology on 01462 480000

Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND
Fax: 01462 480800 www.soundtech.co.uk

©Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks, M20, CADI and RMD are trademarks of Alesis Corporation.
Meyer HM-1S

The response is seen to lie within ±3dB limits between 90Hz and 20kHz except for a shallow dip at 250Hz and some raggedness between 3kHz and 10kHz; these being within ±4.5dB. Addition of the optional subwoofer does, however, give rise to a severe dip in response at 80Hz, which is presumably the crossover frequency between the satellite loudspeaker and the subwoofer. As per the manufacturer's instructions, the subwoofer was mounted beneath the satellite and connection between the two was made using the supplied connecting lead, ruling out incorrect connection. The dip in response suggests a crossover phase problem that could, and should, be correctable. Experimentation revealed that mounting the subwoofer further from the microphone corrected the response dip. The low frequency harmonic distortion performance is not particularly good with peaks in 2nd and 3rd harmonics to 0.5% at 100Hz. The overall power response for the HM-1S plus subwoofer is shown in Fig.6. The plot shows the dip in response at 80Hz and the narrowing of the directivity of the woofer in the upper mid-frequency range.

Overall, the Meyer HM-1S is a mixture of strengths and weaknesses. The high frequency directivity is very wide and controlled, which, coupled with the dual-concentric drive-unit layout and accurate time-alignment and crossover design, suggests that the timbre of reproduced sounds will be preserved over a wide listening area. This performance is let down somewhat by the narrowing of the directivity in the mid-frequency range, which is probably a consequence of the use of a rigid graphite cone: such cones tend to move as pure pistons to higher frequencies than those made from conventional materials: a property that may often be considered desirable. The low frequency harmonic distortion performance is disappointing; although this must be offset against the high output capability of the system given its small size.

Meyer Labs, 2832 San Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702, US.
Fax: +1 510 486 3356

Fig.5: Power cepstrum

Fig.6: Power response
They’ve all listened...

The Spendors revealed a startlingly transparent soundstage. The stereo imaging accuracy wins hands down. The Mix. SA100

The stereo image and depth was of stunning precision, combined with an exact and recognisable mid position with firm and defined low frequency response. These speakers sounded damn convincing.

STUDIO MAGAZINE. SA100

It is fair to say that these are probably the best monitors I have tested in this configuration. Whether active or not.
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Overall I found these speakers to be exceptional. They are absolutely ruthless when it comes to reproducing a recording without colouration.
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"The Euphonix brings a unique level of flexibility to the Strongroom taking the studio to a great new creative plain. The versatility matched with the sound quality of console is its great strength."

Rob Buckler, Strongroom
Erasure, The Prodigy, Courtney Pine & Beverly Knight.

"There's nothing we cannot do with our Euphonix from full orchestral recording to 5.1 Surround mixing. Euphonix's capabilities are truly staggering."

Steve Parr & Sharon Rose. Hear No Evil.
Divorcing Jack, Our Mutual Friend, Painted Lady, Cold Comfort Farm & Bramwell.

"Quite simply the best decision we ever made."

Tony Taverner, Sensible Studios.
East 17, Gabrielle.
Steve Parr & Sharon Rose. Hear No Evil.

www.euphonix.com
**BSS Opal DPR944**

Like its other new units, BSS' Opals continue to add value to traditional duties. **Zenon Schoepe** revisits gating and dynamic EQ.

HAVING WON SO MANY HEARTS with the rather special DPR8422 compressor, it's time for DPR8522 gate. BSS has extended the Opal family with a box that sort of combines the faces of both, but actually introduces a couple of new elements of its own. The DPR944 is effectively a box of two halves and these halves are totally independent — two channels of gating and two channels of so-called parametric compression. I shall explain the latter in a shorter time but it is worth pointing out that the manufacturer has deliberately turned its back on the urge to produce a dual-channel unit that combines the features of gating and compression in favour of a 4-channel device. This is reflected in the rear panel balanced connectors which are separate for each of the four signal paths and while you can stereo link the two gate and two compressor channels, the only way you can cascade the processing is to run a lead between the separate blocks. Gate channels have key inserts TRS sockets.

It is a novel idea some may think strange. The parametric compressor features draw at least in part, from the ideas introduced originally on the DPR801 dynamic equaliser. This realised the smart idea of compressing or expanding (true expansion, that is boosting, as opposed to the more popular interpretation of the word in the context of downwards expansion for gating purposes) of tuned frequencies appearing above a user-set threshold with fully variable ratio control.

What the DPR801 does is work with a threshold pot, and width and frequency pots to selectively compress frequencies that poke out above the set Threshold level. Alternatively you can bypass the parametric nature and have the compression operate like a first order gate. It is a novel design and works as you expect it to be.

The original DPR801 dynamic equaliser remains subtle for some because, until you understand what it is doing, you might easily judge it as a lack-lustre equaliser, or an ineffective compressor. However, understand the principles involved and it becomes a potent mastering dynamics controller and one of the best ways to reshape vocals with the very finest of voices.

Gate-wise the DPR944 gives two stereo-linkable channels of pretty rudimentary control — this is no DPR522, for example — with pots for Threshold and Release Hold, fast and slow Attack controls and a Key Filter Pot (liked to a Narrow-Band filter switch (0–5–8 octaves) and a Key-Limit circuit. Depth can be switched between ±20dB and ±20dB and separate LEDs indicate gate open and closed states. Bypass is activated by the now characteristic illuminated wine-gum switch.

The progressive knee compressor is an altogether more interesting proposition for the virtue of the inclusion of the parametric section. There are gain and frequency pots, with side-chain listen, switchable fast and auto release constants, and fully variable threshold, ratio and ±20dB gain make-up. Metering is excellent with multicoloured bar showing below and above threshold levels.

The results are remarkably smooth because the gain reduction is only applied to the frequencies that the section is tuned for and only when they exceed threshold. The general dynamic of a signal thus remains largely intact and this process remains one of the smartest means of recompressing an already compressed track without any of the artefacts that can occur when applying broad-band compression from one box on top of the broad-band compression of another. If you want to extend the loudness of a compressed signal over then track down a DPR902 or alternatively try the DPR944 as the results are quite unlike that of an ordinary compressor. How-ever, the DPR944 does lack the expansion facility that really can make the difference when dealing with truly tricky signals.

So how does it perform? The gate is adequate by modern stripped-down gate standards, and for the majority of tasks is all you will need. The Key Filter section is surprisingly accurate for such simple control and can easily tune into a full drum kit and pull out a single skin. The Compressor sections are superb for the reasons mentioned, but also work well in traditional broad-band mode by widening out the audio content. It was particularly impressed by the two Relase settings which are intelligent enough to cover all the ground with at least consistent results. The parametric aspect is not a gimmick and if you work with it long enough it changes your attitude to miking. After a lot of fiddling with mic position the acoustic guitar sound is great apart from stringyness on the open chording; the temptation would be to reach for the EQ and remove it, but instead tune the DPR942 into the offending region and watch it jump on those frequencies only when they arise. The result is more natural and more sophisticated. It works on everything and is great at adding consistent low-end power on stereo programme.

Like the other Opals, this unit offers a refreshing approach to traditional duties. The box will appeal to those concerned with processing density. A great unit. Dynamic equalisation is addictive.

---

**References**

**BSS Audio**

Summit Road, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire

EN6 3JB

Tel: +44 1707 660667

Fax: +44 1707 660755
Turning attention from creative to corrective filtering is what GML's latest is all about. Dave Foister investigates

G EORGE MAENENBURG does not mess about. If he needs a bit of kit to do a job for him all get to benefit, and the results, particularly his automation and EQ, tend to become benchmarks, with the confidence that comes from good design and a real understanding of the needs. Quite what prompted the design of the DNF we may never know, but clearly even Maensenburg has to deal with noisy signals from time to time and decided to sort out his own way of dealing with them.

DNF stands for Digital Noise Filter, and the two-box system comprises a 1U box (the Brain) containing 64 narrow-band dynamic filters and a remote controller (the Head) with eight faders for adjusting them. The filter frequencies are spread linearly over the frequency range, giving the system increased selectivity at the troublesome high frequencies, and for convenience they are bundled into eight groups with a fader for each. Note that there are not eight filters per fader: lower frequencies have fewer bands and the filter frequency is more.

As to in and out is digital only, and all three standard formats are supported. The DNF operates only in stereo with the processing locked precisely together across the two channels. The only other connectors on the Brain are 9-pin Ds, one for the link to the Head and one marked Noise that is best left alone.

Operation is simple. Each fader sets a Threshold level for the group of filters it controls, and if the signal in any one filter falls below the threshold that band alone is attenuated. Above the faders glow yellow when any band within the group is attenuating, and red when they all are. Note that, although clusters of filters have their threshold, adjusted together they still operate independently, so that it is possible for only a tiny notch to be attenuated while the bands around it remain unchanged.

There are three configurations for the system; two of them involving a Macintosh for a clearer idea of what is happening and for additional control. One of these replaces the Head with a Macintosh control program, with an on-screen display of signal levels in the various frequency bands, a line to show the curve of the thresholds, and colour coding to show filter activity. The other configuration takes this a stage further by retaining the Head, but putting the Mac in the middle, giving real fader operation with full on-screen display. The Mac also allows the frequency groups to be redefined under the faders, and for complete setups to be stored for future use.

With the Mac in place a further subtlety is introduced in the form of a choice of how adjacent bands behaviour is linked: the thresholds can jump stepwise from one group to the next or can follow a curve (GML calls it a Spline) which smooths the response across the spectrum. Each has its uses—a smooth curve may work better for broadband noise while specific frequency problems benefit from careful allocation of the filter bands and minimum interaction of the threshold settings.

The on-screen display allows individual groups of filters to have a kind of solo function applied, this does not mute the other bands, but effectively puts them in bypass so you can hear exactly what your chosen group is doing, to check you are on the right lines. There is also a facility for offsetting the entire curve with a single mouse drag.

Faced with problems of various types of noise, hiss and hum, it seems that setting the DNF up to do the basic job was very straightforward, and the on-screen display showing how the threshold curve relates to the signal levels across the spectrum helped further still. It was also apparent that even during the processing was similarly easy, and the results less than pleasant. The manual freely acknowledges that if it is too far the unit sounds like a cell phone under water, and that is not overstating the case. Even at more conservative settings, however, it does not take much filter activity to introduce audible umph, concentration shuffling, which—after all—what is it. The see, as with many such devices, is not to ask too much of it: do not expect all the noise to disappear, just to expect it to be more tolerable level.

GML makes it clear that the DNF system is designed for applications where speed is critical, citing dubbing, daily transfers, video transfers, and some broadcast or simple dialogue repair. I think this is fair: it is a quick and dirty, get out of trouble tool that could easily save the day in many circumstances, but not for critical remastering use. In its stand-alone form without the aid of a Macintosh it would be simple enough to get a result out of, if a Mac is available then the screen display helps a lot.

In motor racing DNF stands for Did Not Finish. GML’s DNF may not be first past the chequered flag but it will certainly be a consistent points scorer on the right tracks.
The Full Monty.

DS201 Dual Noise Gate
DS404 Quad Noise Gate
DL241 Auto Compressor
DL251 Spectral Compressor
DL441 Quad Auto Compressor / Limiter
DA6 Balanced Distribution Amplifier
LA12 Line Distribution Amplifier
DF320 Universal Noise Filter
1960 Vacuum Tube Compressor / Mic Pre-Amp
1961 Vacuum Tube Equaliser
1962 24 Bit A/D Digital Vacuum Tube Pre-Amp
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Neumann TLM103

Lesser-known mic manufacturers covet Neumann's crown, but the king proves it can compete on all levels. Dave Foister reports.

The spread of the microphone market has made a lot of people happy, but perhaps not the people who face increased competition. It is an oversimplification to say if you can't beat them, join 'em, but the response from some of the original players has been interesting. Faced with blatant imitations of their classics at give-away prices, several have introduced new entry-level models in an attempt to win back the middle ground. Neumann did it a white back with the TLM193, resembling a scaled down U87, and fished with its success now bringing us the TLM103, sharing many aspects of the 193's approach.

Faced with the challenge of reducing a microphone's price a manufacturer can compromise its quality, cut back on its features, or a bit of both. For those whose microphones have no switches or gizmos on them to begin with, the second possibility is not an option, while for those whose reputation is founded primarily on distinctive sound characteristics the first cannot be countenanced. Neumann falls unquestionably in the latter camp; everyone knows what to expect from a Neumann, and a budget microphone that did not deliver it would be doomed to failure. On the other hand, Neumann models tend to have a full complement of switches for both patterns, pads and filters, giving scope for cutting back without losing the innate sound.

This is what the TLM193 did, and the 103 repeats the formula, this time basing its overall approach on the TLM190. Thus we have a short, wide, almost squatty body, which in turn leaves room to consist mostly of the basket surrounding the capsule. At its base is the expected XLR with a threaded ring around it for attaching the stand mount. The standard fitting as supplied is a plastic ring which screws on to the base, cleverly tightening a clutch as it goes. This allows it to be slacked off a little in order to rotate the microphone on its axis and locks down securely again afterwards. It's slightly fiddly, but commendably simple and effective, and the swivel supports the weight of the non-essential body well. As usual, other mounts are available as options including a typically elaborate cat's cradle. There is room in the splendid wooden box (not included here) for the microphone and the swivel mount.

The microphone's size makes rigging a stereo pair as awkward as it is with 170s or 87s unless you have a special over-and-under rigging arrangement, but careful use of the simple swivel means that, although a pair can never be as coincident as one would like, the angle is easily adjusted. My preference in cross-pair applications is for 90° figure-of-eight, but setting the cardioid 103s at about 120° in the Barbican Hall, albeit on a conventional stereo bar leaving an inch and a half between diaphragm centres, gave a remarkable stereo picture of the string ensemble on stage, with imaging sharp and natural. The only protrusion on the body itself is the red Neumann badge indicating the front of the microphone. The 103's facilities are cut back as far as they could possibly be; the polar pattern is cardioid only, and there are no bass cut filters or pads. Someone should conduct a survey to see what percentage of microphone usage sees even the most sophisticated models set exactly like this—for a large proportion of jobs the 103's configuration is precisely what is required, and it's sometimes good not to have the option of clamping through a forest of musicians and music stands to change from cardioid to hypercardioid. This partly explains the bargain price; the other major factor is the K103 capsule itself, which while modelled on that in the U87 is considerably simpler by virtue of only having one diaphragm. The overall size is the same; the backplate and diaphragm are the same, and therefore the essential sound is as close as it could be, but the construction and the associated electronics are much less complex. The TLM configuration gives away the absence of an output transformer, and the 103 shows the microphone's preamp to be part of the let-100 series. The resulting sonic characteristics include an extended low-end—the instructions warn of heightened sensitivity to structural and wind noises—and a broad gentle boost of around 4dB above 5kHz. The top-end roll-off is far enough off in the familiar region for a 1-inch capsule, just above 15kHz, and is still down at 20kHz.

What this means, of course, is that the TLM103 has all the sonic hallmarks of the familiar top-end Neumanns, achieving the objective of delivering the sound in a simplified package. On everything from vocals to percussion to brass to the aforementioned string ensemble concert they delivered as I would have hoped, with the only compromise being the odd occasional where a pad would have been appreciated. There's no question about the sound; this is unmistakably a big Neumann in the best traditions, and for 90% of jobs will constitute an excellent substitute for one of the expensive workhorses. If you thought you couldn't afford a Neumann, think again.

Contact: Georg Neumann
Ollenhauserstr 98
D-13403 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 30 41 77 2424
Fax: +49 30 41 77 2450
UK: Sennheiser
Tel: 44 1949 551551
Fax: 44 1949 551550
US: Sennheiser
Tel: +1 860 434 9190
Fax: +1 860 434 9022

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Otari RADAR II
Otari has released RADAR II as an enhanced version of its random access digital multitrack. Features added include 24-bit resolution, built-in backup and storage, a single 9GB drive, new digital and analogue I/O and a new remote with 48-track arming.

Otari, Germany. Tel: +44 2159 50861

Neutrik's audio analysers
Neutrik has introduced the RT-2X Audio Analyser which features analogue and ISDN inputs and outputs. The remote-controlled instrument was designed for the simultaneous acquisition of level, distortion, noise, phase and crosstalk vs frequency. Three versions of new BNC connectors.—non-locking budget, bayonet with easily accessible locking, and push-pull—all feature a new cable clamping system and an absolute constant wave propagation resistance (60Ω or 75Ω) is guaranteed. They are compatible with existing BNCs.

Neutrik, Lichtenstein. Tel: +41 75 237 2424

Akai upgrades to 24-bit
Akai has announced the Kit-DD8, an upgrade path for its DD8 Digital Dubber which allows 20-bit and 24-bit recording at sample rates of up to 96kHz. An upgraded DD8 will be able to mix 16-bit, 20-bit and 24-bit media in a single Project, and will also be able to play back disks from all earlier DD and DR systems. Significantly the DD1500 will be able to playback and edit 24-bit media, and memory, while the 24-bit recording mode on the DD8. Akai is enhancing the file compatibility of its DD8 and DD1500 with other digital audio workstations. New software allows the use of a Macformatted disk as the native hard drive and to record in AIF or SDI formats. The same software also allows the appropriate representation and work with some file types recorded >

June 1998 Studio Sound
Xtrack™'s intuitive, full-featured digital audio multitrack editing software, plus one or more Digigram sound cards provides everything you need to take your audio production to a new level. Radio editing, multimedia editing, post-production and dubbing have never been easier.

The first editor to transparently mix compressed and linear data on a single track, Xtrack takes advantage of MPEG’s high quality and low data rates.

Work smarter with Xtrack, a Digigram Powered application running under Windows both on standard PC and laptop.

- External Effects Plug-ins
- Mixing of up to 16 virtual tracks in real-time on two inputs/outputs
- From 2 to 32 physical inputs/outputs
- Simultaneous record and playback on the same track
- Direct access to a range of effects via a drop down menu
- Instant exportable files for broadcast
- Comprehensive sound library management (local or remote)
- Specific functions for dubbing
- User configurable screen, toolbar and shortcuts keys
- Assignable on-screen faders for level monitoring
- SMPTE time-code and RS422 Sync capabilities
- Unlimited Undo

See us at Broadcast Asia booth 1B4-1
CEDAR Debuzz

Extending its sphere of restoration, CEDAR's latest process addresses a variety of problems. Dave Foister gets the buzz.

CEDAR'S DEDICATION to removing the bits of audio signals that should not be there is matched only by its determination to identify more of those bits and deal with them ever more effectively. From its perceived beginnings as a system for salvaging old archive material, particularly associated with the restoration of cylinder recordings and 78 discs, its range of processing has grown to encompass most of the nasties that plague even the best of us from time to time. Thus in addition to the archetypal CEDAR processes for removing hiss and scratches, we long ago were presented with crackle removal and inter-channel time correction, and increasing sophistication in dealing with the original problems.

A surprising accomplishment of the de-crackle process was its ability to deal with several elements besides the target area of LP surface noise and similar problems. It is also amazing, good at improving throb and buzz, and even some types of distortion—I have used it myself to get rid of the crack of a couple of overs on a source tape I was having to remaster. This is, perhaps, the icing on the cake, however, and de-crackling alone cannot be relied on to deal with all forms of hum and buzz, some of which can be irritatingly complex in nature and too stealthy for de-crackling to even notice.

So along comes Debuzz. This is a totally new process in concept and operation, and for the time being forms part of the CEDAR for Windows collection running on a PC with the CEDAR ProDSP hardware installed to provide the powerful processing capabilities it needs.

Debuzz addresses the specific problems of hum and buzz introduced by mains interference, power supplies and cameras, and whereas the other processes have widespread use centred largely on mastering and remastering, Debuzz has particular applications in audio for picture work, dealing with common difficulties encountered with location sound. Its parameters and method of operation are clearly focused on this one task, with CEDAR's usual thorough understanding of the problems it is dealing with. The aim is to eliminate all the components of hum or buzz from its fundamental through all its harmonics, and to do this without affecting the wanted signal. Obviously the usual methods of tackling this with notches and comb filters will leave their pawprints all over the remaining sound, so the approach here makes no use of such techniques.

Its appearance on screen follows the established pattern. A small window presents a pale blue from panel with six labelled green knobs, numeric read-outs for them all, and an illuminated toggle switch. As is the case with most of the CEDAR processes, this does show something not available elsewhere elsewhere the control functions are not always intuitively obvious, but once the principle has been understood are perfectly clear and logical.

The most critical control is that for identifying the fundamental frequency of the problem. A button next to its display indicates the presence of a drop-down menu where CEDAR has thoughtfully provided a list of commonly encountered frequencies, although the value is fully adjustable for special cases, including shifted playback speed. Like the user-input controls on other CEDAR algorithms, it is better to imagine this as giving information to the process to help it identify problems rather than a direct control as such. Debuzz itself is then able to pinpoint each component of the problem and remove it, with further controls to determine the degree of reduction and tolerance to variations.

The important one is Width, which can be imagined as adjusting the width of the notches in an analogous filtering setup. At its narrowest it is so precise as to make no allowance for even tiny variations in the frequency of the buzz—fine in a tightly locked digital situation, but inappropriate when the source has any speed variations at all, or even if the mains that caused the buzz varied in frequency, as it is prone to do. Increasing the Width parameter allows for such fluctuations, and, although it is difficult to make it introduce unwanted effects, it is best to keep it as low as possible.

Having established the nature of the problem in this way it is still up to the user to decide the amount of attenuation to apply, and even here there is surprising subtlety as the function is split into three frequency bands with independent control of the attenuation in each.

CEDAR's clever material has never sounded as though it was designed to give the gear an easy time of it, and so it was with Debuzz, which was able to deal with some really unpleasant problems. Apparently irreconcilable hum-animal disasters were completely salvaged, to the extent that you'd never know there had been anything wrong, with the same strain to the credibility often induced by CEDAR restoration. As usual, the wanted signal appeared to be completely unaltered.

Debuzz is a very powerful addition to the problem-solving armoury, and, although its target may be different from the rest of the suite, no self-respecting mastering house or post house, will want to be without it for long.
Menus belong in restaurants not on mixers.

Spirit’s unique E-Strip avoids the need for tedious menus, so 328 is as easy to use as an analogue desk.
Steinberg VST plug-ins

VST MIDI+Audio sequencers can draw on a growing number of effects plug-ins. Simon Trask continues to sound out the range...

This month's selection of VST software effects plug-ins reflects the variety of VST-based real-time audio processing capabilities available on the market at present. All are back Xpander effects, which means that their parameters are edited within a graphical window. The VST 3.5 running on the virtual rack-mount unit. Three are from Prosoniq (currently Mac only), available from Steinberg dealers; the rest are from Steinberg. For this review, I've used Cubase VST 3.5 running on a G3 PowerMac.

The effects can be plugged into Cubase VST's Mixer and Master effects racks. It's worth noting that the new VST 3.5 for Windows and forthcoming VST-24 Plus for Mac both introduce their effects capability.

The DeClicker is straightforward to use, with just three slider controls—Level, Reduction, and Ambience—plus a real-time graphical representation of the input waveform, with graphical lines to indicate the noise floor and the level setting. Also provided are two user memories. The Ambience parameter allows you to balance noise suppression against ambience reduction where necessary. In practice, the DeClicker proves effective at its designated task of removing background noise. The DeClicker is similarly straightforward in operation yet flexible in use. You can adjust the click threshold, remove any low-frequency plops caused by click removal, and select between three frequency ranges. An LED meter shows input signal level, while the signal waveform and the click waveforms are scrolled visually in two windows. An Audition option lets you hear only the clicks that are being removed from the signal. Like the DeClicker, it handles its task effectively.

Magnetic sets out to simulate the sonic effect of analogue tape saturation and overdrive. You can set input level, tape speed (15ips-30ips), drive amount, HF-adjust, and output level parameters in the plug-in's retro-styled graphical display window. This plug-in produces very satisfying results, on individual instruments and mixes.

Red Valveti has been designed to simulate a tube amp and speaker. You have control over input level, bass-mid-treble EQ, gain, mix, and equalisation.

Audio F Monitor
Audio F has released the active Reference Monitor System PO and the digital F3 monitor. The PO includes a separate 19-inch amplifier-crossover unit, a 12-inch woofer, a 5-inch mid-range, and a 25mm dome tweeter. The balanced input stage has adjustable sensitivity from -10dB to +12dB, with an equaliser and high-pass filter. The F3 has AES-EBU and analogue inputs in a vented case with two power amplifiers, a crossover network and a 20-bit D-A converter. Components are a 5-inch magnetically shielded woofer with a mineral filled polycone for the bass, a 25mm soft dome tweeter and a crossover section consisting of a fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley filter at 3100Hz.

Audio F, Netherlands. Tel: +31 35 621 6714

Onyx on the table
Onyx is a range of professional location MiniDisc recorders. The MohiDisc is built around an unmodified Sony MZ-B30 MD fitted into a metal chassis. Featuring a mono...
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XLR balanced mic-line input with phantom power, it also offers a mono balanced line output, a built-in monitor loudspeaker and a 1/4-inch jack headphone socket. A recording level control with LED PPM and a meter volume control are located on the front panel. It is powered by internal Ni-MH rechargeable batteries. The Carrier is a simpler and cheaper version of the Mobidisc and is similarly built around a MZ-R30 machine. It features a mono (or stereo) XLR mic input, a stereo cinch line input and a 1/4-inch stereo jack headphone output.

Onyx, Switzerland. Tel: +41 21 965 3110.

Lexicon PCM processors

Lexicon has introduced the PCM 81 Digital Effects Processor and the PCM 91 Digital Reverberator, which follow in the footsteps of the PCM 80 and PCM 90. The PCM 81 adds more onboard effects, more effects algorithms, more delay, AES-EBU I-O and comes with 300 presets. Other features include 24-bit internal processing. >

< output level, combo-stick, and gate on-off parameters, plus a gate calibration facility (the gate works on the simulated hum and buzz). This is a versatile and reasonably satisfying plug-in, complete with 12 presets covering a variety of amps and guitar applications.

The function of the Loudness Maximiser (which is useable on an individual channel and/or the full mix) is to raise the perceived loudness of the audio signal, and it performs this task well. The plug-in is straightforward in presentation and use: you can set gain and density values, switch boost on-off, change the perceived softness-hardness of the signal, and store settings in two memories. Several graphical LED meters provide handy visual feedback.

The Spectraliser is an enhancer effect, usable on an individual channel and/or the full mix, which adds second and third harmonics to the frequencies of the input signal above a user-selectable frequency. You can set the amplitude of each harmonic, and adjust the envelope of both, plus set input level, gain, and mix ratio, plus kick (presence) on-off. A solo function lets you hear only the added harmonics. This plug-in is useful if you need to 'reintroduce' or otherwise boost high frequency components in a signal. I found it particularly good for adding punch and bite to drum tracks.

Prosoniq's Roomulator package provides five reverbs: medium and small rooms, two halls, and plate. All five share the same striking graphical interface, including virtual sliders for room size, Diffusion and Pre-delay, and an x-y graphical display for absorption characteristics. With the Warm-Cold balance presented on the x-axis and White-Coloured on the y-axis. These plug-ins don't have the smoothness and density of the best hardware reverbs, however, all of them are fairly satisfying, and pleasantly versatile: the ability to change room characteristics is particularly effective. Ideally I'd want better reverbs for vocals.

Prosoniq's VoxCiter is the most feature-rich of all the plug-ins, with a densely packed but clearly organised graphical control panel providing parameters for In, Gate, EQ1, Compressor (including De-esser), EQ2, Drive, Refresh, and Output sections. Although intended for vocal use, and effective in that role, it is actually much more versatile and creative than that. I found it particularly effective as a way of changing the sound of drum and percussion tracks. All in all a rewarding plug-in. 

Setting a new standard of audio excellence to which others can only aspire.
OnStage Audio Interface

With more audio being manipulated in software, the need for computer audio interfacing grows daily. Rob James evaluates a card for the PC conservative. The subjective audio quality is extremely high. Analogue levels are nominal +4dBu. Digital I/O format is selectable between AES/EBU and IEC 958 (SPDIF). An adaptor is required to convert between the XLRs provided and phono for the latter option. The card can cope with sample rates from 4kHz to 50kHz and an internal oscillator or provided or the card may be set to sync to incoming digital audio or to derive a clock from incoming video.

The OnStage mixer software is designed to sit between the card and audio applications. It also provides a means of accessing or on-board mixing and hardware gain controls. For the review I used Sonic Foundry's Sound Forge version 4.0, simply because it is the only NT4 audio application I have laying around.

The mixer consists of three windows. The record mixer provides each of the four physical inputs to any of four stereo destination devices. The devices in are logical rather than physical and could be a multichannel software package or up to four stereo ones.

Four on-screen faders adjust the line-in gain that is indicated by four virtual LED ladder-type meters. Four further pairs of faders adjust the send level to the four devices. Eight buttons on each strip determine which line input is sent to the left and right inputs of the logical device and two 10-meter indicators the send levels. Each strip also has a MUTE button.

The playback mixer is similar to the record. Each virtual device has its own strip with twin faders and eight assignment buttons to route to the four line outputs. These line outputs have faders and meters in the same style as the record page. The meters are prefader, so actual send levels must be determined on the external device.

Multiple destinations are allowed in both record and replay. The sliders can be locked together to facilitate simple trimming of stereo material or unlocked to permit offsets.

The final page is termed Adaptor and it is here the setup choices are made. Apart from clock source and digital format there is also a time-code generator. This will generate code from any value set in a position box when the GENERATE button is pressed. Frame-rate selection offers a choice of 30fps, 29.97fps, 25fps, 24fps, Video In, LTC In, Studio Sound. When Video In or LTC In are selected, the output code will be at the same rate as the input unless the rate selected first is the control source. Drop frame is selected with another prominent button. A further undocumented option is to turn in (superimpose) time code at a video signal. OnStage may well appear to be offering a high-quality, one-card solution to audio production. MIDI and time code interfacing to both and will be of particular interest to system integrators in the non-linear video editing field.

Contact
Applied Magic
Tel: +1 760 931 6417
Fax: +1 760 931 6410

Digigram adds PCXnp cards
Digigram has added a stereo record-playback card to its multichannel PCX800np range. The PCX800np and PCX820np cards are designed to complement the PCX800np and 801np, which were launched last year. The PCX820np is an analogue record-playback PC sound card for PCI buses, with four balanced analogue stereo or eight mono outputs and one stereo input that can be configured as a balanced analogue or AES-EBU connection. The PCX821np is a digital record-playback PC sound card with four stereo AES-EBU outputs and one stereo AES-EBU input. All PCX800np series cards use a 32-bit driver. The PCXnp driver features better multitasking and multiple application management. Multiple audio streams, in linear PCM or MPEG compressed formats, can be mixed into each hardware output. Digigram has also introduced the LCM range of professional PCI sound cards. The first in the series are the LCM440, giving duplex operation with any combination of up to four active mono inputs and outputs, and the LCM22, a full-duplex card that can mix three stereo files to its stereo output. This last product is available in two versions. Tel: one with balanced I-Os (LCM22A), the other with balanced I-Os (LCM220).

Digigram, France. Tel: +33 4 7625 4747

Digital amp
TACT has what it claims is the world's first true digital audio power amplifier. The TACT Millennium is not a conventional combination of D-A converter and analogue amplification, but employs a PWM amplification stage. Among the benefits claimed are efficiency approximating 90% and constant dynamic range regardless of >
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TANNOY
professional

System 600A

DUAL CONCENTRIC POINT SOURCE INTEGRITY

The new System 600A Active Nearfield Monitor from Tannoy offers the revelatory experience of full bandwidth phase coherent wavefront reproduction that is a unique property of Tannoy's Dual Concentric driver technology. In the System 600A, this exceptional ability to produce such untainted sound quality is coupled with 150 watts a side of fully linear, transparent power amplification (each speaker features 2 x 75 watt integrated power amplifiers, providing up to 117dB SPL at mix position). Not only does this classic Tannoy design offer an exceptionally affordable means of obtaining uncompromising standards of studio monitoring but ensures that monitors and amplification comprise a fully matched, high performance system. Such confidence in the accuracy of what you are listening to cannot be purchased at this price with any other monitor.

TASCAM

5 Martin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts. WD1 8YA

Brochure Hotline 01923 819630

www.americanradiohistory.com
dbx Blue 786

Chasing the proliferation of microphones is that of preamps
Dave Foister tests the latest from the Blue range

I hope we have not reached the stage where the value of a piece of equipment is judged by the brightness of its colour. Freed from the constraints of black and grey panels, outboard is starting to look like rainbow-hued variants on the same theme, rather like Adidas-clad schoolboys on a non-uniform day. The new Blue range from dbx follows this pattern, hoping to distinguish itself from the standard black and white of its less-expensive stablemates. A case in point is the 786 dual precision microphone preamplifier, which if it was red and had red wrist bands would look very much like somebody else's. Thus the eye is caught by a thick sculpted front panel in a fetching shade of electric blue, adorned with prominent aluminium knobs and buttons, recessed illuminated vu meters and bright multicoloured indicator LEDs. Inspection of the content rather than the style reveals some unusual features for a unit of this type, with particularly interesting ranges of values.

The 786 comprises two preamps with clear aspirations to the higher end of the market. The emphasis throughout is on the highest sonic performance, and the extra bits are just that—value-added facilities which can be dispensed with altogether. The input stage has a wide range of gain available, with coarse selection in 6dB increments on a very large rotary switch. This is not the expected network of resistors mounted on a big clumsy metal switch, but controls the gain by means of relay switching, making it particularly light yet positive in operation. Fine gain up to 6dB either way is on a smaller pot, which has no centre detent; although it gives high resolution 1dB increments, and there is a 20dB pad with it. The resulting output level is shown on the meters with associated peak LEDs, without the complication of output level controls—what you set is what you get, at nominal +4dB only.

Conventional features are completed by switchable phantom power and polarity inversion, and the line of four buttons also includes a switch marked sup in tow 7, matching the preamp to microphones with impedances in the order of 20k, such as ribbon models. The only thing missing from the normal set is a low frequency filter, perhaps a surprising omission.

What takes the 786 slightly outside the usual run of preamps is its EQ section. There is no attempt here to provide a complete equaliser—no bass controls, never mind mid—but instead a very subtle high-frequency adjustment that according to the manual is designed to affect the 'air' or space in the signal. Its gain control is conventional enough, calibrated ±10dB, but its frequency control defies the pragmatist by offering a 3dB point as high as 4kHz. Even a third of the way down the setting is 2kHz, and its lowest possible value is 5kHz. Add to this the facts that the slope is 3dB per octave and the quoted frequencies are the 3dB up or down points with the gain at its extremes, and clearly this is no ordinary equaliser. Its slope can be switched to 12dB per octave, and then its effect is much more audible, but at its subtlest it is the kind of thing to provoke arguments. Few microphones, even good ones, reach 20kHz with any linearity, and there really is not much to be gained by raising 4kHz by 3dB. But then NightPro's Air Band does similar things to wide acclaim, and it has to be said that when set at 2kHz the dbx does appear to open up the top end and help it breathe. The good news for those who find all this rather pointless is that the EQ goes low enough to do genuinely audible and pleasant things, and that it can be switched out altogether.

What is left is a truly high performance mic preamp, capable of holding its own with similarly priced (and more expensive) specialist models and even low-cost processors. It is extremely quiet, and its pristine cleanliness was only marred once during my time with it by what appeared to be a poor switch contact that introduced distortion until I poked it in and out a couple of times. Otherwise it behaved impeccably, with exactly the kind of neutrality and openness that leads us to seek outboard preamps in the first place. The aim surely should be to pass on the best the microphone can deliver, with nothing added and nothing taken away, and that is what the 786 tries successfully to do. Its gain switching arrangements give not only good repeatability but apparently precise stereo matching, with no doubts to the tolerances of most microphone pairs, even those that have been specially selected.

The EQ arrangements will be seen as a bonus to a greater or lesser degree according to how important you regard the octave above conventional audiability to be, and I would like to see it matched by some form of low frequency corrective control. All of this remains icing that other cakes don't have at all, on top of a range of preamps worth exploring at the price in their own right.

Contact: dbx 8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070 US
Tel: +1 801 568 7660
Fax: +1 801 568 7662
Web: www.dbx.com

Arbiter Group
Tel: +44 181 202 1199
Fax: +44 181 202 7076
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Westlake sub
Westlake Audio has introduced the BB-10SWP Subwoofer designed as a partner to the BBSM-10 3-way monitor. The system's dual-tuned port enclosure is coupled with a 55Hz crossover and can be powered by a single stereo amplifier or passive bi or triamped. It uses an 18-inch driver unit with an 8Ω impedance and claimed sensitivity of 96.5dB at one meter.

Dynaudio BABES
Dynaudio Acoustics has introduced the BX30 subwoofer specifically targeted at 5.1 surround. Known as BABES, the BX30 is a development of Dynaudio's BABES subwoofer, but is more compact and less expensive than BABES. It incorporates crossover electronics and a 140W amplifier in a design that combines reflex tuning with electronic protection enabling the acoustic power output of the BX30 to be increased while lowering the frequency response down to 22Hz (3db). Dynaudio Acoustics, UK.
Tel: +44 171 403 3808

Rooster monitors
Rooster's monitor line now includes five models and all models are active. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. It is 1-inch fabric dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The HF98 is a cost effective nearfield with 6½-inch polycone woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter.
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Cubase always had a life of its own. It was always ready to take a twist and a turn as it became the blueprint for today's sequencing model. Now the new version 4.0 for the Power Macintosh takes one giant leap as it prepares itself for the coming millennium. Be part of it.
Lawo mc² and DSN

The German digital desk manufacturer surprised everyone at AES with the announcement of its ATM plans. Zenon Schoepe explains features connect to new Lawo stageboxes that break into the system and the control information is also included in the MADI stream. Several switches may be assembled to yield additional DSP capacity or routing and all resources in the system can be accessed by any connected user. It is interesting to note that Lawo will be offering two ATM-based solutions—a complete system with the DSN and control via mc² digital close front ends and the DSN in isolation for instances where existing other-brand digital desks are already owned and need to be interfaced to the switch. The mc² series digital desk control surfaces are identical to the existing mc50, mc60 and mc82 models, but differ in that their processing no longer needs to be located locally. Features of the mc² complete system include 192 paths for digital signal processing, 144 summing buses, extremely short signal pass time is claimed with automatic signal pass-compensation. Additionally, power consumption is said to be half that of a conventional system and weight is down to 75% making the boards prime candidates for OB vans. Each stagebox has its own power supply and a programmable MADI selector and supports mic and line, AES-EBU at +1.1kHz, 48kHz and 96kHz, MADI with 48 channels and varspeed, and TDIF.

In a maximum-size system with signal processing paths and main outputs, routing of up to 4,000 signals simultaneously is possible and a theoretically unlimited number of switches may be connected within a distributed network. Synchronisation frequencies can be reconstructed on the receiver and all in-house connections can be maintained allowing the creation of a worldwide network of linked studios. The system can also use wideband ISDN.

Price is said to be considerably less expensive than previously available systems according to the company. Lawo’s confidence in its ability to deliver the system to the timescales it has announced bodes well. Although the technology in the first instance is likely in this particular incarnation to appeal exclusively to the broadcast fraternity, the principles behind it have far reaching implications that are likely to touch everyone. Indeed the fact that Lawo has set up its stall so obviously would suggest that other manufacturers must now be thinking along similar lines. The promise of ATM, a veritable revolution, a few years ago would seem to be for closer. Hats off to Lawo. Certainly one to monitor carefully.

PREVIEW
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< done tweeter. All models are available in digitally corrected versions with Rois- ter’s Acoustics Compensator 20 digital room correction processor which has preset correction filters for every active Roister monitor and may also be used for room acoustics correction.

Roioster, Greece. Tel: +31 591 651165

Pink and Violet monitors
Enes has expanded its range of nearfield monitors with the Pink TV and Violet HR. Both are 2-way bass reflex in passive and active versions with moulded wave guiding elements for the tweeter. Pink TV uses a 14cm polypropylene bass driver and a 25mm textile dome. All crossovers are shielded. The active version uses a digital power supply design featuring Enes quick delivery circuitry. On the Pink identical amplifiers (80W LF/80W HF) are used for the woofer and the tweeter while dip switches control input sensitivity, bass and HF level. The Violet HR features an 18cm carbon-paper woofer and a 20mm ultra light textile dome tweeter.

Enes, Germany. Tel: +49 8224 2877
tc Gold

tc Electronic’s Gold Channel 2-channel digitally enhanced microphone preamp, features 24-bit, 96kHz A-D conversion with equalisation and dynamics processing. Features include an expander-gate, Softlimiter compressor-limitor, equaliser and additional processing tools, all accessible through a channel strip interface with high resolution metering. AES-EBU, Tos Link, SPDIF, and ADAT I-Os are provided in addition to standard mic and line inputs and wordclock. It has 200 user presets.
tc electronic, Denmark. Tel: +45 8621 7599

LA Audio’s DigEQ
LA Audio’s DigEQ programmeable EQ features simultaneous graphic and parametric equalisation, sweepable high and low-pass filters, shelving EQ, compressor-limitor and noise gate. Options include dual channel slave units, a choice of wired or wireless remote, RTA, digital delay and digital I-O.

LA Audio, UK. Tel: +44 171 923 7447

K&H nearfields
Klein and Hummel’s O198 is ideally proportioned to the company's O 98 studio monitor and can be rackmounted or freestanding. The 3-way system has been designed to achieve best results in voice reproduction. A new baffle material is used so all three drivers could be placed closer together deeper inside the cabinet. Waveguides have been integrated for high and mid range drivers. The O198 has a tuned 8L-inch cone woofer with a long voice coil, a 3-inch midrange and a 1-inch alloy dome tweeter.

K&H, Germany. Tel: +49 711 45 8930
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Real time linear audio via ATM
The Short/cut™ Editor is your next tape recorder, edit block and digital delivery system.

It’s Un-Reel. So is our free demonstration.

Discover for yourself why the Short/cut Personal Audio Editor is the perfect replacement for generations of reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut makes on-air editing faster and easier than ever. It delivers hard disk storage, plus fast cut-and-paste waveform editing, and makes low-cost copies to the popular Zip disk. It even has built-in speakers. All of this in one compact, portable and sexy unit.

Call one of our distributors for a free demonstration. We're sure that once you try it, you'll want to buy it.

We speak your language.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

Austria
Klaus Audio-Technik GmbH
Tel. (43) 6624377010
Fax (43) 66243770127

Belgium
Trans European Music NV SA
Tel. (32) 022056010
Fax (32) 022055362

Bulgaria
Prostudio
Tel. (49) 2418760682
Fax (49) 241875608

Croatia
Rockets Studio
Tel. (385) 13377421
Fax (385) 13377440

Czech Republic
AudioPoker Studio Systems
Tel. (420) 23202502
Fax (420) 2320089

Denmark
New Music Technology
Tel. (45) 86190899
Fax (45) 8619199

Finland
Studioski
Tel. (358) 95123530
Fax (358) 95123535

France
La Compagnie Du Son
Tel. (33) 153204410
Fax (33) 15320100

Germany
Thom & Müller GmbH
Tel. (49) 2173967337
Fax (49) 2173967929

Greece
VoxBus Technica
Tel. (30) 13009205
Fax (30) 13009205

Hungary
Vokera Ltd.
Tel. (36) 12621022
Fax (36) 12627030

Italy
Audio Equipment Srl
Tel. (39) 39212221
Fax (39) 392140011

Latvia
VoxTech Ltd.
Tel. (371) 7254549
Fax (371) 7825130

Netherlands
Datagroo Technology BV
Tel. (31) 735432195
Fax (31) 365371777

Norway
PSS
Tel. (39) 39054320
Fax (39) 39053335

Poland
Magnetic Media
Tel. (48) 61861581
Fax (48) 61861581

Portugal
Vocation de Cavaleiro Electronica SA
Tel. (351) 44135840
Fax (351) 44135840

Russia
V.T.S.P.
Tel. (7) 9052340066
Fax (7) 9052340066

Slovak Republic
Slovak Republic
Tel. (421) 75422193
Fax (421) 75422193

Slovenia
MTD Spolka
Tel. (386) 613932170
Fax (386) 613932170

Spain
P.A.S.
Tel. (34) 13772400
Fax (34) 13772400

Switzerland
Bolero Studios
Tel. (41) 219253109
Fax (41) 219253109

UK & Ireland
300 Systems
Tel. (44) 1016444447
Fax (44) 1016444447

Website: www.300systems.com / e-mail: info@300systems.com

© 1997-300 Systems
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Miracles do happen

Dispatched across the globe to capture the sound for a documentary on the miraculous, Neil Hillman faces the three noble crises of sanity, faith and technique.

There are several qualities that are well known to be beneficial to the freelance location recordist. These include the ability to reach a destination at no cost and in no time, offer all the latest kit for within the daily rate, not be bound by the human hindrances such as requiring food and drink at some point during any sequential 10-hour period. But the greatest of these gifts is unlimited tactability, and bookings that almost always originate on the mobile phone.

One recent call brought an enquiry about my availability for a two-week documentary shoot in the US and Italy. The programme, Miracles, was to be made for showing on The Discovery Channel and as a BBC special, and while its centrepiece is the Turin Shroud, other similar miraculous phenomena like weeping Madonnas and liquefying Saints' blood would also be investigated. Would I like to be involved? Well a week in each of these places would suit me just fine, especially during a February when I am in a cold, damp and dark Birmingham, I am fascinated by this stuff after all, even if I do start further left-field than Doubting Thomas. Indeed the more I think about it, the more appealing the prospect of cheating the British climate with early April sun becomes.

However, some weeks later when the postman crunches down the drive and a deep-pan-thick itinerary thuds on to the front doormat concussing the slumbering spaniel, my doubts arise earlier than expected; how will it be possible to fit all that is planned into these two weeks? Take the first week for instance: the crew—producer-director Helen Thomas, lighting cameraman Keith Froggatt, researchers Lindsay Keith and myself as sound recordist—are scheduled to make two transatlantic and seven interstate flights, some 13,000 miles in all, and record nine interviews backed up by filmed experiments to illustrate a particular contributors stand point. The second week stars in Naples with other 'miracles' and will culminate in filming the shroud itself as it is shown to an adoring public in Turin for the first time in two decades.

The logistics of this trip, nightmarish enough due to the limited time availability of interlocutors, are further complicated by the equipment we have to carry and check for each flight. Forget the lightweight revolution, we still need to carry a dozen sizable flightcases weighing in at around 250 kilos, and tight turnarounds, connecting flights and carnal clearance for customs all pile on the possibility of missed connections.

That is why at 5.30am on a Saturday morning at Heathrow airport I was slightly apprehensive. We are on the first flight of the day for New York's JFK and need to make a connection for Los Angeles, with just 1½ hours to pass through immigration, reclaim the kit and clear customs, change terminals and check-in again for our flight to LA. There is no room for error in baggage handling with time this tight, so the inability of the Heathrow computer to produce sensible luggage labels after three attempts leaves us hiding farewell to our flightcases and me feeling that I have just dispatched several close friends to an untimely end along a crematorial conveyer. You might hear differently, but nothing anyone may say can really prepare you for the aggression, hostility and rudeness of an Italian-American New York immigration official who decides to take exception to an entry form bearing my country of birth as England—notwithstanding the fact that I am a county of Britain—and while clearing the full scope of Her Britannic Majesty's kingdom could become the next Olympic sport (America gave us synchronised swimming remember) it is not getting me closer to the kit or our
connecting flight. I can, in fact, only pass through immigration after agreeing with Franco’s (or was it Carlo’s?) assertion that I am the president and CEO of Neil Hillman Associates—not had for a company with a permanent workforce of one. And while Bill Gates might not feel threatened by this Moseley magnate, I certainly like the idea of world sound dominance: ‘what do you want to record today?’ It might make sense on paper for Toni or Mario here, but I am left feeling frustrated and saddened by the confirmation that we can be two nations divided by a common language.

With the joy, but, of course, not the closeness to my brother man, that Quentin Crisp felt on becoming an American legal alien, we hurriedly handcart the hardware to the neighbouring terminal like fleeing refugees and perspire, fluster and curse our way to the LA gate. Not until I am outside a Mr & Mrs T’s Bloody Mary Mix, the best kept American secret, that the sights of Lake Michigan, a sparkling, deep azure blue viewed from 35,000 feet and later the magnificence of the Grand Canyon thrown into heavy relief by the modelling of the sun’s rays, cause my depleted spirits to rise.

By mid-afternoon it is raining when we arrive in LA—so much for the escape from grey skies—and the airport baggage reclaim is pandemonium. Incredibly, all our pieces of luggage arrive. Some 3h 14m hours after rising, we check into our hotel on the Santa Monica Boulevard, but tonight it is Steve Miller on MiniDisc rather than Sheryl Crow that perform for the lullaby shift.

My body clock cannot keep me in bed longer than 3am, and so the next morning I quickly throw back the bed covers, don my sports kit and hurry to the hotel gym for a taxing, but endorphin-fuelled work-out. I am, of course, lying, because at 5am I am fighting for breath as Super Mario, the New York Italian immigration official, has secretly entered my room and is strangling me. As the last of my life-force ebbs away I realise I am returning from a bizarre dream, and that the headphone cord of the MiniDisc is responsible for my near-asphyxiation.

I arise leaden-headed, fix a first coffee and fire-up all the gear to ensure that there is no transit damage, and praise be for ‘aloominum’. Over the course of the week we are treated to a unique insight into the rid-dle-ridden world of the shroud, and how hotly disputed and passionately felt the various professional, or otherwise, viewpoints have been held since samples were first taken for analysis in 1978—the last time the shroud was viewed in public. Is this really the burial shroud of Jesus Christ, wrapped around his body by Joseph of Arimathaea after the crucifixion in his tomb near Golgotha or a 14th century forgery? Is the image, found to be a negative in 1898 by photographer Seconda Pia, the face of the suffering saviour or the work of an artist painting a reverse image 500 years before photography was discovered?

What about the human DNA said to be found on the shroud, the blood-group typed as AB—where is that from? And how about the testimony of a leading forensic scientist who is happy to say that the life-size photographic evidence over the whole body length—from and back—are consistent with the alleged treatment received by that of Christ before and during his crucifixion?

Accurate painting that would need to be for sure, but the theory of a painted image does get around the sticky problem of the distortion that occurs when you wrap a flat sheet around a curved surface—when laid flat, the facial features spread across the material; or could the Carbon dating, carried out by three independent laboratories and all pointing to the middle of the 14th century?*

The well-heeled sound recordist is wearing this season:

**AD101 mixer**, **H+5 microphone pair of Sennheiser 418 and AKG S3500B/C** + **Panasonic boom pole, D100 headphones, pair Sony 810/820 radio mics, pair Trumaxavier mics, pair AKG C4100B mics, EV 633A hand mic, pair Motorola GOP 300 walkie-talkies, Denon MiniDisc, Sony pro Walkman, Aiwa DAT recorder**

---

*What the well-heeled sound recordist is wearing this season: AD101 mixer, H+5 microphone pair of Sennheiser 418 and AKG S3500B/C 94 Blue-Line figure of eight, Panasonic boom pole, D100 headphones, pair Sony 810/820 radio mics, pair Trumaxavier mics, pair AKG C4100B mics, EV 633A hand mic, pair Motorola GOP 300 walkie-talkies, Denon MiniDisc, Sony pro Walkman, Aiwa DAT recorder*
< century, for some reason grossly inaccurate? Or could the Vatican, for reasons too obscure to fathom, have deliberately given the analysts samples of the wrong cloth? I do not know, so I am content to be responsible for the quality of the sound and not what it conveys; but I can tell you that in our attempts to make sense of this conundrum and to put those questions into perspective we go to great lengths, quite a few thousand lengths actually, by travelling to LA, Santa Barbara, Austin, San Antonio, Chicago, Buffalo and Newark and during all that time I never once feel as if I am in the same time-zone as everyone else. Virtual reality is not all it is cracked up to be, let me tell you. It manifests itself as a vague headache with waves of crushing tiredness by mid-afternoon. Early flights, late meals and one-night-stand hotels are only survivable, I have disappointingly determined—painfully but empirically—by an almost total abstinance from alcohol. Right now it appears that my body could throw televisions from balconies into swimming pools, drive a Rolls-Royce through reception or even trash a room.

The sound requirements are basic for this interview-based assignment with actuality sound and location atmospheres recorded in M+S stereo and fed straight on to the Betacam camcorder from my Audio Developments AD261 mixer, with a Pro-Walknian running for transcription cassettes. I am a great believer, perhaps even evangelical, about M+S as a location standard and have yet to be convinced of a better or more flexible way of supplying a dubbing mixer with material that does not have them backed into a corner before a byte of audio has been auditioned; and I do perceive the stereo imaging to be superior to either an AB or XY location setup. My home-brewed pairing of a Sennheiser 116 piggy-backed with an AKG Blue-Line figure-eight works well for what is in essence an unholy marriage and enables quick changes between mono and stereo recording by the flick of a pan-pot on the ever- trusty AD 261, but whenever possible for interviews that will need to have other pictures cut over the original sound, I always put in a pair of AKG C100LB s, one each for the questions and the answers. The quality of these mics with their forgiving cardioid pattern are so superior to that of any lavaliere mics I might have in my box; and whereas the 116 has a distinctive sound, these babies are transparent—well certainly for speech anyway.

I T FEELS LIKE coming home to fly back to Europe and Italy with its smaller time difference and lesser language barrier, and while all roads might lead to Rome, after landing we drive straight to Naples to investi-
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thoughtful lines draw their thoughts against the shroud?

pious surroundings.

official. Mind you the entry is guarded by a strip of tape...

nuns and... 

where the massed hordes of wildbeest stampeded across African plains? 

Ever seen the wildlife films where massed herds of wildebeest stampeded across African plains? Is the other's being pure hard news, but where is that professional camaraderie...

in Turin itself. The press are assembled in force for the grand unveiling in the city cathedral that normally housed the shroud away from prying eyes, and, as is the way with these events, all is calm and ordered until one nanosecond after the doors open to the unwashed news crews of the world.

Ever seen the wildlife films where massed herds of wildebeest stampeded across African plains? If you have then you will have a picture of the scene that met the quietly contemplative church volunteers who foolishly imagined they would strew the hordes of trip... 

say cameramen as I am the only sound recordist here. In fairness, we are the only documentary crew here, the others being pure hard news, but where is that professional camaraderie...

the shroud away from prying eyes, and, as is the way with these events, all is calm and ordered until one nanosecond after the doors open to the unwashed news crews of the world.

I say cameramen as I am the only sound recordist here. In fairness, we are the only documentary crew here, the others being pure hard news, but where is that professional camaraderie...

that sense of common purpose that distinguishes our chosen path from that of the mere paparazzi? My sense of purpose is ensuring that Italian news cameraman and I don’t come to blows over my wish to remain connected to Keith’s camera while recording the event and hence prevent me... 

getting another metre closer to the shroud. I have no doubt at all that since my entry to New York I am a marked man and this cameraman is obviously the brother-in-law of the immigration official. Mind you his command of English seems much more developed, even if his wish for me to go forth and multiply seems a touch insensitive in such pious surroundings.

So that, hermetically sealed in an inert gas, is the shroud and the finale to our trip, but what is the truth of the Turin shroud? With such evidence for and against its authenticity, individuals must draw their own deeply personal and thoughtful conclusions. My truth? It was two weeks work.
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Most modern recordings sound OK - but few sound really outstanding. The new GS3000 gives you truly great sounding mixes, with all the analogue warmth, sparkle and power that set the best apart from the rest. The new GS3000 - sounds glorious.
THE NEW WAVE IN SOUND.

This is the RMS 2020 radio microphone system. It's an advanced, 32 channel synthesised diversity system with ground-breaking clear sound and superb reliability. Audio Media called it “quite remarkable”.* Test it and you will too.

* Audio Media, January 1998

For information, please call 01494 511711 or fax 01494 539600, e-mail us at info@AudioLtd.Com or visit us on the web at www.AudioLtd.Com
SPORT IS big business for broadcasters. With the proliferation of channels and the ever increasing demand for programming, major sporting events are seen as a sure way to attract audiences and advertisers. Such is the growth in sporting TV and radio, viewers and listeners—fans and nonbelievers—are often convinced that there is nothing else going on in the world. The planet will stop again from 10th June as, for just over a month, the focus will be on France where 32 national teams will compete in the 1998 World Cup football finals.

The organisers of successive events are locked in battle with their predecessors to go one better each time: staging progressively more lavish opening ceremonies and making sure that the infrastructure is the best possible. The 1994 tournament was held in America, a lesser soccer nation certainly, but one that likes to pile on the show biz pizzazz—and it did not skimp for USA 94, despite football’s low priority rating in its sporting hierarchy. This time projected television viewing figures are put at 37bn globally and the French organising committee is set to top USA 94, with a quirky mascot called Footix (a close relative of Asterix) and a prefinal extravaganza under the Eiffel Tower with well-known football followers the Three Tenors.

This concert is being built up as the biggest single world TV event prior to the Millennium. The overall coverage of the World Cup itself is not far behind. With 64 scheduled matches in 10 French cities, beginning

When the 1998 World Cup kicks off, the eyes and ears of the world will be on France. Kevin Hilton weighs up the broadcast provision for an event to rival the Millennium

---
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Studio Sound June 1998
with unlucky Scotland taking on current world champions Brazil at the Stade de France, this is a huge undertaking for any broadcaster. Which is why the project, like so many other massive sporting events, is being handled by a consortium host broadcaster, providing the pool feeds that can be tailored for the needs of each TV and radio station covering the event.

Television and Radio Services (TVRS) 1998 has to provide feeds and facilities for over 180 television broadcast organisations, in excess of 130 radio stations and more than 4,500 accredited rights-holding broadcasters. The company was established in May 1995 by the French Broadcasters Group of the EBU and comprises seven shareholders, who read like a catalogue of France’s leading TV and radio companies. In underwriting the host broadcast of this World Cup, France 2, France 3, Radio France, Radio France International, TF1, Canal+ and TDF have created a huge resource pool, both financial and human.

The mission statement proclaims: "As Host Broadcaster of the 1998 Football World Cup, TVRS 98 will produce, direct and transmit the international radio and television signal of the World Cup, providing radio and television broadcasting companies from over 180 countries with the fullest international coverage of the 64 matches contested in France in 1998. In addition, there are the rights-holding broadcasters, which will customise the pool material to produce specific programming for their domestic audiences.

To accommodate such needs, TVRS 98 is providing full production, transmission and commentary facilities, both at the central International Broadcast Centre (IBC) in Paris and at the ten stadiums around the country. This is the first time in world cup broadcasting history that the production of the international signals will be totally digital, accompanied by full stereo audio. To achieve flawless connection, an absolute priority on such a global scale, TVRS 98 is working in partnership with France Telecom, official supplier of television transmission services, data and video communications, cellular phone links and conventional telephone landlines for the World Cup.

All material from the stadia and associated reporting locations will be relayed back to the IBC over France Telecom’s digital network using fibre-optics. International feeds will be carried on this same fibre-optic network with a satellite back-up for full redundancy. For maximum efficiency TVRS and France Telecom have centralised booking procedures, with a joint rights-holders office for the ordering of all radio, television, fixed telephone and wireless equipment and services.

THE ORGANISATION of host broadcasters for large-scale sporting events has now reached a level, with the majority being established on similar lines. TVRS 98 is headed by Philippe Levrier as president, Jean-Claude Morin as vice-president and Francis Tellier as managing director. It is Tellier who is responsible for directing seven distinct departments: Production, Venue Operations, the IBC and Telecommunications, External Relations, Booking, Logistics, and Finance and Administration. The first of these departments handles all the design and implementation of TVRS’ production plan for radio and television, while Venue Operations deals with the planning, crewing and technical-engineering facilities at the ten stadiums. These comprise broadcast control rooms, studio, production, camera trucks, control rooms and the lateral services and facilities to be made available to rights-holding broadcasters.

IBC and Telecommunications was established with full responsibility for the design, construction, setup, operation and, eventually, dismantling of the International Broadcast Centre, housed...
in two halls of the Paris Expo exhibition site in the south-western Porte de Versailles district of the capital. This department has installed Host Broadcast technical areas that it will manage, in addition to working with France Telecom to oversee telecommunication connections.

The total amount of hardware and facilities managed by these three departments is staggering. At the stadia there will be ten digital production mobiles for each venue: 170 cameras; 40 slow-motion units; 45,000m of camera cable; 1,275 commentary booths; 7,000W of electrical power and 25,000m of technical areas. The IBC covers 19,000m² of floor space, containing 3,000 monitors, 4,000 technical units (all interconnected), with 200 km of cabling linking this together and connecting it to the 28 simultaneous video circuits that will exist between the Paris HQ and the stadia.

Each match will be televised using 17 cameras and 8 VTRs (for recording and those all important replays); overall the international feed will be produced by six directors, 100 camera operators, 40 slow-mo technicians and designers using 20 graphics workstations. Overall there will be 1,500 operational personnel working for TVRS 98 during the tournament (800 of whom will be right at the front, at the matches), with 150 radio and TV companies represented in the IBC. Worldwide broadcast coverage will be provided by 4,000 radio and television technicians and a flock of 12,000 journalists and photographers, representing newspapers, agencies and radio and TV stations.

Naturally each of the represented broadcasters have their own requirements and styles. TVRS 98 has laid down a set of production guidelines, stating: ‘Match coverage will be clear and objective, and produced along accepted international standards. The aim is not to innovate but to maintain a high production standard throughout. Coverage will be unbiased, objective and homogeneous from the first to the final match with no distinction made between better-known and lesser-known teams.’

Equipment has been provided to give wide and medium angle views of both teams, plus the start of shots and the subsequent trajectory of the ball, combined with close-ups of individual skill and player-player confrontations. The full atmosphere will be recreated through the use of crowd shots and ambient sound, although the sound production will be organized so that fan response will not smother the sound of leather on leather, or bagatelle between players and officials. On the graphics side, visuals have been designed to appeal to a universal audience; although all text will be in French, short words and pictograms will be employed to communicate to all.

An event of this size needs as much help as it can get. For France 98, this comes from its sponsors— including Philips, Canon and IVC—and suppliers, among whom are EDS, Sysbase and Hewlett-Packard, as well as France Telecom. Sysbase is the official software supplier for the event and HP is providing a range of hardware for integrated solutions. Texas-based EDS is the official information technology provider. In this capacity the company has designed INFOFRANCE98m, an interconnected system for the International Media Centre in Paris and the press offices of the ten host cities, and the first ever official World Cup Web page.

All of this will make it possible for this orgy of football to reach a bigger audience than before. The only thing technology has to address now is how to ensure that this onslaught is contained, something that is vital if families are to continue in some kind of harmony and those who do not wish the round ball are able to walk into bars for a quiet drink without incessant choruses of a particular World Cup song.
Trading places

Leaving the UK recording scene of the 1960s to work in the US was a turning point in Malcolm Addey's career.

Richard Buskin gains an insight into yesterday's recording studios either side of the Atlantic.

With all due respect to our British friends, there's more musical ability in the little fingers of most American pop singers than in the whole body of most of their British counterparts. In the US everyone is so disciplined, so professional and so competitive. I was very much in awe of the musical standards when I first arrived here, and nothing much has changed in that respect.

Typically frank, the opinion is that of New York-based producer Malcolm Addey. Although British born, Addey opted to move to NY 30 years ago after a decade of engineering at the EMI Studios in Abbey Road and growing 'really, really bored with what I was doing there'. This is ironic when you consider some of the major names who were regularly passing through the facility's doors during the second half of the 1960s, but in Addey's case he was largely working with middle-of-the-road acts such as Paul Anka and Ken Dodd, and accordingly uniform recording requirements.

Almost all of the sessions that I was involved with were the same,' he says. 'Forty-piece orchestras with 10 violins and four cellos, piano, bass, drums, the same arrangements, the same arrangers. It was like a sausage factory. At that point I was really ached with the musical side of being in England, and I thought, there had to be more to it.'

There was: in 1968 Addey accepted a job offer from Bell Sound Studios in New York and soon found himself dealing with a far greater variety of assignments than he had previously been used to—records, commercials and films, not to mention the jazz music that he loves to this day. Furthermore, he found the work ethic considerably different to that at Abbey Road.

'Then I came over here it was very strange,' he recalls. 'I thought, wow, they really work here. I'd take long lunch breaks in England, I'd take the day off, but here everybody seemed to be working. You'd be doing a commercial in the morning, a recording date in the afternoon, a mixing date in the evening. In fact, I got off the plane from England at 1 o'clock and I was on a session at 2:30. However, while I could do four sessions a day at EMI because everything was set up for me, here I was dealing with new equipment and there was no mollycoddling. At first I had no idea what I was doing. When I did my first mobile work I had to rent the truck myself, and
I hadn't even driven here yet.

He quickly found his way around, though, spending a few years at Bell Sound and subsequently moving on to Phil Ramone's A&R Studios. At both facilities he cut lucrative freelance deals whereby he was paid as a contractor who would work in-house but also wherever he needed to be, and in the mid-'70s Addey then severed all ties and became totally independent. In the meantime, he had been investing in his own mixing and editing equipment, and he currently owns DDA and Behringer 24-input consoles, an 02R, Studer tape machines which he uses with Dolby SR, a DASH machine, a Sound Maestro digital editor, vintage gear such as Ampex 351-8-track, 1-track and 4-track machines, DAT and CD-R machines, and a host of outboard toys, as well as an extensive collection of vintage mics.

Today the bulk of Addey's work comprises remastering for labels such as Mosaic and EMI-Capitol, as well as assignments for radio and several other small jazz and classical entities, and much of this reminds him of an era when the standard routine was to record four songs in three hours.

'The kind of jazz music that I do today is very much like that,' he says. 'That's why I absolutely love what I'm doing.'

In March 1958 Addey became an assistant at EMI, earning a fantastic salary of $11 a week,' Addey recalls, 'and two of them were specifically doing pop: Peter Bown and Stuart Etham. They were my mentors. It was getting too busy in the pop department and they needed a third person, so they looked around and pointed to me.' Peter Bown was in fact scheduled to record Cliff on that first night, but, being a huge fan of classical music, he opted instead to go to the opera. Addey therefore landed the gig.

'Peter was there for about the first five minutes,' Addey recalls. 'Then he said, "Okay, Malcolm, you're doing fine" and off he went. The first song that we did was "Schoolboy Crush", which was originally intended to be the A-side of Cliff's debut single. Then we got around to recording "Move It" and things started to get very interesting as far as I was concerned. Ian Samwell wrote the song, and he literally wrote the lyrics right there on the floor of Studio 2. It was probably the first in-session pop songwriting that ever took place in England. Now that song’s regarded as the first true all-British rock ‘n’ roll record, while back then, having been associated with such a hit, I wasn't an assistant or a junior anything more. All of a sudden I was a full engineer and everybody wanted to use me. That kind of rise was absolutely unprecedented, and I feel sort of good about it.'

Addey is equally proud of how he and producer Norrie Paramor managed to capture the excitement that Cliff generated in the studio as he neared a shok, swivelled his hips and generally gave everybody the full works. 'I actually don't like the sound of his records today,' he says. 'I think we got a better vocal sound for him back then; a big, fat sound. He's always had a good voice. In Studio 2 we had a little 8-input console—the Mk I—in a very heavy steel box, with four faders on each side and a big main control knob in the middle. It also had full EQ, the Capitol Records EQ which was really Pulse EQ and which all of the consoles in America had at that time. We had copied that and it had a peak at 5kHz with a low end of 100Hz. Believe it or not you could do an amazing amount of things with just those two frequencies. If we wanted a lower frequency we had a 2kHz available on an outboard box which we used to put on this huge rack—each mic amp required a full 3-inch rack mounting—and we also had 10k available on outboard. That was nice if we were using something like a ribbon mic on overheads, which we did quite frequently in order to get a fat sound out of the snare drum, the “American Sound”, as we used to call it. The beautiful thing about that kind of EQ is that it builds up and then it comes down again, whereas the EQ that they were using on the classical side—shelving—used to go on ad infinitum to the point where the hats and dogs could hear it, and that was no good to us of course.

We copied a lot of things from Capitol, and having that affiliation with them in the States perhaps gave us a little bit of an edge over some of the other companies. I know that some of the sounds coming out of Decca's London studio, for instance, were absolutely appalling on the pop side. They didn't have a clue how to make a pop record. So, we did have that edge and we also did a lot of experimental work. Stuart Etham, Peter Bown and I spent a lot of time working on our echo chambers and it was amusing to read about Geoff Emerick trying to rebuild one of them. He wasn't there at EMI on Addey's trail when any of those chambers were created, of course, and so he didn't have a clue.'

Addey worked with Cliff Richard from 1958 until 1966, and during that time he also enjoyed a lot of chart success with The Shadows, Adam Faith, John Barry, Shirley Bassey, Helen Shapiro, Johnny Kidd & The Pirates and P.J. Proby. Not to mention cast albums of a number of stage shows. It was for work such as this, in addition to the classical orchestral sessions, that the EMI Studios in London's St John's Wood had become a virtual institution. An institution with strictly enforced rules and regulations about how the in-house equipment could be used. After all, push the gear too far and there could be untold consequences.

'During my early years there the studio manager was Chick Fowler,' Addey recalls. 'Actually, his name was Edward Fowler; no one ever called him Chick to his face. He was a very imposing-looking white-haired gentleman, and very nice too, especially as he was responsible for me being hired in the first place. His predecessor had been WS Barrett, an old Victorian type who had a big book of rules and regulations. One, apparently, had been told never to put a ribbon microphone in the horizontal position, because the ribbon will pop out of the pole pieces.'
< Completely ridiculous; you can just imagine the ribbon sagging.

Anyway, one day I wanted to try something different from the established guidelines. It was for Helen Shapiro's first session, "Don't Treat Me Like a Child!" This had been scheduled in as a Friday slot. It was in the big, echoing Studio 1, but I grouped all of the musicians right together and put screens around them, and then I decided to experiment; I wanted to limit the voice. You see, Ethlham, Bown and I were very, very good listeners. We used to get piles of American records sent to us from EMI's head office in Manchester Square—mainly on independent 45 labels, as opposed to Capitol's records which sounded great but weren't that innovative—and we'd spend whole mornings analysing them, how certain sounds had been achieved, and so on. Now, I didn't agree with Ethlham and Bown about everything—I was the young kid, so I kept quiet—but I could tell that on a lot of those records the vocals were definitely limited on the sessions. Well, there was a golden rule at EMI, and that was to never limit on the session. This came from Capitol, strangely enough. Peter Bown had visited the Capitol Tower in 1956 or 1957 to study their work methods, and when he'd returned he'd said, "Capitol definitely does not limit on sessions, they do it only on the mastering." Okay, so much for Capitol. It was silly.

The only limiter we had in those days was an old EMI one. We hadn't got the Fairchilds yet and the EMI limiter was a dog. It comprised pairs and pairs and pairs of push-pull circuits, each one had to be balanced, and by the time you'd balanced one then another at the other end had to be balanced. The maintenance people just hated it but I wanted it. I can even remember it was called the RS114, RS standing for Recording Studio. Back then at EMI, the maintenance engineers did the setup in the studio—a hang-over from the days when that new-fangled device, the microphone, came and on this particular day Jimmy Johnson was the maintenance guy. Well, when he heard that I wanted to use the RS114 he came running up to me—it was about 6.30 in the evening, half an hour before the session was due to start—and said, "Malcolm, I cannot possibly put a limiter on this session". I said, "Why not?" "Because there's a memo, dated such-and-such, which states that under no circumstances shall limiters be used on recording sessions."

Harry Waite was the assistant manager, so I rushed up to his office with Jimmy alongside and I said, "Mr Waite, I want to use a limiter on Helen Shapiro's vocals, but Mr Johnson has told me that this isn't allowed". Puffs of smoke were coming out of Waite's ears and he turned to Jimmy and said, "Well, there may well be this memo, but when a balance engineer wants to use any piece of equipment on a recording session there's absolutely nothing we can do. He must be allowed to do so." At that point Jimmy hurrumphed his way out of the studio, I got to use the limiter and, even though I could never have foreseen it, that record went on to be a great smash-hit for Helen. Of course, after that it was a case of "don't knock the rock", I'd obviously displayed a streak of genius.

The way that I looked at it was that there's a brick wall. Obviously the loudest thing on the record is going to be the vocal, so you make the vocal hit the wall and you build the rest around it.

EMI's PRECONCEPTIONS aside, during the late-fifties an advance as considerable as stereo was considered to be little more than a gimmick by many industry professionals in the UK. Then, when it became clear that it was perhaps more worthy than that, mono still remained top dog in terms of pop recordings as, until the mid-60s, stereo playback equipment was yet to find its way into the majority of British homes. Nevertheless, at the start of the decade EMI Studios already housed two 4-track machines.

The first one that we had was this monstrous Telefunken which we'd somehow inherited from Electrola in West Germany," recalls Addley. "It was a b-wind machine and the monitoring came off the record pots. When you increased the level onto the tape it decreased the level to the monitors, so there was this sort of tremulant, very strange. It was experimental for quite a while and it was stuck in the back of Studio 2 doing nothing most of the time. However, contrary to what has previously been written, Cliff Richard was not the first artist to use it; [producer] Wally Ridley used it in about 1959 for some session with another artist who I can't now recall.

In those days overdubbing was strictly illegal when union musicians were involved—You couldn't over dub musicians or vocalists or run a track of any kind, unless, for instance, you made special arrangements with the MU for whatever the singer had lost his or her voice. As a result, you'd get the occasional musician who was a real lefty and who would come noseing around to see what machines were rolling. Well, we could have had a machine rolling in the back room for all they knew, but believe me, our little console was not rigged
for doing split mixes. You were lucky to get one mix out of that thing.

'So, this was a wonderful opportunity for Wally to do some surreptitious tracking. I mean, we didn't even have a vocal booth in any of our studios, so there would always be a little leakage if we were recording a loud voice. We'd just put screens up and say, "Sing a little quieter..." With regard to Wally and the 4-track, it was a doubling session. It wasn't the real thing, but a backup.'

Early stereo pop recordings at EMI employed dual mic setups, with the stereo engineer sitting in the 'stereo room' next to Studio 2 and picking up the results from the microphones that he had placed as doubles of those which had been positioned for the routine mono recordings.

There are several photos of Cliff Richard with two U47s placed right in front of him, and that's exactly what they were for,' explains Addey. 'Well, later on this produced a very strange phenomenon. The record that was originally issued was the mono version; that was the one that the public became familiar with. However, for the CD releases years later they've often used the stereo versions and they are appalling. The original producers are no longer around and neither, unfortunately, is much of the documentation.

Of course, the working practice of the entire recording industry has changed drastically during the past few decades. Nevertheless, while it's fun to look back on the much-maligned rules and regulations of those early years, Addey wishes to set the record straight about one particular source of amusement: those fabled white coats which the EMI technical staff used to wear around in prompting Sir Winston Churchill to once comment that, on entering the Abbey Road facility, he thought he was walking into a hospital.
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Sounding off on DVD

How much will consumers benefit from improved audio on DVD releases? Richard Buskin discovers that the film industry is placing more emphasis on sound than expected, even if the technology is still chasing the promises.

When it became clear that DVD was more than a flash in the pan, I, for one, suspected that the major Hollywood studios would view the new medium as just another opportunity to exploit their back catalogue. I was wrong. Instead, encouraged by the filmmakers themselves, the movie companies are often going back to the original audio source material in order to provide all of the elements that are required for producing true 5.1 surround.

To learn why, we need to look no further than the fact that one disc can serve multiple functions—language and edited versions, letter-box format, you name it. This means that said companies are able to issue a single-inventory release instead of several different DVDs for the various markets. To that end, they are intent on having 5.1 audio as per the versions released to cinemas, and things don't stop there. They also want 5.1 for older movies that are being released on DVD, says Ted Hall, a re-recording engineer at Santa Monica-based post facility POP. Among the many films that Hall has remastered for DVD are Twister, GoldenEye, Mission Impossible, and Top Gun, as well as music videos by artists ranging from Michael Jackson to Alanis Morissette. "I do a lot of restoration work on older films," he says, "and this means going back to the original elements, remixing the score in 5.1, and so on.

Of course, it all depends on the budget—there's also a lower-end market for DVD in terms of industrial and training films, and in that case I'm not even sure that they care about having stereo—but the film companies are very concerned about the sound. Fortunately, so are the music companies, because they're aware that in the near future high-def 5.1 are going to be broadcast over the air, and so all of the music videos on MTV and VH-1 will have the potential to be 5.1 as well. The current battle between DTS and AC-3 and the debate over which sounds better is a reflection of how seriously the audio is being taken.

When creating a 5.1 soundtrack for an old movie, the difficulty of the task quite literally depends on the era in which the film originated. Prior to the advent of mug film during the late fifties there would be the recording of angles on the scoring stage; separate mixing for different sections of the orchestra and the assorted vocals, and these would go direct to optical via their own film recorders, providing a fair degree of control over the various parts which would then be mixed together and balanced for the mono soundtrack. In the sixties companies such as MGM and Paramount transferred all of this material to 3/4-inc. and, fortunately for the likes of Ted Hall, much of this still exists. Back then they kept everything, he says. Every take, every cue. Through the sixties people kept copious notes and cue sheets, so what I'm supplied with usually provides a pretty clear map of the takes and the tracks that they used. You know, the vocalist's Take 10 with the orchestra's Take 2, and so on. Well, I take those multiple angles and sync them up—varispeeding them if I have to—and I get a stereo recording. I mean, you get the multiple image of the room, and that's never been released for those films before.

'There was a system that was around for a few years where they'd produce a pseudo-stereo by way of EQing the channels differently and putting them left and right. It wasn't really stereo and also if you decodded it with something like Dolby then it sounded really weird. It would get all phasey. So, in the past a lot of stuff was released in mono. Rocky was mono in the theatres, but I got hold of the original 16-track music record.'
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NOT ALL OLD films have a welter of different elements for Hall and his colleagues to play around with; in these cases they have to make the best of current day technology. The point is, one way or another the DVD customer is evidently getting what the Americans refer to as 'bang for the buck', namely, value for money in the form of a product that boasts audio that is considerably better than that of its predecessors. Hall does not author from the D1 masters that were previously used for VHS instead he'll normally go straight back to the original elements and, even when there aren't enough to produce a stereo image, he'll at least No-Noise the soundtrack with Sonic Solutions.

If I'm dealing with a stereo mix from the late seventies when they started doing that, then 4-track elements probably exist somewhere,' he says. 'If they do exist I'll probably be asked to redo the sound, and that will mean I'll have full-handwidth surround and be able to make a 5.1 that will definitely be better than just listening to a Pro Logic decoded stereo mix. That usually gets thrown out if I go back to the original elements in which case I'll make a completely new mix.

There again, if they don't have those elements then I will take the stereo and spread it out, extracting a left-centre-right and creating a surround by way of a whole gamut of tracks. For example, something like the Monterey Pop Festival, there's a new release of Otis Redding that is absolutely incredible. All that they had of that night was a pretty funky [ropey] stereo mix, and so that's what they gave me for the laser disc and the DVD. I then used an AGMTSS1, that is a left-right extracting device, together with lots of EQ and a little phase, and I gave it a very live sound with some ambiances while also making sure that it was all compatible for people who don't have 5.1. That's generally how I work when I'm just supplied with straight stereo material.

In terms of films, what a son Laserdisc is the stereo print master, which is what everyone heard in the theatre. For the longest time that's all that was on there, and before 5.1 became viable for the home we would go back to the 70mm print or the 6-track master and remake that 2-track. The 2-tracks that existed on early discs up until about 1990 were the print masters, and those print masters were limited dynamically so that they could finish the film without affecting the picture. Well, that wasn't really the best 2-channel audio version that they could get for disc, so if there was an LCR stem or a 6-track stem they would go back to that and make an LT-RT.

Seventy millimetre was the only multichannel format that existed before digital, and that in itself is a whole other issue. The 70mm theatres had five channels across the front together with surround channels and the earlier films had left, left-centre, centre, right-centre, right and surround, so when Ben Hur walked across the screen you would hear him go through the five speakers. The 70mm people, therefore, tried to figure out other ways to generate the sound, using those left-centre and right-centre tracks for, say, boom tracks. On some of the Bond films they used >
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NEVERTHELESS, Hall has his work cut out when trying to achieve that effect with an older movie where the production values were less than high-end. Sample the low-budget 1980 exploitation picture, American Gigolo, starring Richard Gere, which Hall is remastering for DVD at the time of our interview. The tracks are really noisy and the dialogue is horrendous, he says. I've had to fix that with millions of edits, and for the music we're going back to the original Giorgio Moroder productions—the Blondie song 'Call Me' and so on—and I'm having to remix it from the 24-track analogue. The problem, however, is that these tapes have shedded, the acetate is coming off, so we have to bake all of them in a sort of big pizza oven in order to at least play them. If I get one pass, I'll transfer the material to digital and then start the remix. A lot of the restoration work that I'm involved with is like that; the original elements are in pretty bad shape.

One of the big selling points of DVD is the fact that the viewer can obtain certain films with previously unreleased out-takes and extra footage. However, where does the accompanying audio come from? Were the deleted scenes already postproduced?

'It all depends,' comes Ted Hall's reply. 'A lot of that stuff is not posted. Often we just get the production sound from when they shot the stuff, the Nagra recordings, and it's also down to how sophisticated the film companies want to get for their outtakes. We might go back and take the music and effects track or the music stems and just add music underneath so that it flows along. That's as opposed to the director's cut, where they actually have footage that they want to cut into the film. On The Abyss there was something like 20 minutes of extra footage that [James] Cameron had, but he didn't have any audio. All that he had was a 2-channel temp mix that they had done for screening purposes before the film was originally released, so he gave me that while the rest of the movie was 70mm with a full surround mix, and said, 'Okay, let's make this 5.1.' In that case I had to steal audio from other scenes—like underwater ambience and stuff—loop it in the computer and create seamless joins between the added footage and the existing footage.

Most of the encoding for these DVD projects is done on-site at POP, MPEG having now been dropped altogether in favour of AC-3. Meanwhile, on the music side, Hall is certainly aware that 24-bit, 96kHz DVDs are currently being routed as the way to go, but he himself is not too sure about the viability of the return on investment in terms of the equipment required.

'The difference between 96k 24-bit and 48k 24-bit is marginal,' he says. 'You can hear a little bit of a difference, but the problem is that if we go 96k then we'll have to change all of the digital consoles around town. For instance, the Logic 2 that I work on is 48k 24-bit, so if we go to 96k we'd have to rebuild all of the consoles and that would be quite a hassle. I mean, if people are making stereo recordings, board mixes or whatever.'
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STEFAN BOCH of Mastering Studio Muenchner (MMS) in Germany commented, having recently experimented with 2-bit, 96kHz audio. In his case the results are fraught with confusion.

‘Among the testing that we’ve done is to compare classical music masters at 96k and 48k with half-inch tape,’ he says. ‘In these cases there has been an enormous difference. Mainly, the sound is much more exact in terms of imaging and definition and, surprisingly, the bottom end is much more stable. Now, while the sound between 96k and 48k was very different, that was also because there were two different converters involved—the dCS and a Stage Tech, which is manufactured in Berlin and has an intermodulation of 27-bit; they’ve shifted the bit-range dynamically in order to achieve more than you’d normally get with 24-bit resolution, and they claim that their converter sounds as good as any 96k converter. As a result it’s been very difficult to draw any definite conclusions.

We were experimenting with a vinyl recording, and quite honestly it sounded like a different violin. So, now we have to find out if this difference was related to the convertor or to an accident while recording. To me there’s much more difference than there should be. From our experience with 16.1-24 we already know that every company makes a different-sounding convertor, and 96k recordings are just at the beginning, so I think that in future the 96k convertors will get even better.

As to how noticeable the results will ultimately be to the people who really matter—the consumers—the jury is still out.

In the case of the CDs that I’ve worked on, what the consumers will buy will still be 16-bit 44.1,’ says Tim Hardly, ‘we’re going to try to make the higher resolution translate all the way down the chain, even when we do the crunching, but at this stage it’s difficult to say exactly what the benefit to the consumer is going to be until he himself can actually hear the product in 96k 24-bit. There are three or four high-density audio formats kicking around at the moment, but who knows which one—if any—is going to come out on top. We’re still in the early stages, preparing stuff for whichever format takes the lead, whether it’s DVD or DTS or PolyGram’s own high-density CD.

Where DVD is going to take off is the surround-sound capability. That’s what I think really matters to the consumer. Once we get to the situation where you can have, say, 96k at the front and 48k at the back, all working at 24-bit—which is where it will go—then that’s when there’ll be something really worth having. That’s not very far away. High-resolution surround is already beginning to happen, and it’ll definitely take off with feature films, and so while there’s still a question at this early stage, as to which way it will go there’s undoubtedly a movement towards it from the studios and everyone recognises the need.’

Hall is not the only one to be reserving judgement with regard to 96k 24-bit recordings, especially as far as DVD is concerned, Tim Hardly of Audio Edit in London, UK, has worked with 96k, but just for high-density audio-only projects aimed at DVD. ‘Once you’re dealing with picture there isn’t enough room,’ he explains. ‘In a way the limitation is not just the amount of data storage on the disc, but everything else with it. If you’ve got a lot of very flashy pictures with loads of fast-shots then you’re gobbling up disc space, and from what I understand, the AC-3 encoder is not even working at 20-bit, and that’s a bit of a drag. I recently mastered the sound for a Swan Lake DVD being released by Warners, but this was 48k—the picture knocked 96k on the head.

I’ve worked on a number of classical CDs for Decca in the 96k format, and for these I used Sonic Solutions as the editing platform and, in terms of the convertor, the dCS. The recordings were fairly old—I’ve George Solti operas dating back to the sixties—and they had been released years ago on CD in the traditional way. This time we transferred the material from the original analogue 2-track masters via the dCS convertors over to the Genex, and it’s interesting to compare those transfers to the earlier ones which were 16-bit 44.1, same machine, same cables. The only way to describe the difference is that the sound is more holographic; it’s got a little more dimension to it, especially at the bass end. Certainly the top end is much smoother, but I don’t think that’s what grabs the attention so much.’
CALL IT TRIP HOP or just the Bristol sound: either way this nineties musical genre has been credited to English band Massive Attack, whose first two albums, Blue Lines in 1991 and 1994’s Protection, paved the way for a whole slew of contemporary dance acts. Driving, repetitive rhythms and a cacophony of unconventional sounds—ranging from the distorted to the plain indecipherable—characterise the Massive output, and for those who want more of the soundtrack-type sensibilities there now comes the group’s third opus, Mezzanine, boasting a less polished and slightly more ‘punk’ feel as encouraged by Grant Marshall.

As it happens, Mezzanine has arrived in installments, having been made available over the Internet by Virgin Records several weeks in advance of its official 12th May release to the retail outlets. The marketing process began with a 45s chip of the first single, ‘Teardrop’, on 20th March, and this was followed by several other sound and video bites over the next few days, before the entire album and ‘Teardrop’ video were premiered on 30th March.

So, what did the web surfers get to hear? Well, for one there are the guest vocals by former Cocteau Twin Liz Fraser, previous contributor Horace Andy and Sara Jay, as well as a new emphasis on guitar parts and the input of Neil Davidge, who has stepped into the production shoes vacated by Johnny Dollar (Blue Lines) and Nellee Hooper (Protection) while also playing a notable—if uncredited—part in the whole compositional process.

‘This is the first album in which the band members have been properly involved in the production,’ Davidge points out, ‘and while that gave them more control I’ve been there to help see them through it. In a lot of cases that did include me contributing to the writing process, and the band recognised that in reality I should be credited as a co-composer on many of the tracks, but you’ve got to understand that Massive Attack do use samples on the album. Samples mean publishing, and in addition they have various guest singers who take publishing for the parts that they’ve written, and so you start getting into quite a mess situation in terms of the publishing, and it’s one that still hasn’t been fully resolved. They’re still arguing over several tracks with regard to the publishing, and I decided that I wasn’t going to get involved with that and I would get points on the album to cover me for the loss. At this stage publishing is not really what I’m into. I’m after production credits and points on the album that I produce, and so I’m quite happy to do my part and call that a producer’s role.’

Davidge himself has a background as a singer-songwriter who learned to find his way around the studio by way of his own small home setup in Bristol. This is based around an 8-track machine, Commodore 64 with Cubase, and various samplers, indicating that the music is of greater concern than commercial considerations, and it was his venturing into more offbeat fields that first attracted the attention of Massive Attack members Grant Marshall (Daddy Gee), Robert del Naja (3D) and Andrew Vowles (Mushroom). The first collaboration featured singer Tracey Thorn for the Batman Forever album, and, in addition to another recorded for a charity compilation album in aid of Bosnia, this laid the way for the working method for the Mezzanine project at the start of 1996.

They’ve been on touring, playing at a lot of festivals, and they put together a proper band,’ Davidge recalls. That was a departure because they’d been going out with a couple of record decks and microphones. Now there were guitars, drums, bass, keyboards and several vocalists, and they wanted to represent that progression on their next album. When we worked on the Euro ’96 track, we got in the guitarist Angelo Bruscini, and he put loads of stuff down onto DA-88—this was prior to us having any direct-to-disc recording system. He fired all of this stuff down onto tape and I just ended up going through hours’ worth of guitar noises
and abstract parts, and looping and overlaying things—basically doing a cut-and-paste job. That really created quite a distinctive sound, and it sort of set the tone for everything else that we did in terms of piecing together the arrangements.

'We wanted to work in an abstract way, so that people could mess around with a particular idea and try anything that came to mind. I convinced them to invest in a Pro Tools setup. We would have maybe a couple of basic loops that were perhaps sampled from a record, or a drum pattern, bass line or keyboard, and then we could loop sections for up to 30 minutes. We'd record everything that was done, and we'd do that with guitars, drums, bass, keyboards, everything aside from vocals.'

The majority of the parts that ended up on the album were played by the Bristol-based musicians and their associates rather than sampled, and the procedure for doing this varied from track to track.

'We would record everything that they did,' says Davidge, 'and I would then sit down for sometimes days and pick out all of the good bits. Quite often, I would also actually focus on things that were almost like mistakes, where they would mess up and then have to dig their way out of a hole musically. Those became the areas of interest and we would use a lot of these parts and loop them. I would arrange them all in Pro Tools and start piecing together a track, and then maybe D would come in and I would play him the basic arrangement that I'd come up with. He would want to change certain parts of that arrangement and between us we would take things a stage further, and then he'd take away a tape and write a lyric for it. In most cases that was the starting point for the songs. It was a freeform, quite abstract way of working.

'In many cases, a sample provided a song's inspiration rather than an embellishment—melody is not the strongest feature of Massive Attack's work, and so the starting point might also come in the form of a drumbeat, a percussive line or a rhythm part that didn't revolve around a specific chord structure. 'There weren't any samples that influenced the melodic structure of a song,' asserts Davidge. 'It really was just a rhythmic starting point. In fact, on 'Rinse Up' there's a sample of 'I Found a Reason' by The Velvet Underground that was put on afterwards. The original inspiration for that song was just a drumbeat over which we laid some keyboard ideas, a bass line and various guitar parts, recorded through a Mutator and then sampled and messed around with. That became the basis for the track, and with us using samples as a rhythmic starting point anything melodic was usually an extra after we'd put most of the song together.'

'As for the second bass line that comes in, that started out with a guy who we got in from London playing a load of Indian instruments; tabla, sitars and so on. He'd sit down and jam over the tracks. I took one note from a sitar part that he played and put it into my Roland S750 sampler and I started filtering the note and detuned it loads, and we ended up with this really quite mad sound. Excited by this, D jumped on the keyboard and started playing this bass line, and we then took that to Olympic where Spike [mix engineer Mark Sten]—with his boxes of tricks, loads of old pedals and stuff—just started distorting the thing to the point where the original sound wasn't there anymore. That's how the bass line was created. I mean, we never walked into the studio and said, 'What we want to do is drop into a really distorted bass >
line here; it just developed that way. It's like the Hammond sound on 'Teardrop', Michael Timothy, who's part of the live setup, just slipped and fell on the keyboard and that became the Hammond stab.

A sample used twice and to quite different effect on the Mezzanine album is that of Isaac Hayes performing 'Our Day Will Come'. Its first use is on a track titled 'Exchange', which largely consists of a single melody line being repeated over and over again by different instruments in turn for about four minutes; its second use is on the closing track, this time named 'Exchange', which is more diverse in structure than its predecessor and which therefore takes on the nature of an alternate version rather than a reprise. Now, the reason I mention this is because the juxtaposition of these two tracks in terms of really just the title and the aforementioned sample serves as a good illustration of the unrestricted manner in which Massive Attack like to work.

We were working on the mix of the first 'Exchange' and Horace Andy was in the studio,' Davidge recalls. 'We were just sort of chatting and hanging about and listening to the mix as it was progressing, and he started to sing this old song of his, 'See Man's Face', over the track. We thought, "Wow. This sounds really, really good". So, we literally threw down a quick guide mix of that.
track onto 2-inch, put up a mic, he sang twice over the top of it and that was it. After that it got to the stage where some people liked the instrumental and others really liked the vocal version, and so in the end we decided to put both on. It was never intended as a track that would appear twice on the album, but it just happened as a moment of inspiration.

(Exchange)—and, for that matter, the album—ends with several seconds of a sample of a vinyl record cracking. Not the most conventional of fade-outs—at least intentionally, since the advent of CDs—but then there was a contribution by one Marcus De Vries which met with general approval. The consensus of opinion was that it tied in nicely with the old-style reggae feel of the track. Such was the way of thinking when people were often just jamming around in the studio.

‘W’HEN WE were working on ‘Angel’ there was this Sex Gang Children sample that 3D had found which was being looped,’ says Davidge by way of example. ‘I played these two notes on my Moog Prodigy as a bass line, and then I felt the Sex Gang Children break back into the filter trigger on the Moog and it created this thumping, distorted rhythm that you hear. I recorded a pass of it onto tape, messed around with all of the filters, taking the filters up and down, and eventually we got rid of the Sex Gang Children beats, and what we ended up with became the basis for ‘Angel.’

In fact, ‘Angel’ itself was originally going to be a cover version of ‘Straight To Hell’ by The Clash, and we wanted Horace [Andv] to sing on the track. Well, we got into the studio when we were mixing at Olympic and he learned the lyrics and started singing them, but it didn’t quite work the way we’d hoped it would. Out of desperation we said, ‘Horace, have you got any ideas?’ and he started singing, ‘You are my angel’, over the top of it. It was one of his old tunes from his Studio One days, and so the guys sat down with him and re-wrote the lyrics.

‘We were there to mix that track and finish it, but we ended up putting a new vocal on it, changing all of the drums, adding loads of keyboards and guitars, and it became a completely new track. So, again, we went into the studio with one idea and it came out as something completely different.’

Not every experiment worked to everybody’s satisfaction, as Davidge is happy to concede—the uncomfortable vocal on ‘Dissolved Girl’ for example. ‘It’s not an album about what we think is perfect, with the perfect arrangement and the perfect mix for these songs,’ he agrees. ‘It’s like ‘two years in the life of...’, and that track was a part of the puzzle in the progression of making the album. We decided that we would include it, even though I don’t think any of us were that happy with it. I was never quite sure that convinced by either the song or her vocal, and there will always be a black mark against that song.

In the final analysis, the guys just wanted to make an interesting album that surprised them and excited them, and it was D who really had the fire in his gut. At times Mushoom and Gee just had to sit back and let him get on with it, let him find his feet and something that he liked. They’d put more of themselves and their R&B sensibilities into the first couple of albums, and in the process they’d sort of exhausted their own creative little thing. I’m sure they’ll get more involved in future albums, but this one was very much D’s and I think it succeeds.’
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Have you ordered the lifeboats in readiness for the Millennium Bug, or do you believe it could never happen? Martin Polon assesses the implications for professional audio users.

In not much more than 500 days' time, the world's calendars will change from 1999 to 2000 and most of the world's computers will change over 99 to 00. When this happens, the world as we know it could grind to a catastrophic halt or, possibly, it could go on much as before. Or the net result could be somewhere in between.

The problem of Year 2000 compliance (or Y2k as enthusiasts tend to call it) is a conundrum brought about by the lack of either a hard and fast fix or any guarantee that a disaster really is in the offing. Warnings are being taken by many users as 'crying wolf'. They may be wrong, but this is their perception and their perception is after all what drives people to action. It is estimated that only about 40% of all vulnerable users in all fields will either make the necessary fixes themselves, hire professionals to do the work or buy new software that has been corrected for the Y2k problem.

In the recording studio and audio-related fields, the problem may be even more dangerous than in other areas since there is a perception that nothing could really go wrong in a way that would jeopardize either people or things. As one studio owner said over a pint of American Budweiser beer...
How Many Codecs Do You Need To Make All Your ISDN Calls?

< in a London pub recently, 'the world is a changing and all of this is just part of that change. Even if it does happen, it's not like I'm in banking, health care or have my finger on the trigger at one of those American missile silos in North or is that West Dakota. How could my little digital room matter even if it does happen?

Let's begin at the beginning, which essentially takes us back to World War II to the teams from the US Army, Air Force, Navy and various universities that helped to design the early vacuum-tube computers. Those massive digital computational machines were essentially supposed to replace existing analogue computers which used gears, arms and motors to solve complex problems of aircraft and ship design by mathematical simulation. Slow and extraordinarily complicated to 'program', these analogue units had to be replaced with something better and the vast amounts of money poured into war-time efforts paid dividends — mostly after the end of World War II.

Curiously, these two-story-building-sized vacuum-tube computers were not heavily used in the American Manhattan Project development of the atomic bomb. To reduce the involvement of anyone new who might share the nuclear secret and due to the rudimentary status of these early computers during the war, Manhattan Project Czar General Leslie Groves preferred teams of mathematicians using mechanical adding machines already working for him, to 'crunch' the project's numbers.

After the War, the commercial sector joined in development, notably Tom Watson's International Business Machines (IBM) and Sperry Rand. They developed hybrid machines which used punched-paper cards to store information, with entry from relatively smart (for the time) typewriters. The entered information could then be acted upon by vacuum tube systems and the output stored either on paper or on punch cards.

The early Eniac, Brainiac and later the Univac all made use of the keyboard, punched cards and plugboard patch cords to input and program, but the key to functionality was memory storage and that was in limited supply. As these computers became truly digital, that is they pioneered the use of zeros and ones to store information — zero being off and one being on — each storage and operating point required a vacuum tube acting as a digital switch. Think of these tubes as a kind of RAM (Random Access Memory) base for the computer. But any other storage had to revert to paper cards, punched paper tape or printed output — so-called hard copy.

The lack of available memory similarly confounded the brilliant British computer developer Alan Turing, whose 'Bombe's' built for the ultra-secret British GCHQ (Government Code and Cipher School) broke the Nazi Enigma system of encryption in World War II and helped to win the war. But we can only guess at how much more could have been accomplished if they had been able to use sophisticated memory instead of punched paper tape, electromagnetic relays and telephone central office-type stepping relays.

Early programmers, such as the formidable mathematician Dr Grace Hopper, who was commissioned from her academic position as a professor of mathematics directly to the US Navy (and eventually rose to the rank of Rear Admiral with numerous Presidential citations), had to deal with the shortage of adequate memory. As the principal author of Cobol (Common Business-Oriented Language), the pioneering software that ultimately enabled the rise of the post-war computing industry, Hopper had to face the problem of storage.
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It's not like I've my finger on the trigger at a missile silo. How could my little digital room matter even if it does happen?

T

THE ANSWER she and other program developers seized on was to define the amount of information that had to be carried by each line of or group of lines of program code. How simple it would be if the first two digits of the year could be dropped, since they would commonly read '89' — or at least so it seemed at that time — or more progressed, memory devices that could be saved by using a 2-digit shorthand for the year was really quite significant, especially when you considered that 1,000 (1k) bytes was a large amount of memory in the world of vacuum tube computing.

As computers and the programs to run on them progressed, memory devices and capacity did not necessarily keep pace. Tubes were replaced by transistors and transistors by semiconductors — some, like the tubes in early computers, needing to be water cooled. All served as zero or one on or off switches. Computational capacity depended on
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the number of switching points offered, which in today's computers numbers in the many millions.

Memory capacity remained both small and expensive. Traditional devices such as memory cathode-ray tubes, moving magnetic drums with read-write heads (sort of early hard drives), and large high-speed streaming tape drives, were the norm and continued the necessity of using the year as a 2-digit shorthand as we progressed through the fifties, sixties and seventies.

There was simply not enough memory available to justify the use of a full date structure in programs or in databases. It was estimated that going to a 4-digit date structure in the sixties and seventies, would have cost computer users (and they were all corporate at that time), half of their yearly information systems budget just to make the switch. In fact, such conversion was not practical at most sites, since the additional storage space needed for such a common and reiterative piece of information as the first two digits of the year could 'cost' users 20% of their total storage capacity or more.

With the advent of the personal computer from IBM in the early eighties and the establishment of the digital operating system (DOS) from what later became Microsoft, the memory problem still had not been solved in a major way. RAM chips had replaced most other memory components in early PCs, but larger mainframe systems, many still in use, depended upon expensive and large components that effectively limited total memory capacity. Interestingly, early PCs had no hard drives; although they did come with 5-inch disk drives. Ram capacity was initially 16k, with 64k available in later models in the mid-eighties.

On 1st January, 2000, the millions of computers that keep track of years with just two digits, will roll over from 99 to 00. The threat is that they will treat the new year as the year 1900, not the year 2000. If the final two digits are read as the year 1900, which in effect would repeat the beginning of the 20th century again (which computers would not be able to recognize having never been there), the fear is that they would crash, could not be rebooted and possibly corrupt some or all of their stored data. Otherwise, one of the two other things can happen. The computers in question may just stop running and not execute commands at all or they will run the calculations on the year 1900 and come up with all the wrong answers, in which case you have a serious problem of a massive data processing breakdown.

Enormous amounts of data and information would then be at risk. This could include stored audio data, BIOS settings and actual session digital records in a recording studio setting. The larger the studio or studio complex and the greater its dependence upon computers for a broad range of functions—the greater the potential risk.

In the wider world, areas at risk range from records used for banking information...
http://prostudio.com
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Veteran COBOL programmers are reaping the financial whirlwind of finding a fix. Today’s colleges and universities do not even teach COBOL anymore.

TWO Y2K PROBLEMS face audio users. One is internal and the other is external. Internally, the relatively recent introduction of digital recording on PCs and stand-alone workstations should minimise the likelihood of major computer haemorrhaging on the morning of 1st January, 2000. But that is essentially conventional wisdom. Consider instead the following precautions.

You might thoroughly test every computer you use and every program on those computers. Testing programs can be downloaded free from several Internet sites, easily found with today’s search engines looking for either ‘Y2K’ or ‘Year 2000 Problem’. Computer stores sell both commercial software

appointments made after 1999.

The shortfall now is not in memory, which in the form of hard drives and RAM chips is abundantly available and at incredibly low prices. The shortfall is in programmers who can fix the problem, especially in software that is functionally old and uses archaic code. Yet the actual act of fixing the Y2K problem is heavily dependent on efforts that expand the available space in software where dates are stored from two digits (98, 99) to four digits (1998, 1999).

Many in the computer industry feel that the easiest way to fix the problem on large systems is not to fix it—rather to use a fix that does not change the actual 2-digit date code, but instead ‘fools’ the system into accepting new date codes without going to four digits.

This could be Dr Computer’s Magic Bullet, eliminating the need for a massive fix of programming, stored information and, in some cases, hardware to add a full four digits—even though memory itself is readily available. And such a fix would last until the following Millennium in the year 2000, allowing computer programmers adequate time to fix the problem properly without a deadline.

Despite the attention of conspiracy theorists who accuse the COBOL Cowboys of leaving over half of all the world’s computers vulnerable to the Y2K problem, veteran COBOL programmers are reaping the financial whirlwind of finding a fix (and being rewarded by $100,000 to $250,000 salaries). Today’s colleges and universities do not even teach COBOL anymore.

Older programmers say that no one involved in computing in the fifties, sixties and seventies thought that the hard-
Attempt to identify if indeed your bank has fixed its Y2k problem. In addition, keep a set of your financial records as hard copy in a safe place, covering the last six months of all account relationships.

Attempt to identify if indeed your bank has fixed its Y2k problem. In addition to that measure, keep a set of your financial records as hard copy in a safe place, covering the last six months of all account relationships with any and all financial institutions that support you and your studio business. The records will serve to prove the existence of your financial resources if necessary. Include insurance policies and the cancelled checks that paid for them.

Some experts advise keeping more cash on hand than normal. That is a personal judgment call, but if the banks lose their records and their ATM networks crash, it just might make sense.

Be sure that all your business and personal credit cards do not all expire in the year 2000. Call your credit card issuers and ask for the date to be extended forward to 2001 and have no trepidation explaining why. The credit card companies know Y2k is coming as well as you do.

The bottom line here is that we are approaching a truly unfathomable experience in a relatively short time. All of this may be yet another case of Chicken Licken and the sky may indeed fall. Y2k problems may prove to be relatively minor and life will go on. Yet, who is to say what will really happen. You just might find your recording studio running with client’s bringing in chickens and potatoes to pay for their sessions. Bon Appetit.
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When the Hit Factory opened the doors on its new Studio 5, it did so on two seminal issues in recording studio philosophy. The days of discussing studio control rooms in terms of whose desk and whose monitors are over—or at least in abeyance—as are the days of arguing digital against analogue or horn drivers against direct radiators. Today's issues are neatly summed up in Studio 5's claims to being 'fully digital' and 'surround equipped.' And it is targeted squarely at music recording.

In old parlance, then, Studio 5 is equipped with a Sony OXF-R3 console and horn-loaded custom Augspurger main stereo monitors. In current terms, it offers a 2×8-bit, 48kHz digital signal path from desk to target recorder and 5.1-channel Genelec monitoring with a Miller and Kreisel MX3000 subwoofer. Recording can be to Sony PCM9000 via a PCM3348HR DASH recorder and/or a Pro Tools 24 system, supporting 24 bits throughout with just a few compromises in the otherwise fully-digital outboard rack. The studio is also comprehensively tied to the facility's other rooms and ready to offer a digital path from a remote recording area to Control Room 5 as soon as the relevant issues are addressed by the industry.

The objective of this room is to explore the digital alternatives to analogue working, states Hit Factory executive VP Troy Germano. 'I don't think that the way other people have built digital rooms is the wrong way, but we didn't want to install a digital console the way digital consoles have been historically installed in recording studios; we didn't feel the need to put a digital console in a familiar analogue environment. We had decided that when we were ready to make the jump, we were going to build a completely digital room: continuous 24-bit digital all the way through. We felt that, if people really want to get the benefit of digital—in terms of transparency and accuracy, in terms of the console, the recorders, hardware outboard and virtual outboard—we should start the room off as a completely digital room.

With the way things are changing in the music business and with the multi-channel capabilities of the console, we felt the room should be capable of 5.1 or even 7.1 surround, so people can
go in there and do a great stereo music mix or, if they want to go to 5.1 or 7.1, the room is already set up for it. We feel a lot of records are going to head in the direction of surround mixes, the question is ‘How soon?’; and whatever the answer, we’re ready.

Studio 5 had been designed as a general-purpose stereo monitoring room by Neil Grant of Harris Grant Associates who were responsible for the existing four studios. As such, while the isolation and basic acoustic treatment were already there, no appropriate consideration had been given to an equipment room, access, facilities or general ergonomic and architectural details. The job of addressing these and the specific technical requirements fell to White Mark.

“We chose White Mark because David Bell knows the building and the installation inside out and he also knows the requirements of the Oxford console having worked on Peter Gabriel’s at Real World,” Germano comments. He did a really great job and was helpful in making many of the design decisions as well as being instrumental in the fabrication of furniture and general ideas that have become part of the room.

The room has been laid out to feel as large as possible,” Bell begins. “In terms of the console, it allows three people to work side-by-side with a separate position for the Pro Tools operator, but to allow that operator to be one of the three people at the console, and to allow a large analogue patchbay because even though the room is principally digital there is a likelihood that analogue outboard will also be used.

In terms of the monitoring, the requirement was for it to be a 5.1 surround room. The difficulty of achieving that was eased by the fact that full-frequency stereo listening was a separate issue. If we’re not going to build soft-mounting monitoring as we did at the Strongroom, then putting in a Genelec system with a subwoofer is being taken as something of a standard. The problem you’ve got to get away from is that if you don’t soft-mount main monitors in the room, you’ve got to position them very carefully to minimise room boundary effects. You’ve also got to try to ensure they’re all an equal distance from you so there’s no discrepancy in coloration brought about by the difference in ratio between the direct field and the reverberant field. Additionally, a certain amount of flexibility is necessary because there’s a variation in world acceptance about where the rear channels should be — there’s a standard in which the speakers should be 65 either side of the symmetry line which puts them behind your shoulders and there’s another belief that they should be to the rear. Then there’s the issue of whether they’re going to be used as direct radiators as part of a music mix or generators of a reverberant field which is to be reproduced by dipole. So in a commercial studio environment you’ve got to allow a certain amount of freedom to move them about. This is consistent with the criteria that have been adopted for all other technical aspects of the room, which are that a client can configure everything as they wish.’

The solution to most of the monitoring problems took the form of a track system on which five Genelec 1031AP monitors are mounted. As well as guaranteeing consistent placement of the speakers around the listening position, this allows all five to be positioned for differing requirements within useful limits and even for an alternative choice of monitor to be substituted while retaining the optimal positioning of the house system. It also addresses conflicting requirements of the stereo and LR surround pairs in allowing the Genelec to be moved aside when the stereo monitors are in use. But the issues raised in Studio 5 are far reaching...

What needs to be discussed with all involved parties is how critical they perceive each of the various issues to be. Bell asserts, ‘How many people need to be included in the listening field: the producer, the artist, the engineer, the film editor, the film producer, the conductor, the soloists? How big can a room be? Are people happy with a smaller, near circular array of smaller speakers for placement and a big pair for QC? The whole issue of how engineers wish to work is under development, and I think that while designers can point out the technical issues and the merits of the basic science involved, it’s down to the engineers and how they see the relationship between the rooms they’re working in and the results they’re getting. It’s a loop and designers need to be included in that loop so that we can hear the results, make assessments and feed those into the next iteration.

There aren’t many rooms that people can work in, so there are a lot of opinions around at the moment and not a lot of results to check them against but our current feeling is for three areas around the room of a predominantly soft front and diffusing back wall, with soft rear soffits sharing the same design criteria as for the front is the way forward if you’re going to do a full-frequency, full-level surround soft-room system. Because the targets are still the same — the aspirations for the character of the room are the same and the rules for directionality and perception are the same regardless of there being more channels: you want even decay time regardless of frequency, minimal conflicting reflection from whichever direction, and as diffuse as possible a reverberation tail to give a neutral environment in which to work. There needs to be an amount of diffusion to achieve that and if you have to reduce the rear diffusion to give reflection-free sources at the rear, then you’ve got to put it somewhere else. And I believe that if you’re introducing sound from the rear of the room, the walls opposite become terribly important in terms of diffusion.

With a total commitment to digital working come the inevitable questions of fidelity and standards. Presently both are being contested in terms of sampling rates, but Germano claims that the performance of the 24-bit, 88KHz Studio 5 is being well received. As people get used to the HR machines, they seem to very happy
with them. As people reading this will know, there is a big difference between 16-bit and 24-bit, that's why we made the commitment—to have this room without an HR machine doesn't make sense. Why would you hook up a 16-bit machine when most of the equipment, except one or two bits of outboard, is 24-bit?

'The issue of sampling rates, time will tell. We'll see how the technology progresses and revisit it at a later date. As a 24-track format, a mixing format, it could happen sooner rather than later. But we'll watch new products as they come out and make decisions at the appropriate time. I wouldn't say that we don't care about 96kHz but for the technology that's available at the moment. I think that's the best room we could have built. We want to offer our clients the purest sound recording equipment that's available, so as new things appear we will revisit the question.'

Aside from technical performance, digital systems readily offer operational performance beyond that associated with analogue or hybrid systems.

In The Hit Factory, it allows an entirely digital room to be configured that not only maintains the quality of the HR tape machines, but also gives a completely reconfigurable technical environment,' David Bell suggests. 'All the outboard is MADI controlled and normed to various locations in the console such that with the resettability of the console and the reconfigurability and resettability of the Pro Tools system, and the HR machines' ability to bring things in from other rooms in the complex, one can come in, work for a certain length of time, record the status of the studio on a disk, and then come back another day and continue. So I opened for The Hit Factory not only the concept of a studio with the perceived flexibility and control you can get with digital technology, but a whole new way to selling studio time. This allows them to think about different ways of booking the time out.'

'We had one engineer who did about eight mixes while the producer was away,' says Germano, by way of illustration. 'When the producer came back, he made a few tweaks and within an hour-and-a-half, those eight mixes were printed to PCM-9000. And it is not as if all of those compromises had to be made; absolutely not. You can't do that on an analogue console.'

But where what can be done on an analogue console is well-known, mention of a digital console sometimes invokes fears of unfamiliar and unfathomable operator interfaces.

'I don't really think that the Oxford is perceived as a difficult console to operate,' Germano counters. 'There are other consoles out there that are perceived as difficult to operate and that's one of the reasons we made the choice to go with the Oxford. The reason that it isn't difficult is the news that's spreading. Once you get behind the console, it speaks for itself.'

'The in-house expertise on the Oxford is developing well,' he continues. 'But I think the greatest asset of the console is how easy it is to learn. You can sit behind it and in 30 to 60 minutes you have a very good idea of how it works. I'm not saying you've mastered it, but you can feel very comfortable and if you have an assistant in the room that understands the console, there's no problem at all. Analogue will not go away—we have analogue rooms that we will remain very fond of—but it is 1998 and the world is going digital. Ultimately I think we'll be looking to put digital consoles into other rooms.'

Alongside some 61 plug-ins for the Pro Tools system, the outboard rack is stacked with digital boxes such as Lexicon's PCM80 and PCM90, 12 electronics M2000 and M5000, the Daniel Weiss EQ1 and Sony DPS V.77 as well as a Dolly DSP662 surround decoder. Above the rack is a patchbay allowing, among other facilities, that of patching analogue outboard into the signal chain. More patching can be found in the machine room where on top of the necessary tape machine and synchronisation considerations are those for digital patching between studios.

'A huge amount of patching is allowed in serial and parallel control,' Bell explains. 'AES patching, analogue patching; distribution of MADI—as soon as the studio is in place—MADI inputs and wordlock locking are sorted, this room is ready to be MADI-linked to everywhere else.

All the MADI links come out onto the patchbay ready for the solution of that problem. And then in theory you could have access to all the acoustic spaces and make use of a central resource of machines—which is getting back to the old way the BBC used to work with recording channel and central machines. That's a radical step away, but the system is ready to allow any of these options to be considered without tearing the room apart.'

'Another issue with the console is that you can provide a digital I-O in Studio 1, which is three floors away, to use the acoustic space there and record digitally here—but the same issues of synchronisation apply.'

To date, Studio 5 has received some impressive endorsements, including bookings from Paul Simon working on a 'cast' album of his 'Cappuccino' Broadway show, Stephen Schwartz's 'Children of Eden' Broadway show and a forthcoming hip hop album from Nas. All of the above are conspicuously musical.

'The focus remains on music,' Germano confirms, 'and initially on straightforward stereo mixing, but there have already been enquiries from people who have recorded albums here about coming back to remix them in 5.1 surround. And that's going to happen more and more. The industry is focusing on 5.1 for DVD release and we're ready—it's going to be slow initially, but it's going to happen and until then we'll be doing conventional stereo mixing.'

Studio 5 is set up to handle all genres of music, which is what we do here and what makes The Hit Factory unique. Most studios focus on one type, or a few types of music, but we try to accommodate all types from pop, rock, hip hop, rap, R&B, jazz, film scores, Broadway cast albums, even classical... All these things can be accommodated in this room.'

'I think everyone's going to do what they feel confident with,' comments VP Danielle Germano, 'and as more people become familiar with a digital room, they're going to want to book it. I don't think it will appeal to any particular genre of music, but to anyone who wants to do something new.'

On rates, Germano concedes that Studio 5 costs a little more than a comparable analogue or hybrid room but is eager to point out that this includes the 32-channel machine and Pro Tools system that are integral to its operation. Add to this the logistical efficiency of working in a readily resellable environment and the package starts to look like a bargain. And for other studios looking to do 'something new' involving digital recording and surround listening, they are going to have to follow in The Hit Factory's slipstream.
A general rule you can expect studio owners to fall into a number of categories. There is the failed musician, the technician who has come off the road and made something for himself; there is the engineer or producer who's stuck in to studio ownership through a conspiracy of circumstances; and there are those who simply got into a recording habit at an early age and have never really been able to get out of it since. It is rare for a businessman, yet rarer for a successful businessman to turn his attention to studio ownership. However, rarer of all studio owners is the supermarket tycoon.

Henning Tobiasen is not your usual studio owner having risen to prominence as the co-owner of a chain of eight supermarkets in Denmark's Jutland region. Nowadays he has stepped back from the business, and while looking for something to occupy him, hit upon the idea of opening a recording studio —Lundgaard Studios to be precise.

'You're going to ask me why when I have a successful business like that and when I understand the principles of cash flow I should turn to a business that only costs me money,' he laughs. 'It was a novel idea for me. I love running a studio, it's an exciting world; although I can't pretend that it was something I always wanted to do, continues Tobiasen. 'It started with a band that I was sponsoring and we were recording a CD in a studio in Jutland and I found it fascinating. It's where my interest started some eight years ago. Eventually I bought that studio and then I bought the farm here and moved everything here five years ago.'

The buildings needed total renovation and Tobiasen owns the 7 acres of land on which the old-style Danish longhouse farm buildings, that now serve as the recording facilities, at Lundgaard stand. The location is beautiful even on a blustery, late winter's day with views of sweeping countryside in all directions. The buildings are dotted about, creating courtyard areas with each block roughly dedicated to the function of offices, accommodation, and the recording studios. There is plenty of space—enough for a football pitch —and lots of interesting areas to relax or eat in when the good weather arrives. Lundgaard has three studios—the flagship Studio 1 with an Euphonix, Studio 2 with the original Amek M2500, and a small programming and dance mix room based around a Yamaha 02R; and MIDI sequencing suite.

The Danish recording market has all the trappings of a scaled-down equivalent of any larger market and is subject to the same universal pressures and economics, so it could be deemed an unfortunate time in which to be opening a studio. The market is not particularly buoyant at present in Denmark, and Tobiasen will tell you that these are hard times with prices low, too low for some studios to continue to stay in business. However, he qualifies these observations with the claim that there is really a best time in which to break into a new market, and that if you have the financial resources, and he says that he has, you can ride the storm, survive, become truly established and come through on the other side in a position of strength.

His analysis is unusually free of the cliches often encountered when interrogating a studio owner operating in a market that is under siege. 'I would hope that studio rates in Denmark will go up, but you have to be prepared to

Famous for its pro audio manufacturing base, Denmark now has another studio on the map. Zenon Schoepe relaxes on the farm.
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live with the fact that it doesn't look as if it's going to happen in the near future," he says.

Tobiasen identifies one of the biggest problems as balancing a studio's aptitude and skill against a willingness to handle a variety of different work types. Thus, the programming requirements of dance music can be absorbed by Studio 3 without tying up the large open recording space that could be required by rock band in Studio 1.

"You have to be adaptable because in a market the size of Denmark it would be difficult for any studio to survive purely on one type of musical style. You have to be prepared to do it all if you want to be successful. What I've learned from the studio business already is that things take time, you have to prove yourself."

Studio design for the complex was performed by Aarhus in Jutland-based company AV Studio Design with the actual installation performed by the studio's own maintenance personnel. These are headed by maintenance engineer Poul Meyer, and it was pointed out to me by one of Lundgaard's clients that it is unusual to work in a studio where the maintenance engineer actually lives in the premises.

The design objective from the outset was to create a very large control room with a very large recording area supplemented by a smaller additional studio with its own live area employing the equipment inherited from the original studio, including the Amek M2500. Monitoring in the Euphonic equipped Studio 1 is of the SLT variety whose enormous woofer systems were originally seen in PUK studios, also on Jutland in Denmark. But then SLT is a Danish company and the Lundgaard Sirius system incorporates 18-inch, 15-inch and 10-inch drivers and ribbons.

Despite their intimidating main monitor size, Lundgaard has also seen fit to install Genelec 1031As in the smaller Studio 2, while 1031As, the close-field choice in the aforementioned rooms, take on main duties in Studio 5.

Studio 1's recording area is interesting in employing adjustable absorbers in the walls which can alter the reverb time from 1.0s to 0.6s. However, the enormous performance area (120m² and 600m³), which maintains the stout traditional cross-beam structural support of the original building, lends itself extremely well to selective screening. The walls are large with booths in one of the corners, but other areas of the room are treated differently to impart their own character. For example, the Yamaha C7 piano stands on its own concrete foundations with a granite floor that is separate from the wooden floored remainder of the studio area. This is a room that is big enough, and airy enough to handle large string sections or for a band to spread itself out comfortably for an extended campaign.

Studio 2's live area is tiny at 20m² by comparison, but is still large enough to perform its role as an affordable tracking room. Originally the studio ran only a Danish Lyrec 2-inch, but this was soon replaced by an Otari MTR900 and this has now been supplemented by RADARs in Studios 1 and 2.

That was one of the biggest decisions we made because before the RADAR we were talking about buying another MTR900 or Akai hard-disk machines, but the RADAR impressed us, and with the interface unit it means clients can come here with any format and we can deal with it," explains Tobiasen.

"The M2500 had been destined to be the studio's main and best board, but as with many things at Lundgaard, its owner has consistently gone a little further—in this case to a Euphonic—with each step gradually getting the facility up from local studio status to one that can cut on the international circuit. I didn't start off dreaming about international business," says Tobiasen, "because it was the Danish market I was concerned with, but as time passes and you get a few nice things you get a taste for the Better things in the world."

"Taste for the finer things is borne out by traditional Danish outboard racks with at least one representative model from the entire Tube-Tech range and of course the pantheon of electronic effects boxes. There's even a selection of dynamics devices from little known local manufacturer Danfield. The Euphonic CS2000 was a popular choice with the studio staff because of its compact size and its flexibility. The 56-fader dual-complex with large Cube router was installed over a year ago and has pulling power as a novelty in Denmark and is said to be popular with a breed of open-minded, progressive engineers."

"It was certainly a risk but it differentiates us and that's not a bad thing in the studio business," he adds. Trade has been good in the current and despite economic climate, says Tobiasen, with Studio 1 representing jaw-droppingly extraordinary value for money at around £15k a day.

With enough luxury accommodation on-site the two have improved dramatically bringing journey times down to within a 3-hour drive. Similarly, Germany is within easy driving distance and the studio is only 50km from the international airport at Billund. 'We started off doing demos with amateur bands and we have proved ourselves slowly, but surely, and now we have a good reputation. We're on the map,' he states.

Future expansion will see the addition of more maintenance rooms and more kitchen facilities, but there are no immediate plans for more studios. 'It's never ending, there is always new equipment to buy, maybe a new desk for Studio 2,' he says.

This is a man with his feet firmly on the ground and his staff will tell you that clients can be at the studio for days and still not know who the owner is, particularly when he's helping with the bugs and generally playing porter.

"When I went in to this business I knew what the situation was, but I have one advantage and that is that I have the time to wait," comments Tobiasen. "We still have things to prove here, but that is something you always have to believe. It's hard work. You can make some of your luck, but above all it is hard work that brings success."

I think he probably knows what he is talking about. ■
Microphone University

Do you want to learn more about microphones?

Visit the Microphone University on the Internet at:

www.dpamicrophones.com

The Microphone University features:
- General Microphone Techniques
- Application Guide
- Technical Career

The Microphone University is offered to you by DPA Microphones - Manufacturer of the famous Series 4000 Microphones.

Got your new R&W Catalogue yet?

Issue 8 of the Raper & Wayman catalogue is out now. 250 pages of Pro-Audio for Production & Presentation.

Free within UK. Export price £10.

+44 (0)181-800 8288

Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader Estate
167 Hermitage Road, London N4 1LZ, UK
Fax: +44 (0)181 809 1315, www.proaudio@adi.pipex.com

Anthony DeMaria Labs

These precision-built devices are made in the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those who want the best. Their well-earned reputation for quality and reliability is backed by an impressive list of owners and users on both sides of the Atlantic.

Want to find out why?

Now available in the U.K.

For Sales, Service & Rental Call
tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

Canford

Your FREE copy of the latest Canford catalogue is now available. Extended to over 850 pages and giving detailed information on over 15,000 products. The source is truly the most comprehensive pro-audio catalogue available today. With several European offices, FREEPHONE numbers for Spain, Belgium, Sweden, Netherlands & Denmark, plus distributors worldwide, Canford can guarantee an instant response to a query from anywhere around the Globe. Call us today for your FREE copy or take a look at our impressive internet site for further information.

Tel: +44 (0)181 417 0057
Fax: +44 (0)181 416 0292
Internet: http://www.canford.co.uk/index.htm

Prism Sound

produces the DSA-1 hand-held AES/EBU analyzer, the Dscope FFT analyzer and high-quality A/D and D/A converters.

The DSA-1 is the only hand-held tool that measures carrier parameters and data content. With programmable go/no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel Check modes it solves interface problems fast.

For more information on Prism Sound range of products, call:
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023
William James House, Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4WX

Professional Audio Metering - the MSD Way!

Get the brochure and check out the new models:
DK-AUDIO, Marielundvej 37D
DK-2750 Herlev, Denmark
Tel: +44 03 03 05 67
Fax: +44 03 03 05 67
Email: JK-Audio@dk-result.dk

Anthony DeMaria Labs

These precision-built devices are made in the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those who want the best. Their well-earned reputation for quality and reliability is backed by an impressive list of owners and users on both sides of the Atlantic.

Want to find out why?

Now available in the U.K.

For Sales, Service & Rental Call
tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

For an immediate response either FAXBACK Rebecca Reeves directly or mail to Studio Sound, 4th Floor, 8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR.
Fax: +44 171 401 8036

Circle

the number you require further information about
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Audio/Recording Engineer

Due to expansion, busy studio in South London producing high quality CD-ROM Audio Guides requires an additional engineer. You will be required to be flexible, sometimes working long hours, and have proven experience recording, editing and mixing multi-language spoken voice. Previous experience with Digidesign editing software (PC) essential. Competitive salary.

Submit CV's to Dave Morgan,
Unit 19, The EuroLink Business Centre,
London SW2 1BZ
or e-mail (attachments Word compatible)
dave.morgan@dial.pipex.com

Studio sound classified

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly. Copy deadlines: contact Phil Stratton, Classified Advertisement Manager

To place an advertisement contact:
Studio Sound Classified,
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44(0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address

appointments

Audio/Recording Engineer

Due to expansion, busy studio in South London producing high quality CD-ROM Audio Guides requires an additional engineer. You will be required to be flexible, sometimes working long hours, and have proven experience recording, editing and mixing multi-language spoken voice. Previous experience with Digidesign editing software (PC) essential. Competitive salary.

Submit CV's to Dave Morgan,
Unit 19, The EuroLink Business Centre,
London SW2 1BZ
or e-mail (attachments Word compatible)
dave.morgan@dial.pipex.com

property

STUDIO FOR SALE

LEASEHOLD £110,000 ono
CALL 0171 713 6128
appointments

**Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Music Technology**

**University of Derby**

£13,791 - £28,351 pa

To take a leading role in the delivery and development of undergraduate and postgraduate provision in Music Technology.

Applicants must have educational, professional or industrial experience of Music Technology, a relevant first degree and knowledge of audio engineering, signal processing and live performance systems would be advantageous. Research experience is desirable.

Please apply in writing, quoting reference number 1239, including full CV to: The Senior Personnel Officer (Recruitment), University of Derby, Kedleston Road, Derby DE22 1GB.

Closing date: 1st July 1998.

For further details telephone 01332 622245.

We aim to be an equal opportunities employer.

---

**ARE YOU OF SOUND MIND?**

Studio Sound, the world's longest established and most widely read professional audio magazine, is looking for two advertisement sales people, one to develop UK and European business and one to service the US market.

**Advertisement Sales Executive - UK based**

Based at our head office in central London you will be responsible for developing business with clients in the European Pro audio market.

At least one year's sales experience is required as is the ability to work to tight deadlines and targets.

**US Advertisement Sales Representative**

We are looking for a highly motivated sales representative to service the entire US market.

You will be responsible for the development of advertisement sales across a wide number of pro audio manufacturers servicing the professional recording, broadcast and post production sectors.

Ideally you will have gained a significant working knowledge of the US pro audio industry either in a publishing or manufacturing/sales environment.

A highly attractive remuneration package is on offer to the successful candidates.

In the first instance send a letter of application and CV/research by post, fax or e-mail to:

Chris Baille
Group Sales Manager
Miller Freeman Entertainment Group
8 Montague Close
London Bridge
London SE1 9JR

Fax: 44 171 401 8036

E-mail: dbaille@milnorm.com

Miller Freeman UK is an equal opportunities employer.

---

**FOR SALE**


**EQUIPMENT WANTED**

All prices exclude VAT and delivery and are for cash/cheque only. Audio equipment taken in part-exchange.

The best prices on all five years ago!

Contact: Will Blackham, 0171 8813698. Fax: 01753 813701

Email: h/jf@itf-itf-list

---

**Macintosh and Outboard Specialists**

**New G3 in stock.**

Call Gavin Beckwith - London's leading Mac guru.

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit - TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide - Massenberg - Alan Smart - AKG Solid tube in stock

Mackie Main Dealer

Call Nick Melville-Rogers

0181 440 3440

---

**BBC Broadcast Local Radio Engineering**

**BBC English Regions**

**LOCAL RADIO ENGINEERING**

BBC Local English Regions operates a number of Local Radio stations across the North of England, all of which broadcast on a 24 hour per day, 365 days per year basis. We are now seeking external supplier(s) to provide part of the Local Radio Engineering service.

Major duties will include (but will not necessarily be restricted to):

- Operational support for station Outside Broadcasts.
- Provision of operational support ranging from the supply of technical and safety advice to a call out service.
- Operational and safety training of production staff.
- Provision of a "consultancy" service on such matters as equipment replacement.

As this contract will be subject to a tendering procedure, it is the BBC’s intention to first seek a list of suitably qualified suppliers.

If you believe that your organisation fulfills these criteria, please send appropriate details of company size and experience to arrive no later than 10th July, 1998 to:

Alison Woodhams
Head of Finance, English Regions
Room 617
BBC
Pebble Mill Road
Birmingham
BS 7QQ

Due to further expansion within the recording and post production markets, Music Lab requires more sales people and demonstrators to join its successful team.

Applicants should have in-depth knowledge of Digidesign Pro Tools systems MAC and PC computers. Experience and a thorough knowledge of the pro-audio industry will be required.

Excellent remuneration packages available.

Please reply in confidence to Paul Eastwood, Music Lab, 72 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY.

Tel: 0171 388 5392 Fax: 0171 388 1953 or jobs@musiclab.co.uk

---

**AMS Spectra & Audiofiles**

**SALE**

(1) Color screen Spectra in great condition and (2) Green Screens with extra control surface, card rack-power supply plus many spares & cables.

Contact Chris: U.S. Tel: (213) 957-3399 Fax: (213) 957-7726 wadidio@wwwAudio.com

---

**Two Phase Linear 8810s**

As new. £600 ono. Call Mark

0973 830090 - daytime

0171 229 6283 - evenings

---

**Music Lab**

www.americanradiohistory.com
CONSOLES

New V1 - 48 channels in 48 slots. $949.95.

Used V1 - 48 channels. $999.95. 12 slots $495.

AnaLogic 303 - 20 slots. $949.95. 4 slots.

SMPTE V3-21 - 21 slots. $999.95.

Audio TOYSHOP

PHONE 44 (0) 1225 447222 • FAX 44 (0) 1225 447333

FUNKY JUNK CLASSIFIEDS

THE FUNKY JUICE SURVIVAL GUIDE TO THE SOCCER WORLD CUP.

1. AVOID STRESSFUL DISAPPOINTMENTS. Back Wales to win.

2. AVOID CLOAKROOM ATTENDANTS AND PSYCHIATRISTS. If your body is an overcoat . . .

3. AVOID THE BORING BITS. Don’t watch any matches at all.

AND IF YOU HATE SOCCER, DON’T WORRY. IN THREE WEEKS TIME, SO WILL EVERYBODY ELSE.

WHAT BETTER TIME TO REORGANISE YOUR STUDIO AND GET DOWN TO SOME SERIOUS RECORDING PARTICULARLY WITH STUNNING FUNKY DEALS ON NEW GEAR INCLUDING:

CRANESong Tonebase Class A compressors/EAR Tubes/Great STUDIO Mics, Mics, Neve, Match and others.

Preamps/LEICSON 480L300/PCM91/PCM61/MPX1/FOCUSRITE Blue 230 comp; Blue 215 eq; RED comp and misc pres; Green processors and NEWLATITUNUM jibby jobbies/YAMAHA 02R and 03D plus plug-ins, hop-offs and ddb/TK/NEVEK, TLC and DBX boxes with knobs on/AMEK 9099 dual compressor, mic preamps and eQRACE mic preamps/TUBETEC Tube stuff/FC Int'l, Finnetzer, Wizard, hollode and M5500/AMG C12VR, C414, Blue Line, Headphones/BEYER DT100/HBB/CDR/PANASONIC SV3800/SHURE SM57,58,94, blah de blah/MUTATOR and SHERMAN FILTER BANKS/MACKIE stuff and loads, more. PRICES TOO LOW? Blame the ref...

STUNNING DE5 - 40% off your unwanted gear, and the largest stocks of used pro audio in Europe including MULTIRACKS and MTR100A/MTR90-2/MB80, STUDER A820/A827/A800, MJ C124/HJ14/24/24/24/24/SOUNDTRACK and SATORI, CONSULES by AMEK, NEVE, SSL, TRIDENT, and others, OUTBOARD AND MICS, tube and solid state. THREE PAGE LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST stuffed with audio bargains and a few crooked soccer callers... IF THE WORLD CUP DON’T CARE, THE PRICES WILL.

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

www.americanradiohistory.com
"Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want quality used equipment"

Terry Britten, Producer - Song Writer

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE COMBINED WITH FIRST CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL ATTENTION
NICK RYAN IS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CALL.

TEL +44 1892 861099
FAX +44 1892 863485
WEB http://www.soundsinc.co.uk

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
STING, TREVOR HORN, ROGER TAYLOR, CHRIS REA, PHIL COLLINS, OCEAN COLOUR SCENE, THE COCTEAU TWINS, PETER GABRIEL, ALAN PARSONS, JEAN MICHEL JARRE, VANGELIS, CHRIS DIFFORD, SARM STUDIOS, METROPOLIS, FISHER LANE FARM, EDEN STUDIOS, JACOBS STUDIOS, PARKGATES, STRONGBROOK, REAL WORLD, BRIT ROW, SONY MUSIC, WARNER CHAPPELL, GREAT LINFORD MANOR, MCA, KONK STUDIOS, STUDIO MULINETTI, HIT & RUN, MAYFAIR STUDIOS, BEARTRACKS.

---

Tel : 01923 442121
Fax : 01923 442441

**Big Boys Toys**

**Summer Professional Package Deals**

Yamaha 01v
Fostex D90
Fostex D5
Joemeek VC3
Rode NT1

**BBT Price £2999 OR £100 PER MONTH**

Yamaha 02R
Tascam DA88
Panasonic SV3800 DAT
TC Electronic Finlaisier+
Dynaudio BM6A

**BBT Price £8950 OR £299 PER MONTH**

Prices from £13,500 OR £999 PER MONTH

* Based on 36-month lease purchase finance. Subject to status.

---

**SWAN YARD RECORDING STUDIOS**

In the heart of Islington, Swanyard can serve all of your recording and mixing requirements. **Studio One & Two** are both equipped with SSL 56 Channel desks and 24 or 48-track recording. **Studio One** has a large live area and spacious control room offering producers and artists more space than found in many other studios. **Studio Two** has an exceptional sound for mixing and overdubs. Both studios are equipped with an extensive range of outboard equipment. For information on availability and our competitive rates contact Michelle or Sam.

---

**STUDIO ONE CONTROL ROOM**

Swanyard Recording Studio Ltd, 12/27 Swan Yard, Islington, London N1 1SD
Tel: 0171 354 3737 Fax: 0171 226 2581
E-Mail: Michelle@Swanyard.Demon.co.uk
Visit our Web Site: www.swanyard.demon.co.uk for studio spec, recent clients/producers.

---

**Accusound**

CLOSE MICROPHONE SYSTEMS FOR ALL ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS AS USED BY BILL ANGELOU QUARTETT ITR SHIRA LABRON, LORD FULTON, JOHN CLAYTON, STEVE PRINCE, NIGEL HONEY, KENNEDY, SANCHEZ, NUTTALL, TRINITY, BROMPTON

---

**Pro Tools & Sonic Solutions**

Editing & Mastering
Contact Chris
Tel: 0171 483 3506

---

**For All Your Recording Needs**

AMP: BASF MAXELL 3M SONY-KAO
AUTHORIZED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

Sporrts, boxes, Stakles, splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes CT 120, labels, library cases, labels cards
Bulk audio C-0s, casess, pancake, Broadcast cartridges

---

**SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES**

Shentonfield Road, Shenton Industrial Estate, Manchester M32 8HW. Tel: 0161 203 6603
FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

---

**JBS Records**

MUSIC and SPEECH
REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette Duplication and Blanks FROM 1-1000.
Computer printed labels.
Solo, 1/2 reel, Sony Betamax or R-DAT recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ
01922-500101

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
MARK GRIFFIN
FRANKLIN 1700
FURNITURE

"SOUND GENERATION"

Design and installation of recording
storage and accessories

Please call for a brochure.
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byresbrook Studios, Lower Farm,
Northmoor, Oxford OX1 1AU, UK.
Tel: 01965 300171 Fax: 01965 300371

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY

We provide design only or design and
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free coolers,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of
Ambthair Services Ltd on
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web: http://www.pncil.co.uk/~mhardy/as.html
Email: mhardy@pncil.co.uk
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5.1? Anyone?
On its progression from an academic war towards a business war, surround sound is an increasingly hot topic writes Dan Daley

URLOUND AUDIO, multichannel mixing, however you wish to refer to it, has been passing like a wave through studios in the States in last year. And the fact that the WG-3 working group of the DVD Consortium has yet to agree on a final, definitive set of standards for the DVD Audio format has not slowed its pace one whit.

The rush to multichannel sound mixing is being fuelled by two things, both of which are directly related to the business end rather than the engineering side. On one hand, most studios in the US have not seen their rates increase in any real sense in years—in fact, many have experienced rate erosion that has driven more than a few out of the business altogether. Thus, the Second-Coming sort of appeal that multichannel sound offers: it promises the possibility that many catalogue recordings will be remixed in 5.1 or other formats, as well as the need for current records to make both stereo and multichannel mixes. These are all billable hours, and conventional studios feel that they have an edge over the project studio competition on this particular issue because record companies, engineers, artists and producers are looking to the upper end of the business for the expertise needed for this new frontier in sound.

The second propellant of this trend is the format companies themselves. Dolby had been courting all along as the only real consumer audio plug-in, had pretty much cornered the noise-reduction market, and had a comfortable lead in film surround sound. But as movie studios realised that there was a limit to the wow factor that visual graphics could provide to draw people into their theatres, they began recognising the potential that sound had to augment big-screen antics. That led the surround audio becoming de rigueur in cinema, and it migrated into the home with the growth of home theatre, which the Consumer Electronics Association reports as one of the fastest-selling items on its agenda.

The advent of DVD and the growth of multichannel sound kicked off a competition that is still ongoing in the States. Cinema sound company DTS, backed by Universal Pictures and Steven Spielberg, among others, came on bullishly in 1997, commissioning a stream of catalogue music masters to be remixed using its approximately 5.1 data compression system, touting it as far superior to Dolby's, which is about five times that. In Los Angeles, New York and Nashville, DTS paid for album licenses, and in many cases card rates for the original producers, engineers and studios, where possible, to reissue 256- plus CDs that were playable in surround only through DTS-decoded players, of which there are not that many. But that's the point of the entire campaign: to enhance and promote the DTS technology to the point where it would not be possible to keep it off consumer electronics systems—there would be a DTS button next to the ubiquitous Dolby button on every receiver. Dolby itself began reacting on two fronts: first, it was battling with Netherlands-based Philips for the compression scheme that would be the standard for DVD; Dolby AC-3 or MPEG. Dolby has been quite successful on that front, with the Dolby system being the primary choice for all DVD movie discs in North America—the world's largest entertainment market—and included as a secondary system on discs encoded for other regions. Only Sony, with its digital cinema SDDS 7.1 format, has thus far stayed out of the mass fray. But that could be a matter of time.

Where this applies to studios is that the term 'card rate' has been ringing bells. A number of studios I know of in New York and Nashville have been attempting to contact DTS, to make them aware of them and hopefully bring in some of that card rate business. Almost every upper tier studio already has some kind of 5.1 monitoring system at least available. But just as there are no rules for 5.1 mixes, there are no rules for 5.1. So far, of the over 300 companies issuing 5.1 mixes, only about 150 different models on offer and half a million have been sold. Over 150 studios are equipped to produce entertainment programmes. But there is still no sign of an MPEG-2 decoder that home users can do without in their homes.

DVD: playing for monopoly

The talking may be done; the product finally launched; but now the real deal for DVD appears on the table writes Barry Fox

D
VD has finally launched in Europe, or more accurately limped into view. Warner never held the promised pan-European shindig, even though it was Burbank's grand plans for this event that forced Warner UK to opt out of the UK DVD launch Committee's 'all industry' launch briefing.

The sound system in Europe is Dolby Digital AC-3, not MPEG2. But the selection of software is poor, mainly background catalogue. Warner is keeping the price low at £100, but the same titles (Batman and Robin, Tin Cup, Mars Attacks) are now on offer on VHS tape at £5 each.

We are promised a better range of software, up-to-date titles even, at the end of the year. But there is already a thriving trade in chips and mods that let a European Zone 2 player play North American Zone 1 discs. Universal and Disney are fighting back with discs which try to handshake with the player and play only on non-modified units. But the hackers stay one step ahead or European movie enthusiasts simply buy a Zone 1 player from America.

This has exactly the opposite effect to what the Hollywood studios wanted. Once a European home has bought a Zone 1 player, it can only play Zone 1 discs bought in from America. So releasing dull titles in Europe just kills the future market for European releases. How can the movie studios be so stupid as to miss this blindingly obvious fact?

Likewise, the audio industry remains blind to the fact that the European digital TV standard uses MPEG2 stereo instead of AC-3 surround. I ask companies like THX what they think and sense no sense of urgency or understanding.

But with some prodding, Dolby Labs are now speaking out.

'We've been here before. It's like DVD, with no MPEG decoder available and scores of facilities round the world producing Dolby Digital programmes,' says Tony Spath, Dolby's director of market development, 'Broadcasters like to talk about better sound and pictures from digital TV, but the sound part is only two audio channels, they aren't giving people nothing better than they have at present.' 'The broadcast industry is now presented with a unique opportunity to make a real change. These do not come often. Not preparing now for multichannel audio will lead to a blind alley, where multichannel audio is available in cinemas, home theatre, PC gaming, DVD and even in-car players—but with broadcasters confined to today's stereo surround technology.

Sixty companies are now making the integrated circuit chips needed for Dolby decoders, there are 150 different models on offer and half a million have been sold. Over 150 studios are equipped to produce entertainment programmes. But there is still no sign of an MPEG-2 decoder that home users can buy. So digital TV in Europe will rely on MPEG stereo with matrixed surround. And, like blood from a stone, we are getting the first hard facts on saturation rates.

MPEG2 stereo has two options, a data rate of 256kb/s for 'true stereo' and 192kb/s for 'joint stereo'. 'Joint stereo' takes advantage of the fact that some of the sound in a pair of channels will be the same, so need only be recorded once. In theory the bit rate can be reduced from 256 to 192kb/s, without quality loss. In practice this can spoil the surround effect because the phase shifts introduced by matrix
are few for multichannel speaker arrangements, ranging from the 110 spool to the overlapping equilateral triangles whose diamond created by their overlaid apices supposedly creates the optimum sweet spot and best phantom centre images.

A lot of the recording studio industry here is banking on multichannel audio as a salvation after years of being eaten alive from below by DADs and DA-88s. And in the dichotomic world of SSL and Neve that much of the upper tier studios has found itself in recent years, the vast range of approaches to monitoring surround audio could bring back some of the variety that helps differentiate studios and thus helps them remain more competitive.

Whether the public goes for multichannel audio or not, the industry is moving forward, and few are questioning the positive change. And as has been observed, it is not suffi- cient enough to warrant us going in on a flat scale.

And could it be long before the private and project studios get into the act, with less expensive self-powered multichannel monitoring systems being touted on the NAMM Show floor? But in the meantime, multichannel audio represents the first real, positive change that could put some serious life back into the edgy business of recording studio operations.

encoding play havoc with the assumptions made by a joint stereo encoder. BBC engineers have now tested and rejected the idea of using a joint stereo and will broadcast all digital tv sound in true stereo at 256kb/s. But pay TV stations, like the UK's British Digital Broadcasting, are under: commercial pressure to transmit as many TV channels as possible, by using the lowest possible bit rate for pictures and sound. The omens are not good.

The hi-fi press has been getting hot and bothered about subtle audio problems which are supposed to blemish Phillips' excellent and low cost 870 CD Recorder. Personally I was so relieved to find that it worked so easily, without all the nightmare hassle of trying to set up a ROM recorder in a PC and make it work with Adaptec's Easy CD software, that I never noticed anything wrong with the sound of the 870.

Why even bother to install a PC recorder? Because the drive costs even less than the 870 and using PC blanks that are a fraction of the price of audio blanks, and much easier to find in the shops.

Now, courtesy of Home Cinema Choice magazine, comes a tip that will be worth its weight in gold discs to anyone wanting to use the low cost recorder instead of a professional unit or PC drive.

Put an expensive hard-to-get consumer blank in the tray of the low cost consumer recorder and let it go through the checks. Then manually pull open the tray and replace the consumer blank with a cheap PC blank. The consumer recorder should now be fooled into using the PC blank.

is widely known that the Eurovision Song Contest has become a major event in modern entertainment. The show is watched with great interest by millions of people from all over the world, and it is often seen as a symbol of international unity and cooperation.

There have been many changes to the contest over the years, including the introduction of new categories such as the Junior Eurovision and the Eurovision Song Contest for disabled artists. The competition is also known for its high production values and grandiose set designs.

One of the most challenging aspects of the contest is the selection of the representatives from each country. Many countries use national selection processes to choose their entries, while others are chosen by the contest organizers.

The Eurovision Song Contest is broadcast live from a different city each year, and the host city is responsible for setting up and running the event. This year, the contest is taking place in Turin, Italy.

The Eurovision Song Contest is an important event for the music industry, and it provides a platform for emerging artists to showcase their talents. It is also a major attraction for tourism, with many visitors traveling to the host city to experience the excitement of the event.

In recent years, the Eurovision Song Contest has faced criticism for its lack of diversity and its focus on commercial success. However, the contest continues to be a popular event with fans around the world. 
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Microphone operation is based on two dominant mechanisms: electrostatic and electrodynamic. John Watkinson looks at the principles involved in both

The electrodynamic microphone operates on the principle that a conductor moving through a magnetic field will generate a voltage proportional to the rate of change of flux. As the magnetic flux is constant, then this results in an output proportional to the velocity of the conductor. The most common type of constant velocity microphone has a moving coil driven by a diaphragm. In the ribbon microphone the diaphragm itself is the conductor.

The electrostatic microphone works on the variation in capacitance between a moving diaphragm and a fixed plate. As the capacitance varies directly with the spacing the electrostatic microphone is a constant amplitude transducer. There are two forms of electrostatic microphone: the condenser, or capacitor, microphone and the electret microphone. The ribbon and electrostatic microphones have the advantage that there is direct coupling between the sound waveform and the electrical output and so very high quality can be achieved. The moving-coil microphone is considered to be of lower quality but is cheaper and more robust. Microphones can be made using other techniques but none can offer high quality and use is restricted to consumer or communications purposes or where something unbreakable is required.

There are two basic implementations of the electrodynamic microphone; the ribbon and the moving coil. Fig.1a shows that in the ribbon microphone the diaphragm is a very light metallic foil suspended under light tension between the poles of a powerful magnet. The incident sound causes the diaphragm to move and the velocity of the motion results in an EMF being generated across the ends of the ribbon.

The most common form which the ribbon microphone takes is the fig-of-8 response; although cardioid and pressure variants are possible using the techniques described last month. The output voltage of the ribbon is very small, but the source impedance of the ribbon is also very low and so it is possible to use a transformer to produce a higher output voltage at a more convenient impedance.

The driving force on a pressure gradient transducer is proportional to frequency, so the resonant frequency of the ribbon is set below the audio band at only a few Hz. In this way the ribbon works in the mass-controlled region where for constant drive force the velocity falls at 6dB/octave. This balances the 6dB/octave rise of the pressure gradient effect to produce a flat response. The very high compliance needed to set the resonance below the audio band means that the ribbon microphone is shock sensitive. If the body of the microphone is moved, the diaphragm will lag behind causing relative motion. Good mounting isolation is required.

The advantage of the ribbon microphone is that the motion of the ribbon is directly converted to an electrical signal. This is potentially very accurate. However, unless the transformer is of extremely high quality the inherent accuracy will be lost. A further problem is that to obtain reasonable sensitivity the diaphragm must be relatively large giving a low cut-off frequency and leading to directivity problems (Studio Sound, April 1998). Traditionally the magnet was also large, leading to a heavy construction. A further problem is that the diaphragm is extremely delicate and a single exposure to wind might destroy it.

Although the ribbon microphone was at one time the best available it has been overshadowed by the capacitor microphone and is little used today. The ribbon principle deserves to be revisited with modern techniques. A smaller diaphragm and a physically smaller rare-earth magnet would push up the cut-off frequency by reducing the path length difference. The low output level could be offset by incorporating a modern low-noise amplifier in an active design.

The most common version of the electrodynamic microphone is the moving coil system shown in Fig.1b. The diaphragm is connected to a cylindrical former upon which is wound a light coil of wire. The coil operates in the radial flux pattern of a cylindrical magnet. As the output is proportional to velocity, a moving-coil pressure microphone has to work in the resistance controlled domain using a mid-band resonance that is heavily damped. The range is often extended by building in additional damped resonances. A moving-coil pressure gradient microphone would need to operate in mass control.

As it is possible to wind many turns of wire on the coil, the output of such a microphone is relatively high. The structure is quite robust and can easily withstand wind and handling abuse. However, the indirect conversion, whereby the sound moves the diaphragm...
and the diaphragm moves the coil, gives impaired performance because the coil increases the moving mass and the mechanical coupling between the coil and diaphragm is never ideal. Consequently, the moving-coil microphone, generally in a cardioid response form, finds common application in outdoor use, for speech or for public address, or for being beamed to death inside a drum kit, but is considered inadequate for accurate music work.

In the capacitor (or condenser) microphone the diaphragm is highly insulated from the body of the microphone and is fed with a high polarising voltage via a large resistance. Fig.1c shows that a fixed metallic grid forms a capacitor in conjunction with the diaphragm. The diaphragm is connected to an amplifier having a very high impedance. The high impedances mean that there is essentially a constant charge condition. Consequently when incident sound moves the diaphragm and the capacitance varies, the result will be a change of diaphragm voltage which can be amplified to produce an output.

As the condenser mechanism has a constant amplitude characteristic, a pressure or omni condenser microphone needs to use stiffness control to obtain a flat response. The resonant frequency is placed above the audio band. In a PG condenser microphone the capacitance control has to be used where a well damped mid-band resonant frequency is used.

If the impedance seen by the condenser is not extremely high, change can leak away when the diaphragm moves. This will result in poor output and phase shift at low frequencies. As the condenser microphone requires high impedances to work properly, it is at a disadvantage in damp conditions which means that in practice it has to be kept indoors in all but the most favourable weather.

Some condenser microphones contain a heating element which is designed to drive out moisture. In older designs based on vacuum tubes, the heat from the tubes would serve the same purpose. If a capacitor microphone has become damp, it may fall completely or create a great deal of output noise until it has dried out. As an alternative, the capacitance can be measured by making it part of an RF tuned circuit. This has the advantage that it works at low impedances.

In the electret microphone a material is employed that can produce a constant electric field without power. It is the electrostatic equivalent of a permanent magnet. An electret is a extremely good insulator that has been heated in an intense electric field. A conductor moving in such a field will produce a high impedance output that usually require to be locally amplified. The electret microphone can be made very light because no magnet is required. This is useful for hand-held and miniature designs.

In early designs the diaphragm itself was the polarised element, but this required an excessively heavy diaphragm. Later designs use a conductive diaphragm like that of a capacitor microphone and the polarised element is part of the backplate. These back-polarised designs usually offer a better frequency response. While phantom power can be used, electret microphones are often powered by a small dry cell incorporated into the microphone case.

In variable-directivity condenser microphones the double cardioid principle is often used. The variable mixing of the two signals is achieved by changing the polarity and magnitude of the polarising voltage on one diaphragm such that the diaphragm audio outputs can simply be added. Fig.2 shows that one diaphragm is permanently polarised with a positive voltage whereas the other can be polarised with a range of voltages from positive, through zero, to negative.

When the polarising voltages are the same, the microphone becomes omni, whereas if they are opposing it becomes an eight. Setting the variable voltage to zero allows the remaining diaphragm to function as a cardioid. A fixed set of patterns may be provided using a switch, or a continuously variable potentiometer may be supplied. While this would appear to be more flexible it has the disadvantage of being less repeatable. It will be clear that this approach cannot be used with the electret microphone which usually has fixed directivity.
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When it appeared recently JohnWatkinson’s article
Spotlight on 24-96 met with a deluge of response, both
dissimative and supportive, some of which has been published.
Now, John Watkinson replies

NEW, HIGH, SAMPLING RATES
would require enormous
expenditure and upheavals
and this can only be justified if there is
a clear reason to proceed. In my arti-
cle (Spotlight on 24-96, Studio Sound,
February 1998) I expressed a few of my
reservations on this matter. I have
already mentioned in Studio Sound the
importance of thesis and antithesis
reservations I experiment does not
9kHz, artificially
repeatably
and I am neither for or against until
I understand the issue fully. As a sci-
entist, I am only interested in the truth
and I must necessarily adopt any theory
that fully explains a phenomenon and
repetitively predicts the results of scien-
tifically performed experiments. If such
a theory is ever put forward regarding
9kHz, then I shall accept it warmly.

However, that theory backed by experi-
ment does not exist. All of the
arguments I have heard to date for the
adoption of 9kHz as a digital audio
interchange standard are flawed.
Furthermore I suspect that the listening
tests carried out by dCS are flawed
because they have not proved that there
is any other difference than the sam-
ping rate between the two sounds
which are auditioned.

My opinion on this matter is irrele-
vant as I don’t have one. Instead, I shall
point out here, how, apart from Jean
Luc Moncel’s letter, all of the arguments
carried in the May issue are contrary to
well-accepted teaching of psychoacous-
tics, communications theory and
transform theory.

First, the filter responses Mike Story
shows in his May article are phase lin-
ear, but he is careful to distance these
from a real product. Noise-shaping con-
verters use recursion and so are not
inherently phase linear. Phase linear
decimation filters require more pro-
cessing than non-phase linear archi-
tectures. In either of these cases a group
delay error would be halved by dou-
bling the sampling rate.

When switching from 48kHz to
9kHz, how do we know that listeners
don’t just detect the improved phase lin-
earity? This would certainly improve the

spatial resolution as Mike has noted, but
not for the reasons he suggests. I think
it would be a useful step to measure
the phase linearity of a dCS converter
at both 48kHz and 96kHz sampling rates
to see if it changes.

In his letter (Studio Sound, May 1998,
pp10), Keith Howard accuses me of mis-
leading readers with ‘grand sounding’
references to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty
Principle, suggesting that it only applies
to quantum mechanics. Strang and
Nguyen’s authoritative tome (Wellesley
Cambridge Press, ISBN 0-96140880) en-
titled Wavelets and Filter Banks gives the
proof of Heisenberg’s principle (pp67-68) and shows how it applies
equally to frequency-time in electronic
waveforms as it does to position and
momentum in quantum physics.

Frequency-time resolution is crucial
to an understanding of transforms and
transform-like processes such as human
hearing. In both, the more accurately
something is known in the frequency
domain, the less accurately it is known
in the time domain and vice versa.
I would simply quote David Howard and
James Angus in Acoustics and Psycho-
acoustics (Focal Press, ISBN 1-240-54289-
9, pp63): ‘ideally one would like a filter
which has fast time response and a nar-
row bandwidth, but this is impossible.
However, as we shall see later, the
human hearing system is designed to
provide a compromise which gives both
good frequency and time resolution’.

Oddly, Keith Howard also cautions
us not to refer to the Q factor in rela-
tion to critical bands. ‘since to an engi-
neer it immediately suggests resonance’.
That is exactly what I meant it to sug-
gest. See Brian Moore’s An Introduc-
tion to the Psychology of Hearing
in which it is stated: ‘For many types of
filters, and for the response of the basi-
lar membrane, the bandwidth is not
constant but increases roughly in pro-
portion to centre frequency. Thus it is
sometimes useful to use the relative
bandwidth, which is the bandwidth
divided by the centre frequency. The
reciprocal of the relative bandwidth
gives a measure of the sharpness of the
tuning, known as Q’. Please also see
Fig 4 which shows that resonance.

Fig. 1: How sampling works—see text
Jean Luc Moncel's letter is gracious and constructive, and I welcome it. He is right that my arguments only showed that there is no useful pitch information at high frequencies as Zwicker has stated. I stand corrected and I shall need to advance another argument to show that there is no useful information of any kind and I shall do that later in this piece.

Importantly, Jean Luc confirms that 96kHz is used as one way to solve an implementation problem. My suggestion was theoretically based and now we have practical evidence to support it. Perhaps this is the real explanation of the 96kHz debate. As of now, it is my favourite contender. If 96kHz is only required for implementation, there is no fundamental need for it and a more rigorous implementation at conventional sampling rates may be all that is needed. There must be more DSP engineers out there with some evidence. Let's hear it folks.

Jean Luc also obviously appreciates the fun element, and to him I dedicate my favourite graffiti from a university physics department wall: 'Heisenberg might have been here'.

Paul Griffith queries the heading under which Studio Sound published my article. To me the sign of editorial wisdom is the right article at the right time and the heading isn't important. That said, it's unacceptable to suggest that my article represents opinion or bias when everything I have said about the hearing mechanism comes from established works on the subject. I have been scrupulous in naming those references here.

Webster's definition of scientific method is fine, but Paul is wrong to suggest that there is no scientific basis to evolution; he has confused science and physics. Physics is part of science, but it is perfectly possible to have scientific method outside physics as Paul admits when he refers to physiology.

What I should have said was 'this often reflects in the quality of opinions one hears where the laws of physics and scientific method are temporarily suspended to allow the latest theory to hold water'.

Paul Griffith states that most of the function of the human body is still a mystery to doctors. That may be true but I'm more interested in how much is known about human hearing by researchers—quite a different matter. There is a great body of work and a pretty good model exists. Paul does these researchers a disservice by dismissing that work when he should be reading it. His oxymoronic last sentence brought me a smile. I'll even wager that Mr Watson can hear the difference—my idea of science.

Scientific tests are designed to avoid bias, but how can I be unbiased when there is a wager on what I will hear? In fact there is no need to wager that I will hear a difference between 44.1kHz and 96kHz, because that is merely an observation. What I want is to known is the real reason why the difference is audible. To give an analogy, everyone knows that a boomier comes back from observation, but I can explain why and give references. That's my idea of science.

Tony Drummond-Murray's article has put me in a difficult position. I cannot allow unfortunate misconception pass, but his delight with my reply may not be total. All I can really do is to state how sampling really works. Sampling is periodic measurement. Digital audio mostly uses pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). Fig.1a shows the sampling pulse train, Fig.1b the band-limited modulating audio and Fig.1c the modulated pulse train. The peaks of the pulses actually lie on the original waveform. In order to return to a continuous signal, a phase-linear low-pass filter is required which rolls off at half the sampling frequency.

Transform theory shows that the impulse response of such a filter is a time-symmetrical sin(x)/x curve. Fig.1d that goes through zero volts at uniformly spaced intervals equal to the sample period, in other words it 'rings'. Fig.1e shows the result of superimposing the sin(x)/x impulses. The impulse due to a given sample goes to zero at the location of all the other samples, so the output waveform must jump up the tops of the samples. In between samples the waveform is obtained by summing the contribution of all of the impulses and is identical to the band limited input waveform.


Tony has inadvertently replaced precise or Shannon sampling with a sample-and-hold process, although to be fair to him this erroneous explanation has been published elsewhere (Blyton, E. Big ears build a DAC without making the distinction and he may have taken it in good faith). I make the distinction at some length in my own books, as does Boaz Porat in his...
serious roll-off of high frequencies and an equally serious departure from phase linearity which is absent or negligible in correct sampling. Given the serious deficiencies of the method Tony describes, we would expect it to improve as the sampling rate is raised. Tony has simply confirmed that oversampling works. I do not know what D-A was responsible for these waveforms, but I would not let it near an audio waveform. It would be okay for testing torch batteries.

Fig.4 shows physical ringing at a point on the basilar membrane.

implified spectrum. Fig.2b shows a zero-order-hold (ZOH) waveform which is shown in all of Tony's figures. The transform of the sample-period pulse is a sinx/x spectrum showing a serious roll-off of high frequencies and an equally serious departure from phase linearity which is absent or negligible in correct sampling. Given the serious deficiencies of the method Tony describes, we would expect it to improve as the sampling rate is raised. Tony has simply confirmed that oversampling works. I do not know what D-A was responsible for these waveforms, but I would not let it near an audio waveform. It would be okay for testing torch batteries.

Fig.4 shows physical ringing at a point on the basilar membrane.
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as will be seen from reading Moore or Howard and Angus or elsewhere. It is impossible to explain direction sensing or stereo reproduction in the frequency domain. I would instead say that the time and frequency characteristics of human hearing are equally well documented, but the audio industry retains an inexplicable fixation with frequency response and often neglects time response.

The second problem is the claim that "phase is a mathematician's plaything that is not a natural in explaining real physical effects." The Chinook helicopter that just went over only avoids destroying itself because the phase of the overlapping front rotor is always 60° out from the rear. My CD player works because the phases of the wavefront from the full aperture of the objective lens interfere to produce an intensity function or light spot on the disc. My phased-array electrostatic speakers radiate like spheres even though the panels are flat. Come off it Mike.

The third problem is the claim that ringing is due to the Gibbs effect. This is totally wrong. The Gibbs effect occurs when the infinite-duration impulse response of an ideal filter is truncated by a rectangular window in a real filter. The result is ripples in the frequency response in both passband and stopband. Josiah Gibbs was the first to offer a mathematical explanation. The Gibbs effect is minimised in real filters using non-rectangular window functions. This is made clear in Peter Kraniauskas' book *Transforms in Signals and Systems* (Addison Wesley, ISBN 0-201-19694-8, pp.119), or in Porat (pp291-293).

The fourth problem is the concentration on ringing. Fig.5h shows a reconstruction filter ringing. The crucial point here is that were it not for the 'ringing' it would not be possible to recreate the continuous waveform. It is the summation of the 'rings' which produces the parts of the waveform between the sample points. Consequently sampling in general and digital audio in particular are totally dependent on controlled ringing and to regard ringing as a universal evil is quite inappropriate when it is an old friend.

Life is full of bandwidth limited processes which ring, but provided the ringing is beyond human perception there isn't a problem. Try dialling a new flight level into the autopilot of a Boeing 747—500 tons of airliner is not going to change altitude like a logic level. Instead the autopilot is low-pass filtered so it interprets the command as a gradual change. Yes, and it rings as it settles at the new flight level. You can't feel it; you have to look at the altimeter.

The real issue in audio is that of time smearing or dispersion rather than ringing. All low-pass filters, including our ears, cause time smearing whether they ring or not. Gaussian filters do not ring, but they cause enormous time smear. Time smear is a direct consequence of bandwidth limitation (Heisenberg again) and so our bandwidth limited hearing must also suffer smearing. If the smearing of our ears (which can be measured) is more than the smearing of the audio system, we are okay.

Fig.4 shows the ringing response of an ear to an impulse. The response would not be any different whether the stimulus was an impulse from a 48kHz system or a 48kHz system because the energy dispersion of the ear exceeds that of both signals; although it could be marginal at 44.1kHz.

Filter ringing is masked by the ringing of our hearing. Mike's claim that energy above 20kHz is mathematically necessary to localise energy in signals below 20kHz violates transform theory.

Sufficient practical measurement of the time and frequency behaviour of human hearing exists to model its transform behaviour quite well. As far as I can see it is inconceivable that the dynamics of the hearing mechanism can be more agile than an audio waveform of 20kHz bandwidth sampled at 48kHz. With a 4kHz transition band, the filter ringing can't be heard.

It is not only phase, but also time which conveys the spatial attributes of sound. Our spaced ears locate some objects by the different time of arrival of transients to a measured accuracy of about 6 microseconds under the best conditions with a broad-band transient (Moore). A broad-band transient excites the whole length of the basilar membrane allowing a process of correlation to average out the inherent jitter of individual nerve firings. This means that energy dispersion at the edge of the band represents only a few percent of the information used by the hearing process.

Fig.5a shows a transient that is at -24dBFS in a 16-bit system at 44.1kHz, a level that is often found on real recordings. This exercises 4996 different quantising intervals. At Fig.5b it is shown the same transient displaced by 6 microseconds, the limit of inter-aural delay resolution. I need to change the value of the samples carrying the transient by the amounts shown. These are huge numerical changes of 128, 384 and 256 quantising intervals, so it think it is clear that CD has enough time resolution to exceed the localisation ability of human hearing. I think it is also clear that a sampled system can locate a transient much more finely than the sampling period.

Incidentally, what does equipment and program material contain no energy at the band edge? According to Mike's theory, localisation would be impaired, but in practice it isn't. I have plenty of CDs where the stereo image is razor sharp even though no very high frequencies are present due to the nature of the source material.

When Mike states that improving filters is academic because of energy dispersion in today's loudspeakers and microphones, he helps me make my point. Mike would do well to measure the time response of some loudspeakers. Perhaps when he puts a low dispersion signal in series with a high dispersion speaker, the combination has less dispersion than the same speaker with a conventionally sampled signal. The simple solution would seem to be to improve the speaker. On state-of-the-art loudspeakers there is no lack of imaging. Perhaps these will not show such a dramatic improvement on high sampling rate material.
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Escalating confusion

The conflicts between objective artistic goals and profitable marketing strategies constantly threaten the professional studio. Philip Newell relates tales of woe.

After completing work on a recording studio, I spent a couple of days assessing the monitoring prior to the installation of the bulk of the recording equipment. For this I use a collection of about a dozen CDs. All are well performed, well balanced, well recorded, and cover a range of musical styles and instrumentation. I listened with people whose ears and opinions I trust, and we adjudged the monitor system to be performing optimally.

The studio owner had employed people from a local musical equipment shop to do the wiring, and they had been impressed by what they had heard during some of the tests. The owner, himself, was satisfied. A couple of days later, when none of the design or construction team were around, one of the writers took in his favourite ZZ Top album, then pronounced to the studio owner, and to all others around, that the monitors were aggressive sounding. The studio owner agreed. The market place can lead this industry on some very strange paths. This one is not new.

About ten years ago, I installed a monitor system ahead of schedule, and the only CD in the building was by Jesus and Mary Chain... We spent the rest of the day trying to find out what was wrong. Only when somebody turned up with an Elton John CD did we realise that even played at 70dB, the JRMC CD could take your ears off at 50m.

My first recollection of escalating nonsense in this industry (luck when God was in short trousers) was the battle for how much level you could cut on a 45rpm vinyl single. The argument went that the louder it sounded on the radio, the more records would be sold. Well, what you could cut on to a vinyl disc had little bearing on what could be clearly reproduced by the pick-up, so gross playback distortion was often accepted as a price to be paid for more level, and (supposedly) more sales. The recent equivalent seems to be that nobody wants their recording to sound any less bright than whatever is currently selling well, so the harshness of many recordings has ratcheted upwards. The latest phase in this rat-race is sonic maximisation which all but ensures that the meters never fall more than 1dB below peak, except (perhaps) during the fade. I have even come across people using this on classical music. Surely if Beethoven had wanted a section to be forte, he would not have written pianissimo on the score.

Where all this will end, I have no idea, but I doubt that it will lead to better recordings. Unfortunately, marketing forces being what they are, there seems to be a growing number of small monitor loudspeakers that are compensating for these escalations, and on which some of the aberrations sound good. I have noted recently that some excellent monitoring systems are judged to be nasal after listening to some of the newer systems. That these new systems can be used as a part of a music production process is fair enough, but to use them as a general reference is folly in the extreme. One can only adapt to differing response curves, and soon perceive that response to be normal. However, upon switching directly to a more objectively neutral system, that system can be deemed to be ‘wrong’, at least by inexperienced ears, and if a currently popular CD sounds ‘great’ on the less objectively accurate system, the system that actually is more accurate may be rejected as ‘unnatural’, when, in fact, the reverse is more likely to be true.

In my own opinion, some of the most ‘accurate’ close-field systems currently around are the ATC SCM20s, and the Genelec 1031As. If switching to these systems, after a few minutes listening to another system, causes them to sound as though they have an undesirable frequency balance, then I strongly suspect the system under test as having been designed to follow fashion rather than convention. Other peoples’ opinions may differ.

Finding the definitively neutral musical signal source is not an easy task. This is the reason why most designers use a dozen or so, known CDs of reputable pedigree for reference purposes. I had hoped that by now we would have been seeing greater convergence in the responses of small monitors, but it seems that we are not. There are some wild, technical and psycho-acoustic reasons why some variability should remain, but I fear that, as in so many other cases, commercial interests seek the advantages of diversity for less respectable reasons.

This is borne out by the fact that there probably has been a greater convergence in the performance of large professional monitor systems. These have two advantages that help them to converge. Firstly, they do not have to take into account variables in the listening rooms; most are installed in well-designed control rooms. Secondly, they tend to be used by more experienced people. In addition, there is no mass market for these things, so they are less attractive as big profit makers, and thus do not attract the same marketing attention as their smaller relations. The blur between the small professional monitor market and the home studio monitor market has made the convergence of small professional monitors a much more difficult task to realise—and manufacturers who want to penetrate the consumer recording market sometimes use the ‘professional’ tag to gain credibility. The current situation on small, studio monitors is somewhat unclear, even to experienced professionals—the oscillator syndrome at work again.
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**VLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL MIXERS WITH WHAT IT TAKES TO HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.**

**BOTH MODELS HAVE:**
- Studio-grade mic preamps with discrete circuitry for high headroom and low noise (-129.5 dBm E.N.L.) and wide frequency response (over 300kHz).
- Low Cut filters (18dB/ oct. @18kHz) on mono mic line channels allow use of low-frequency EQ on vocals without boosting room rumbles, mic thumps, P-pops and wind noise.
- Trim Controls on mono channels have 60dB total gain range for boosting weak sound sources and a 10dB "virtual pad" for taming hot digital multitrack outputs.
- 2 bus Sends per channel (one globally switchable pre/post, one post-fader), each with 15dB of gain above Unity to boost weak effects.
- 3-band equalization with 12kHz High shelving EQ, broadband musical Midrange & 8kHz Low shelving EQ.
- Constant loudness gain controls.
- Stereo in-place Solo Mute button routes signal to "bonus" All 3 stereo bus outputs & Control Room matrix. Handy for both recording and live applications.

**MS1402-VLZ ONLY:**
- 3-band logarithmic-tapper faders based on our exclusive AFL design. Long-wearing wiper material and self-cleaning polymer tip seals to protect against dust & other crud.
- Built-in power supplies -- no outlet-eating wall warts or hum-inducing line bumps.
- Phantom power so you can use high quality condenser microphones.
- XLR outputs with mic-line level switch (along with 1/4” TRS outputs on top panel).

**MS1202-VLZ • 12x2 • 4 MIC PREAMPS**

**BOTH MODELS HAVE:**
- Radio Frequency Interference protection via metal jacks & washers plus internal shielding capacitors.
- High-output headphone amp can drive virtually any set of phones to levels even a drummer can appreciate.
- Aux 1 Master level control & pre/post switch.
- Effects Return to Monitor switch folds Aux Return 1 effects into a stage monitor mix via Aux Return 2 level control.
- RCA-type tape inputs & outputs.
- Peak-reading LED meters with Level Set LED combined in "In Place Solo" allows fast, accurate setting of channel operating levels for maximum headroom and lowest noise floor.
- Control Room/Phones Matrix adds monitoring, monitoring & metering flexibly.
- Select any combination of Main Mix, Tape In and Alt 3-4 signals for routing to phones, Control Room outputs and meters. Can be used as extra monitor or headphone mix, tape monitor, or separate submix. Way cool.
- Tape Assign to Main Mix assigns unbalanced RCA tape outputs to main mix. Besides its obvious use as a tape monitor, it can also add an extra stereo tape or CD feed into a mix or play music during a break.
- MS1402-VLZ only. Global Solo Mode selects PFL or AFL solo modes.
- Solid steel chassis & thick, fiberglass internal circuit boards resist abuse.
- Channel inserts on mono channels.

**VLZ (Very Low Impedance) circuitry first developed for our 8-Bus consoles dramatically reduces thermal noise & crosstalk in critical areas.**

**Control Room outputs feed monitor speakers without tying up the headphone jack.**

Not every production project requires dozens of input channels and headloads of buses. But doing ANY audio job well requires a mixer with superb specs...and the right combination of useful features.

Our MicroSeries 1202-VLZ and 1402-VLZ might have small footprints, but when it comes to performance, they walk very tall.

Since both are basically chips off our blockbuster 8-Bus Series cones, they have big-board specs: 103dB signal to noise ratio, less than 0.005% distortion, more dynamic range than compact discs and frequency response that's only down 1dB at 60000 Hz.

Why own an imitation when you can own the brand of compact mixer that serious pros prefer? Call for info today.
"When we changed to SM 911, 7 or 8 years ago, we got that sound back. It has a really good musical edge.

When **BASF SM 900 maxima** came out we started to use that on the 24 track - it gives me that sound I want."

Producer of the Brit Awards "Album of the Year" 1997 "Everything Must Go" by the Manic Street Preachers and Winner of the Music Week "Producer of the Year" 1997, Mike Hedges has produced hits of artists such as Texas, Everything But The Girl, Siouxsie and The Banshees, The Cure, The Beautiful South, Geneva and McAlmont and Butler.

**EMTEC Magnetics**

For more information contact +44 01295-227838 or visit EMTEC Magnetics' web site at http://www.emtec-magnetics.com

**SM 900 maxima** is a high-output analogue tape designed specifically for multi-track recording and mastering, with extra wide dynamic range, low noise and low print through.